
THE NATION’S PREMIER BREEDING GOAT SALE

STORK LIVESTOCK // PFEIFFER FARMS // HALFMANN LIVESTOCK // HALFMANN BROTHERS //MOCK LIVESTOCK
SCHAFER RANCH // J&J LIVESTOCK // JADE LIVESTOCK // GLEN MARTIN FAMILY // MORGAN LIVESTOCK// STURTZ SHOW GOATS

YOUNG LIVESTOCK // ALLEN RANCH // HENKHAUS LIVESTOCK // BLUE TEAM WETHERS // KEMPKER LIVESTOCK// WENT SHOW GOATS 
HUTTO LIVESTOCK  // SAKB BOER GOATS // ACE HIGH LIVESTOCK // BOUNDS SHOW GOATS // WILLIAMS LIVESTOCK
FLEDDERJOHANN SHOW GOATS // COWLEY LIVESTOCK // EVANS LIVESTOCK // FALKENSTEIN FAMILY SHOW GOATS 

SEPTEMBER 3
SAN ANGELO, TX

C JASON SPENCE         830.534.8229
JASON@CJASONSPENCE.COM     WWW.CJASONSPENCE.COM

KEVIN MOCK                254.459.2788
KEVIN@MOCKLIVESTOCK.COM     WWW.MOCKLIVESTOCK.COM

LIVE BIDDING ONLINE www.CCI.LIVE

C O N S I G N O R S

PREVIEW 6:00PM // SALE 8:00PM    
air conditioned first financial pavilion air conditioned first financial pavilion 

san angelo fairgrounds - san angelo, texassan angelo fairgrounds - san angelo, texas
@SPENCECO_AUCTIONEERS SPENCE & CO. AUCTIONEERS

Proverbs 16:3

JULY/AUGUST 2021
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OTTENWALTER . SLOAN . HILTY . WINTEX . S SQUARED . IDK
THOMAS . ALL STAR . SOILEAU . HEIMER . FINAL DRIVE

LACKEY . AMMAN . SCHWECKE . MOYER . S&K . KORB . KNAUTH
UNDERDOG . FONTNOT . WILLIE K . BECK . TRES AMIGOS

LAIRD . THE STUD . MB . SCHULTE . BROCKMAN . WEISNGER
HOFSHULTE . TRU GENETICS . RUTLEDGE . SANDERS

jay mormick | 806.654.1244 | JLMLIVESTOCK@YAHOO.COM
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MARES SHOWPIGS  F2 GENETICS 
HUFFAKER FARMS  WEISHUHN BROTHERS 

MT HEART LIVESTOCK

1700 County Road 152
Brownwood, TX 

Bid Board Style

UP N Comin

SEPTEMBER 5thCONSIGNORS

//
//

Viewing & BidS Begin 2PM
Sale Closes 6PM

Lunch and Cold Beverages served

HUNTER MARES // 325.203.1862
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matters.

kentshowfeeds.com

New Product When to Feed

Show Goat Enrich 20R For kids 10 days of age until weaning

Show Goat Gold Mine 20R Post-weaning to 50- to 60-lbs

Show Goat Full Bore® 20R From 60 lbs to finish

Show Goat Full Bore® HE 20R
From 60 lbs to finish weight and 15 to 30 days 
pre-breeding; additional energy to maintain condition

2021 OKLAHOMA YOUTH EXPO // MARKET GOATS2021 OKLAHOMA YOUTH EXPO // MARKET GOATS

Grand Champion Market GoatGrand Champion Market Goat  CHAMPION DIVISTION 4
ADDYSON SCHNEBERGER

Reserve Champion Market GoatReserve Champion Market Goat  CHAMPION DIVISION 2
CARA CUMMINS

Bronze Champion Market GoatBronze Champion Market Goat  RESERVE DIVISION 2
SAYDE ALLEN
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SAME NAME. SAME VALUES.
DIFFERENT VISION.

ON THE COVER
THE LEGENDARY 

FRIDAY NIGHT FIESTA
Highlighting the Nation’s Highest Caliber 

Wether Producing Programs

No other offering compares to this event.
SEPTEMBER 3 • San Angelo, Texas

C JASON SPENCE - 830.534.8229
KEVIN MOCK - 254.459.2788

VOLUME XXXVIIII • JULY/AUGUST 2021 • NUMBER 8

DEPARTMENTS
Advertising Index
Cookin’ With Friends
Games
GOTCHA!
Media Kit
See Ya at the Fair
Subscription Forms
Trader’s Billboard
Take Courage

Purple Circle Magazine, Inc. (ISSN 0274 - 8339) (USPS 004-386)
is published monthly except May/ June and December/ January for $35/ year U.S. by Purple Circle,13800 FM 1062, Canyon, Texas 79015. Period-
icals Postage paid at Lubbock, Texas and additional mailing offices. POSTERMASTER send address changes to Purple Circle, P.O. Box 19357, Amaril-
lo, Tx 79114. Purple Circle takes the utmost care in preparing ads for publication, however, PURPLE CIRCLE is not responsible for errors in ads taken 
over the phone, from other publications or after the deadline, the 15th of the month preceding publication. Purple Circle limits its liability resulting from 
any and all errors, misprint and/or other inaccuracies in the advertising and editorial content. If justified, its liability is limited to refund the customer’s 
payment for the said advertisement, the printing of a corrected advertisement or editorial correction notice in the issue which follows notice from the 
customer. Notification by the customer of any errors must be made within 15 days of distribution of the magazine. No material or part thereof, may 
be reproduced or used out of context, without prior, specific approval of and proper credit to Purple Circle Magazine, Inc. The opinions or views 
expressed in all editorials are those only of the writer or person’s interviews and not Purple Circle.
The Purple Circle, does, however, reserve the right to edit or refuse all material which might be objectionable in content.
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P.O. Box 19357
Amarillo, Texas 79114

830.708.6419

info@purplecircle.com

www.purplecircle.com

Official Publication of the 
Junior Meat Goat Show Circuit

Member of the
Livestock Publication Council

PUBLISHERS
PURPLE CIRCLE MAGAZINE

Austin & Dylan Voyles
Clint & Shannon Hurst

Advertising Editor & Sales
Austin Voyles & Clint Hurst

Editor & Office Manager
Dylan Voyles

Suzie Cox

Layout & Design
Dylan Voyles
Austin Voyles
Lauren Akers

Contributing Writers
Mandy Cowley

Baxter Black

Field Staff
Austin Voyles • TX 806.632.5258

Clint Hurst • TX 806.265.7518
Greg Clark • TX 817.648.5347
Tammy Hart • TX 806.759.9131

Lauren Akers • TX 806.773.8428

FEATURED THIS MONTH
PURPLE CIRCLE’S 30 UNDER 30
Judge’s Spotlight, Spencer Scotten
Under The Influence - Dr. Frank Craddock
Let’s Give’Em Something To Talk About
Extraordinary Showman, Hannah Gustin
Baxter Black: The Cowboy Way

SENIOR SPOTLIGHTS

Ashlyn Summers

SHOW RESULTS
Oklahoma Youth Expo

63, 69, 85, 97

SUBSCRIBE
HERE!

121
116
17, 99
60, 66, 118
39, 87
103
53, 111
112
114

PAGE 27

Kaitlyn Bean
PAGE 89

Rodeo Austin

41
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107
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2021 OKLAHOMA YOUTH EXPO // MARKET GOATS2021 OKLAHOMA YOUTH EXPO // MARKET GOATS

Champion Division 1Champion Division 1  JASE SPARKS Reserve Division 1Reserve Division 1   KINLEY PRUETT Champion Division 3 Champion Division 3 TAYLOR GLOVER

Reserve Division 3Reserve Division 3  AUDRA BOYER Reserve Division 4Reserve Division 4  CARA CUMMINS

FRESH START - ADVANCED WEANING RATION TO GET YOUR SHOWPIGS TO OPTIMAL 
SALE-READY BLOOM AND DEVELOPMENT PRIOR TO 8 WEEKS. 

FRESH STARTFRESH START
USE FOR OPTIMAL
PERFORMANCE
POST-WEANING FOR 
ADVANCED GROWTH 
AND DEVELOPMENT 
IN THE EARLY STAGES 
UNTIL SALE DAY OR 
DESIRED DATE.

PROTEIN: 21.5%
LYSINE: 1.49%
FAT: 5.75%

SOW LSOW L
NEW AND IMPROVED!
VALID NUTRITION 
FOR SOWS ONE WEEK 
PRIOR TO LABOR AND 
DURING LACTATION. 
ADDITIONALLY, USE 
SOW L TO IMPROVE 
HERD SIRE 
NUTRITION YEAR 
ROUND AND DURING 
SEMEN PRODUCTION.

SOW GSOW G
CUBED RATION 
SUSTAINABLE ON ANY 
NON SLAT SURFACE. 
SOW G IS AN 
ECONOMICAL 
SOLUTION FOR YOUR 
OPEN AND GESTATING 
SOW YEAR ROUND.

 PALMER FEED & SUPPLY, INC       SAN ANGELO, TX       325.653.6765       WWW.PALMERFEED.COM PALMER FEED & SUPPLY, INC       SAN ANGELO, TX       325.653.6765       WWW.PALMERFEED.COM
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AUG 28 AUG 28 ////  KERRVILLE, TXKERRVILLE, TX
HILL COUNTRY EVENT CENTER AND FAIRGROUNDSHILL COUNTRY EVENT CENTER AND FAIRGROUNDS

2021 TEXAS ELITE SHOWCASE, FOOTE // SOLD AT THE ALLIANCE ‘202021 TEXAS ELITE SHOWCASE, FOOTE // SOLD AT THE ALLIANCE ‘20

THE STUD THE STUD //// EGGERS  EGGERS ////BRINNING BRINNING //// MB GENETICS  MB GENETICS //// BROCKMAN  BROCKMAN //// HF GENETICS  HF GENETICS //// THOMAS THOMAS
KNEESE KNEESE //// FRANK DAVIS  FRANK DAVIS //// FOOTE  FOOTE //// LINDNER  LINDNER //// FINAL DRIVE  FINAL DRIVE //// BEYERS  BEYERS //// BIGGS   BIGGS  //// FONTENOT  FONTENOT 

H SQUARED H SQUARED //// ROUNSAVALL  ROUNSAVALL //// BLOUNT FARMS  BLOUNT FARMS // // VINCENT FARMS VINCENT FARMS ////HERREN HERREN //// UNDERDOG  UNDERDOG //// KORB  KORB 
MAUCK MAUCK //// LAIRD  LAIRD //// TB SHOWPIGS  TB SHOWPIGS //// SURE SUCCESS  SURE SUCCESS //// FORTNER   FORTNER  // // WILLIE K WILLIE K ////BERGER BERGER //// PLATT   PLATT  

MT HEART MT HEART //// WAGNER FAMILY GENETCS  WAGNER FAMILY GENETCS //// GOSSETT GOSSETT

ConsignorsConsignors

CASSIDY HAYES  //  361.920.1015      JIMMY HAYES  //  361.920.0964

Champion Heavy Weight CrossChampion Heavy Weight Cross
‘21 SAN ANGELO, KORB, SOLD AT ‘20 ALLIANCE‘21 SAN ANGELO, KORB, SOLD AT ‘20 ALLIANCE

Champion Heavy Weight CrossChampion Heavy Weight Cross

Reserve Champion Purebred GiltReserve Champion Purebred Gilt

MORE CHAMPIONS & STAPLE BREEDING PIECES
from this event - year after yearfrom this event - year after year

Champion Heavy Weight CrossChampion Heavy Weight Cross
‘21 SAN ANGELO, KORB, SOLD AT ‘20 ALLIANCE‘21 SAN ANGELO, KORB, SOLD AT ‘20 ALLIANCE

Champion White OPBChampion White OPB
‘21 SAN ANGELO, BEYERS, SOLD AT ‘20 ALLIANCE‘21 SAN ANGELO, BEYERS, SOLD AT ‘20 ALLIANCE

Champion White OPBChampion White OPBChampion Heavy Weight CrossChampion Heavy Weight Cross

AFTER THREE YEARS OF  DOMINANCEDOMINANCE

11:11:0000  AM PREVIEW WEBCASTED BY WALTON WEBCASTINGAM PREVIEW WEBCASTED BY WALTON WEBCASTING
with commentary from Kelton Mason & Todd Beyers

5:00 PM LIVE PREVIEW // 7:00 PM SALE TIME // DINNER AND HOSPITALITY PROVIDED
EXHIBITOR AWARDS PROGRAMEXHIBITOR AWARDS PROGRAM

MUST ATTEND EVENTMUST ATTEND EVENT

SALE CREDIT: $250 to County/ Local Fair Grand Champions // $500 to Major Show Breed Champions
$1000 to Major Show Grand or Reserve Grand Overall

Here We ComeHere We Come
BRED BY BROCKMAN, SOLD AT ALLIANCE ‘20BRED BY BROCKMAN, SOLD AT ALLIANCE ‘20

Here We ComeHere We Come

it has become ait has become a

LEDLED
BRED BY HF GENETICS SOLD AT ALLIANCE ‘20BRED BY HF GENETICS SOLD AT ALLIANCE ‘20

LEDLED

Red Headed StrangerRed Headed Stranger
BRED BY KORB, SOLD AT ALLIANCE ‘20BRED BY KORB, SOLD AT ALLIANCE ‘20

Red Headed StrangerRed Headed Stranger

HUFFAKERHUFFAKER BERGERBERGER

SOUTHERN SELECT SIRESSOUTHERN SELECT SIRES

Multi -Time Grand ChampionMulti -Time Grand Champion
SOLD AT ‘20 ALLIANCE, S SQUAREDSOLD AT ‘20 ALLIANCE, S SQUARED

Multi -Time Grand ChampionMulti -Time Grand Champion
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it has become ait has become a

LEDLED
BRED BY HF GENETICS SOLD AT ALLIANCE ‘20BRED BY HF GENETICS SOLD AT ALLIANCE ‘20

LEDLED
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Grand Champion Market LambGrand Champion Market Lamb  CHAMPION HAMPSHIRE
COLT RANDALL

Reserve Champion Market LambReserve Champion Market Lamb  CHAMPION BLACKFACE
SAYDE ALLEN

Bronze Champion Market LambBronze Champion Market Lamb  RESERVE BLACKFACE
MASON HARRIS

2021 OKLAHOMA YOUTH EXPO // MARKET LAMBS2021 OKLAHOMA YOUTH EXPO // MARKET LAMBS

Champion DorsetChampion Dorset  BRADEN BURNS Reserve DorsetReserve Dorset  KOBI SCROGGINS

Champion Hair SheepChampion Hair Sheep  KENNA GAY Reserve Hair SheepReserve Hair Sheep  KAITLYN BEAN

Champion NaturalChampion Natural  ROWDY RANDALL Reserve NaturalReserve Natural  LARAY COX

Champion ShropshireChampion Shropshire  KINLEY PRUETT Reserve ShropshireReserve Shropshire  CLAY RANDALL
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Champion SouthdownChampion Southdown  COLTON BURNS Reserve SouthdownReserve Southdown  SHAYLEE MADDOX

Champion SuffolkChampion Suffolk  KATELYN BLEVINS Reserve SuffolkReserve Suffolk  PAYTON PIPARATO

Champion WhitefaceChampion Whiteface  KIRSTEN WALCK Reserve WhitefaceReserve Whiteface  CONNOR ANTHONY

Reserve HampshireReserve Hampshire  BLAKE SKIDGEL
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TEAR DROP
LAST DROP X STAND TALL X ALCATRAZ

NICK, APRYL, ABIGAIL, ARCHER, CAIN & TASHNICK, APRYL, ABIGAIL, ARCHER, CAIN & TASH
AlbrachtAlbracht

BUSHLAND, TEXAS
JESS - 979.446.5850 // NICK - 806.433.1896

GRAND CHAMPIONMarket BarrowMarket Barrow2 0 2 1  H O U S T O N  L I V E S T O C K  S H O W

Congratulations Cook Family

Goosebumps X Dirty Secret X Hillbilly BoneBred to Bend the Knee (End Game Genetics)

Cruel Intentions X Make It Easy X Black HeadBred to  Pitter Patter (End Game Genetics)

Cruel Intentions X Make It Easy X Black HeadBred to  Pitter Patter (End Game Genetics)

Provoked X Dirty Secret X Droppin’ SwagBred to  Next Intention (Premium Blend)

‘21 SAN ANGELO‘21 SAN ANGELO
CONGRATULATIONS SHELTON FAMILYCONGRATULATIONS SHELTON FAMILY

Class Champion Yorkshire Res. Lightweight Division Dark Cross Second Place Berkshire

UPCOMING SALES
AUGUST 27-28. THE ESTABLISHED. COMFORT, TX
AUGUST 27. SECOND LINDNER FARM SALE. COMFORT, TX
SEPTEMBER 11. THE LEAD OFF.  ABERNATHY, TX
SEPTEMBER 17-18. BROCKMAN FARM SALE. MONTGOMERY, TX

OCTOBER 8-10. MAJOR LEAGUE. COLORADO CITY, TX
TBD. ALPHA MALE.  LUBBOCK, TX
TBD. PERFECT TIMING. LAWTON, OK

‘21 SAN ANTONIO‘21 SAN ANTONIO
CONGRATULATIONS CLIFT FAMILYCONGRATULATIONS CLIFT FAMILY

‘21 SAN ANGELO‘21 SAN ANGELO
CONGRATULATIONS LUGO FAMILYCONGRATULATIONS LUGO FAMILY

TEAR DROP
LAST DROP X STAND TALL X ALCATRAZ

‘21 SAN ANTONIO‘21 SAN ANTONIO
CONGRATULATIONS CLIFT FAMILYCONGRATULATIONS CLIFT FAMILY

END GAME GENETICSEND GAME GENETICS
JESS, KARAH & CORBYN SHIELDSJESS, KARAH & CORBYN SHIELDS

JESS - 979.446.5850 // NICK - 806.433.1896JESS - 979.446.5850 // NICK - 806.433.1896
             AMARILLO, TEXAS

END GAME GENETICSEND GAME GENETICS

PITTER PATTER
LAST DROP X STAND TALL X ALCATRAZ

BEND THE KNEE
BIM X ROCKSTAR

ALL BOARS $150/DOSE UNTIL OCTOBER 15TH
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2021 OKLAHOMA YOUTH EXPO // MARKET BARROWS2021 OKLAHOMA YOUTH EXPO // MARKET BARROWS

Grand Champion Market BarrowGrand Champion Market Barrow  CHAMPION CROSSBRED
STEVEN SANDERS

Reserve Champion Market BarrowReserve Champion Market Barrow  CHAMPION HAMPSHIRE
HAGEN CUNDIFF

Bronze Champion Market BarrowBronze Champion Market Barrow  RESERVE HAMPSHIRE
JACIE CANTRELL

27pork expopork expo

LUBBOCK, TEXASLUBBOCK, TEXAS
SOUTH PLAINS FAIRGROUNDS • $25 DAY OF SHOW ENTRY (NO PRE ENTRY)

JULY 31 • WEIGHT CARDS DUE AT 8AM • SHOWMANSHIP AT 9AM
JUDGE: KELTON MASONJUDGE: KELTON MASON

AUGUST 1 • WEIGHT CARDS DUE AT 8AM • SHOW AT 9AM
JUDGE: HADLEY ALBRACHTJUDGE: HADLEY ALBRACHT

Benefiting the Abernathy Ag BoostersBenefiting the Abernathy Ag Boosters
SOUTH PLAINS FAIRGROUNDS
105 E BROADWAY • LUBBOCK, TX 79403 

JASON MILLER // 806.445.5056 // MILLERPIGS@YAHOO.COM
JANELL MILLER // 806.445/5449 // JANELL78MILLER@YAHOO.COM

Thank you to our
 sponsors

Thank you to our
 sponsors
HF&C FEEDS INC. • PURINA MILLS • DL SHOW PIGS • LACKEY LIVESTOCK • BRYANT FEEDHF&C FEEDS INC. • PURINA MILLS • DL SHOW PIGS • LACKEY LIVESTOCK • BRYANT FEED

BEYERs FARMS • WEST PLAINS VETERINARY HOSPITAL • SHOWTEC ADM ALLIANCE NUTRITIONBEYERs FARMS • WEST PLAINS VETERINARY HOSPITAL • SHOWTEC ADM ALLIANCE NUTRITION
RED RIVER COMMODITIES • THE JUNK AND FARMERS MARKET  • Shady lane apparelRED RIVER COMMODITIES • THE JUNK AND FARMERS MARKET  • Shady lane apparel

BLAKE FULLENWIDER DODGE • Behind the seams • WINTEXBLAKE FULLENWIDER DODGE • Behind the seams • WINTEX
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2021 OKLAHOMA YOUTH EXPO // MARKET BARROWS2021 OKLAHOMA YOUTH EXPO // MARKET BARROWS

Reserve Poland ChinaReserve Poland China  MABREE HOOPER Reserve Poland ChinaReserve Poland China  GRANT GOSNEY

Champion SpotChampion Spot  ANNA FRANKE Reserve SpotReserve Spot  HAGEN CUNDIFF

Champion YorkshireChampion Yorkshire  CAITLYN WAGGLE Reserve YorkshireReserve Yorkshire  PRESTON HAINES

Reserve CrossbredReserve Crossbred  NASH WILLIAMSON

2021 OKLAHOMA YOUTH EXPO // MARKET BARROWS2021 OKLAHOMA YOUTH EXPO // MARKET BARROWS

Champion BerkshireChampion Berkshire  MOLLY BUCKMASTER Reserve BerkshireReserve Berkshire  NASH WILLIAMSON

Champion Chester WhiteChampion Chester White  KYLEN KAMP Reserve Chester WhiteReserve Chester White  ABBY SMITH

Champion DurocChampion Duroc  KARSON OSBORN Reserve DurocReserve Duroc  JALEI WATTS

Champion HerefordChampion Hereford  ZANE CLARK Reserve HerefordReserve Hereford  TUCKER LANG
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Superior Choice Genetics // Crane Show pigs
S Squared Showpigs // Shuffler Show Pigs // G2 Genetics

No doubt Genetics // Mares Showpigs // C-C  Show Pigs
Beaman Show Stock // D2 Livestock // UnderDog Genetics

Foote Farms // Tatsch showpigs // Loyd Livestock
Reeves & Smythe Livestock // Cooper and Flash Genetics

Sterling Showpigs // Thomas Showpigs // All Star Showpigs
1-1 Pig Farm // RB2 Showpigs // Wagner Family Genetics

CONSIGNORS

August 28   29

KENDAlL YOUTH AG & EQUESTRIAN center
648 FM 289 // Comfort, TX 78013

7:30PM Meal
8:30PM LIVE PREVIEW

8:00AM BARNS OPEN
11:30AM SALE STARTS

Saturday

Sunday

//Cole Reeves   Gilbert Sullaway   Mike Charo

breeders 
choic
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pig
 s

ale

254.624.3080     210.669.2411       210.241.1280
breederchoiceps@gmail.com

//

//

AUCTIONEER
Coby Scahcher
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[ONE.] WHAT IS THE MOST REWARDING THING YOU’VE GAINED FROM SHOWING LIVESTOCK?

THE PEOPLE YOU MEETTHE PEOPLE YOU MEET
The most rewarding thing about showing livestock is not the buckles, banners, or even the scholarships, but the people you meet and the relationships 
you form are the most rewarding. Traveling all around the state and country has allowed me to make friendships and connections which I would not 

have been able to develop otherwise. Showing has taught me that even though we may be fierce competitors in the show ring, we can be friends 
outside the ring. I have established lifelong friendships through livestock competition. 

[TWO.] WHAT IS THE MOST CHALLENGING THING ABOUT SHOWING LIVESTOCK?

[THREE.] IF YOU COULD TELL ONE NEW SHOWMAN SOME WORDS OF ENCOURAGEMENT WHAT 
WOULD YOU SAY?

[FOUR.] WHAT VALUES ARE MOST IMPORTANT TO YOU?

[FIVE.] GIVE US YOUR MOST IMPORTANT SHOWMANSHIP TIP?

[SIX.] WHEN YOU GRADUATE WHAT DO YOU WANT TO BE REMEMBERED FOR IN THE 
STOCK SHOW WORLD?

Pigs: They’re unpredictablePigs: They’re unpredictable
I show pigs, which seem to be more challenging than some of the other species. Because raising pigs is like opening presents on Christmas morning every 

time you open the barn. You never know when one is going to decide to go off feed, start dragging a leg, or try to cough up a lung. Even in perfect conditions 
something can go wrong with all types of livestock,  especially pigs.  Everyday is a guessing game . The tricky part is not giving up, you have to keep pushing 
on and trying to figure out how to fix problems that might come up while trying to balance both barn work and school. You must stay focused and dedicated 

to both.

Keep learning and setting goalsKeep learning and setting goals
NEVER be complacent. You can always learn. You are never the best and you need to always strive for more and do not settle. Watch and learn from 

other showmen. Always set goals and achieve them.

Stay humble, Work hard, and be kindStay humble, Work hard, and be kind
Stay humble, work hard, and be kind. These three things have been something I try to do and be every time I step into my barn and any stock show. 
A) I want people to remember me as someone who lost quietly and won humbly; nobody likes a sore loser or a gloating winner. B) The amount of 
work you put in only reflects the amount of success you will have. C) People will always root on the nice and positive girl/boy. If you are unkind, 

people do not care how successful you are or what you have accomplished.

Ring awareness
Showmanship is something that I have always held in high regard. I may not have always had a pig to win the show, but I would always have my sights 

set to try to win showmanship. I would say my number one tip to others is Ring awareness. It is important to know where the judge is at all times and it’s 
even more important to know where other competitors are at also. You and your animal must be a team to move across that ring so that the judge can see 

you at all times. Also, you are being self-taught. I highly recommend them to sit ringside and watch the classes or other showmanship to learn different 
things to put into your show style. 

Honesty, hard work, and dedicationHonesty, hard work, and dedication
I want to be remembered for honesty, hard work and dedication to the industry. I hope that I have been a positive influence to young exhibitors through 

my actions in and out of the ring.

[SEVEN.] SUPPOSE YOU COULD TAKE ANY CELEBRITY TO LUNCH AND TALK TO THEM ABOUT 
FFA/ 4-H, WHO WOULD YOU TAKE AND WHAT WOULD YOU TELL THEM?

Theodore RooseveltTheodore Roosevelt
I would have lunch with Theodore Roosevelt.  He was a man of many talents who impacted the United State for the better. He was a strong, charismatic 

and independent man who believed one man could make a difference. I want to hear the stories of the man whose life was a series of adventures 
from rancher to lawman. I would tell him all about FFA/4H and how it has evolved and the opportunities it has given me as well as what it offers 

others. I will explain how these organizations have had an impact on so many American youth and the endless opportunities it offers.  I am sure that 
if it wasn’t for his efforts and being such an influential president, that agriculture and agricultural organizations would not be what they are today.

[EIGHT.] IF YOUR FRIENDS COULD DESCRIBE YOU, HOW WOULD THEY?

Stubborn and caring
Mostly likely stubborn and caring. Sometimes I am as stubborn as a mule just because I like things to be done a certain way. And caring because I am 

always looking out for my friends and family. I try to be a listening ear and someone they know they can count on always. 
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[TEN.] DO YOU HAVE A FAVORITE QUOTE OR BIBLE VERSE?

[NINE.] WHERE DO YOU SEE YOURSELF IN THE NEXT 5 YEARS?

Progressing in the Ag IndustryProgressing in the Ag Industry
In the next 5 years I see myself graduating with an Ag Communications degree from Tarleton State University. Maybe my Masters?  Maybe agricultural 

internships?   I also hope to continue to be an advocate of the industry in hopes to encourage young people to be involved in showing livestock. 
I want to continue to guide children to have the same experiences I grew up with.

Romans 8:28
God is greater than the highs and lows, Romans 8:28

[THIRTEEN.] WHAT MOTIVATES YOU TO BE A GOOD LEADER, AND TO PUT FORTH YOUR BEST EFFORT?

[ELEVEN.] WHO IS YOUR ROLE MODEL?

My Great GrandmotherMy Great Grandmother
My role model is my great-grandmother, Marjorie Merritt Riding.  She is 90 years old and the most amazing and God-loving woman I have ever had 

the pleasure of knowing. In her younger years, she was a trick rider, a show horse trainer and is now in the Morgan Horse Hall of fame. She is a very 
stubborn, strong, and independent woman that earns respect from anyone she meets. I inspire to be just half the woman she is.

[TWELVE.] IMAGINE YOURSELF 10 YEARS FROM TODAY. WHAT GOALS AND AMBITIONS DO YOU 
HAVE FOR YOURSELF, PERSONALLY AND PROFESSIONALLY?

In the agriculture and show worldIn the agriculture and show world
It is hard to say where or what I will be doing in 10 years. I see myself with a job within the agricultural field, hopefully still involved with showpigs in 

some aspect.

My own mentorsMy own mentors
I would not be who I am today without the influential people in my life.  This motivates me to be a good leader to help others achieve their dreams. I 

hope that I can lead by example and be the best person I can be because “little eyes” are always watching. 

[FOURTEEN.] HOW DO YOU GO ABOUT SETTING GOALS IN ORDER TO BECOME MORE SUCCESSFUL?

ContinuationContinuation
 I set goals daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly. Set goals and squash them! Keeping your sights set on certain achievements keeps you motivated to do 

better each time you step into the ring. Always strive for more, do not settle for average. 

[FIFTEEN.] TELL US WHAT “SUCCESS” MEANS TO YOU?

Goal AchievementGoal Achievement
Success is when your hard work pays off. Setting goals and achieving them is the true meaning of success. Whether it be accomplishing a daily or 

yearly goal. That is success. 
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[ONE.] WHAT IS THE MOST REWARDING THING YOU’VE GAINED FROM SHOWING LIVESTOCK?

THE PEOPLE YOU MEETTHE PEOPLE YOU MEET
The most rewarding thing about showing livestock is not the buckles, banners, or even the scholarships, but the people you meet and the relationships 
you form are the most rewarding. Traveling all around the state and country has allowed me to make friendships and connections which I would not 

have been able to develop otherwise. Showing has taught me that even though we may be fierce competitors in the show ring, we can be friends 
outside the ring. I have established lifelong friendships through livestock competition. 

[TWO.] WHAT IS THE MOST CHALLENGING THING ABOUT SHOWING LIVESTOCK?

[THREE.] IF YOU COULD TELL ONE NEW SHOWMAN SOME WORDS OF ENCOURAGEMENT WHAT 
WOULD YOU SAY?

[FOUR.] WHAT VALUES ARE MOST IMPORTANT TO YOU?

[FIVE.] GIVE US YOUR MOST IMPORTANT SHOWMANSHIP TIP?

[SIX.] WHEN YOU GRADUATE WHAT DO YOU WANT TO BE REMEMBERED FOR IN THE 
STOCK SHOW WORLD?
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to both.
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Stay humble, Work hard, and be kindStay humble, Work hard, and be kind
Stay humble, work hard, and be kind. These three things have been something I try to do and be every time I step into my barn and any stock show. 
A) I want people to remember me as someone who lost quietly and won humbly; nobody likes a sore loser or a gloating winner. B) The amount of 
work you put in only reflects the amount of success you will have. C) People will always root on the nice and positive girl/boy. If you are unkind, 

people do not care how successful you are or what you have accomplished.

Ring awareness
Showmanship is something that I have always held in high regard. I may not have always had a pig to win the show, but I would always have my sights 

set to try to win showmanship. I would say my number one tip to others is Ring awareness. It is important to know where the judge is at all times and it’s 
even more important to know where other competitors are at also. You and your animal must be a team to move across that ring so that the judge can see 

you at all times. Also, you are being self-taught. I highly recommend them to sit ringside and watch the classes or other showmanship to learn different 
things to put into your show style. 

Honesty, hard work, and dedicationHonesty, hard work, and dedication
I want to be remembered for honesty, hard work and dedication to the industry. I hope that I have been a positive influence to young exhibitors through 

my actions in and out of the ring.

[SEVEN.] SUPPOSE YOU COULD TAKE ANY CELEBRITY TO LUNCH AND TALK TO THEM ABOUT 
FFA/ 4-H, WHO WOULD YOU TAKE AND WHAT WOULD YOU TELL THEM?

Theodore RooseveltTheodore Roosevelt
I would have lunch with Theodore Roosevelt.  He was a man of many talents who impacted the United State for the better. He was a strong, charismatic 

and independent man who believed one man could make a difference. I want to hear the stories of the man whose life was a series of adventures 
from rancher to lawman. I would tell him all about FFA/4H and how it has evolved and the opportunities it has given me as well as what it offers 

others. I will explain how these organizations have had an impact on so many American youth and the endless opportunities it offers.  I am sure that 
if it wasn’t for his efforts and being such an influential president, that agriculture and agricultural organizations would not be what they are today.

[EIGHT.] IF YOUR FRIENDS COULD DESCRIBE YOU, HOW WOULD THEY?

Stubborn and caring
Mostly likely stubborn and caring. Sometimes I am as stubborn as a mule just because I like things to be done a certain way. And caring because I am 

always looking out for my friends and family. I try to be a listening ear and someone they know they can count on always. 

[TEN.] DO YOU HAVE A FAVORITE QUOTE OR BIBLE VERSE?

[NINE.] WHERE DO YOU SEE YOURSELF IN THE NEXT 5 YEARS?

Progressing in the Ag IndustryProgressing in the Ag Industry
In the next 5 years I see myself graduating with an Ag Communications degree from Tarleton State University. Maybe my Masters?  Maybe agricultural 

internships?   I also hope to continue to be an advocate of the industry in hopes to encourage young people to be involved in showing livestock. 
I want to continue to guide children to have the same experiences I grew up with.

Romans 8:28
God is greater than the highs and lows, Romans 8:28

[THIRTEEN.] WHAT MOTIVATES YOU TO BE A GOOD LEADER, AND TO PUT FORTH YOUR BEST EFFORT?

[ELEVEN.] WHO IS YOUR ROLE MODEL?

My Great GrandmotherMy Great Grandmother
My role model is my great-grandmother, Marjorie Merritt Riding.  She is 90 years old and the most amazing and God-loving woman I have ever had 

the pleasure of knowing. In her younger years, she was a trick rider, a show horse trainer and is now in the Morgan Horse Hall of fame. She is a very 
stubborn, strong, and independent woman that earns respect from anyone she meets. I inspire to be just half the woman she is.

[TWELVE.] IMAGINE YOURSELF 10 YEARS FROM TODAY. WHAT GOALS AND AMBITIONS DO YOU 
HAVE FOR YOURSELF, PERSONALLY AND PROFESSIONALLY?

In the agriculture and show worldIn the agriculture and show world
It is hard to say where or what I will be doing in 10 years. I see myself with a job within the agricultural field, hopefully still involved with showpigs in 

some aspect.

My own mentorsMy own mentors
I would not be who I am today without the influential people in my life.  This motivates me to be a good leader to help others achieve their dreams. I 

hope that I can lead by example and be the best person I can be because “little eyes” are always watching. 

[FOURTEEN.] HOW DO YOU GO ABOUT SETTING GOALS IN ORDER TO BECOME MORE SUCCESSFUL?

ContinuationContinuation
 I set goals daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly. Set goals and squash them! Keeping your sights set on certain achievements keeps you motivated to do 

better each time you step into the ring. Always strive for more, do not settle for average. 

[FIFTEEN.] TELL US WHAT “SUCCESS” MEANS TO YOU?

Goal AchievementGoal Achievement
Success is when your hard work pays off. Setting goals and achieving them is the true meaning of success. Whether it be accomplishing a daily or 

yearly goal. That is success. 
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My name is Ashlyn Taylor Summers. I am 18 years old and am from 
Waxahachie, TX.  I am the Daughter of Jared Kimmel, Tammy Kimmel, 
and Mike Summers. In addition, I’d like to claim that I am the niece of 
Cole and Melissa Reeves of Hico, TX.  My family has been my support 
group from day one. I have literally been showing some sort of animal 
since I could walk. In my younger years I found my love of competition 

from showing horses at an incredibly young age. I was the daughter of a 
horse trainer and competition was in our blood. As I continued my journey 
in life my uncle decided I was old enough that I needed to start showing 
pigs. Quite different from horses but with the same competitive aspect I 

embraced pig showing and developed a love for it. Since then, my passion 
and drive for showing has flourished. My family inspires and supports me 
and encourages me to do better, try harder, and succeed in whatever I 
put my mind to. I am thankful for the sacrifices they make to keep me in 
good livestock, haul me to every jackpot and support all aspects of my 

show “addiction”. I will forever be thankful to my extended show “family” 
who has always loved and supported me during my Jr show career.   If it 
weren’t for my love for the industry and the support group I have I might 

not have become the fierce competitor that I am today. 
I hope that I have been a positive influence in this industry and that there 
are other little kids that are setting goals and squashing them like I did. 

My time has ended in the Jr. Livestock show ring but I hope that I have left 
my mark. I have realized that these moments are truly unforgettable and I 
know that showing livestock has blessed me with the best relationships and 

life’s Lessons which have shaped who I am today. Thank you, Cole and 
Melissa, for introducing me to pigs. It has been on one heck of a run!

On to the next one, ol’ son!
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horse trainer and competition was in our blood. As I continued my journey 
in life my uncle decided I was old enough that I needed to start showing 
pigs. Quite different from horses but with the same competitive aspect I 

embraced pig showing and developed a love for it. Since then, my passion 
and drive for showing has flourished. My family inspires and supports me 
and encourages me to do better, try harder, and succeed in whatever I 
put my mind to. I am thankful for the sacrifices they make to keep me in 
good livestock, haul me to every jackpot and support all aspects of my 

show “addiction”. I will forever be thankful to my extended show “family” 
who has always loved and supported me during my Jr show career.   If it 
weren’t for my love for the industry and the support group I have I might 

not have become the fierce competitor that I am today. 
I hope that I have been a positive influence in this industry and that there 
are other little kids that are setting goals and squashing them like I did. 

My time has ended in the Jr. Livestock show ring but I hope that I have left 
my mark. I have realized that these moments are truly unforgettable and I 
know that showing livestock has blessed me with the best relationships and 

life’s Lessons which have shaped who I am today. Thank you, Cole and 
Melissa, for introducing me to pigs. It has been on one heck of a run!

On to the next one, ol’ son!
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WeaverLivestock.com
Quality. Heritage. Innovation. Commitment.

WEAVERLIVESTOCK.COM

We’ve Got You Covered.
• Perfect your show day look with Weaver Livestock’s line of  
 premium adhesives.

• Choose from Medium, Strong and Firm adhesives as well as  
 ProHold Natural, which provides holding power with  
 a natural appearance.

• Because the health of your family matters to us, our adhesives  
 do not contain the toxic compound methylene chloride.

SHow DAY
BEST

21-4130-LV-DAD

2021 OKLAHOMA YOUTH EXPO // MARKET STEERS2021 OKLAHOMA YOUTH EXPO // MARKET STEERS

Grand Champion Market SteerGrand Champion Market Steer  CHAMPION CHIANINA
REIGN SCASTA

Reserve Champion Market Steer Reserve Champion Market Steer CHAMPION CROSSBRED
CARLEE CLARK
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2021 OKLAHOMA YOUTH EXPO // MARKET STEERS2021 OKLAHOMA YOUTH EXPO // MARKET STEERS

Reserve ChianinaReserve Chianina  CAYTI DUGAN Reserve CrossbredReserve Crossbred  COOPER CUMMINS

Champion Maine-AnjouChampion Maine-Anjou  RUBY BELL Reserve Maine-AnjouReserve Maine-Anjou  TAYLOR GLOVER

Champion ShorthornChampion Shorthorn  AUDRY GRAUMANN Reserve ShorthornReserve Shorthorn  HAGEN HARRISON

Champion SimmentalChampion Simmental  SADIE WYNNE Reserve SimmentalReserve Simmental  LANEY LAWSON

2021 OKLAHOMA YOUTH EXPO // MARKET STEERS2021 OKLAHOMA YOUTH EXPO // MARKET STEERS

Champion AngusChampion Angus  CLAIRE COLLINS Reserve AngusReserve Angus  JC CASON

Champion CharolaisChampion Charolais  KELTON ARTHUR Reserve CharolaisReserve Charolais  MADISON SHOUT

Champion HerefordChampion Hereford  KENNEDY ARTHUR Reserve HerefordReserve Hereford  MADILYN NORVELL

Champion LimousinChampion Limousin  STRYKER WORMAN Reserve LimousinReserve Limousin  TUCKER FREIE
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Champion AOB Champion AOB MASON SHOUT Reserve AOBReserve AOB  KASON ABERNATHY

2021 OKLAHOMA YOUTH EXPO // MARKET STEERS2021 OKLAHOMA YOUTH EXPO // MARKET STEERS

Working hard to get your blades cleaned, de rusted, 
sharp, demagnetized and oiled all for $10 any blade set.

DUSTY HICKS
806.664.1733
FECS365@GMAIL.COM

FACEBOOK.COM/FITTERSEDGE

2012 SOUTH CR 1068
MIDLAND, TX 79706MAIL IN OR DROP OFF 

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK!
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NUTRITION BY DESIGN, INC. • MASON, TX • 325.294.4555

You can use these products, or you can use them for MAXIMUM RESULTS!
Download the FREE Guides Today!
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NUTRITION BY DESIGN, INC. • MASON, TX • 325.294.4555

You can use these products, or you can use them for MAXIMUM RESULTS!
Download the FREE Guides Today!

T H I S  I S  H O W  Y O U The InauguralThe Inaugural
PURPLE CIRCLE 30 UNDER 30

www.PurpleCircle.com
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My name is Chastin Leggett, and as a first generation agriculturist it’s been a crazy beautiful ride. One that I would have 
never dreamed of when my Dad bought me a little rabbit to start 4-H many years ago. I am the founder and CEO of 
YGB Livestock Camps and have coached over 850 State and National Champions. To include champions at National 
Western Stock Show, Arizona National Livestock Show, AKSARBEN, Oklahoma Youth Expo, American Royal, NAILE, 
National Western, too many state fairs to list and over 3,500 hundred county and regional champions. This summer 
we will coach over 2,500 kids from Alaska to Florida and have over 50 camps for sheep, cattle, goats, and hogs. The 
coolest part about YGB is our Super Abilities program that provides opportunities for permanently disabled youth in our 
industry. While building YGB I coached collegiate livestock judging teams at Michigan State University and NEO. I have 
a true passion for livestock judging and coaching reasons, however, God’s plan for me is to work with our youth through 
camps and other ministries. Most recently my best friends and I founded the New Year National Livestock Show. In 17 
days we created a life changing experience for sheep and goat exhibitors coast to coast! My favorite pass times include 
hanging out with my nieces and nephews, driving through the pasture looking at my Angus and Charolais cows, and 
collecting Southdowns.

CHASTIN LEGGETT
MOORE, OK

My name is Luke Lindner. I have been fortunate enough to work alongside my family at our feed mill, Lindner Feed in 
Comfort, Texas basically my whole life. I started off showing and raising show pigs with my Dad at a very young age. I 
have absolutely loved being in this industry for as long as I can remember and have always had a passion for pedigrees 
and genetics. Once I was fresh out of high school at 18 years old, my Dad handed me the reins and the rebranding of 
Lindner Show Pigs began to turn into the operation it is now at 24 with my Fiancé, Fallon. We started off with a small 
15 sow operation and have grown and continue to grow at 200 sows and also have started to dabble in show lambs, 
which has been a blast for me. We have been blessed enough to experience a lot of memorable wins, but I will say there 
is something about the kids behind the banners and successes that make me want to wake up and do this every day. I 
could list them all, but all I am going to say is that it is an extremely rewarding experience being the one making the feed 
that is feeding thousands of champions along with raising our own. I love what I do and am blessed to be able to do 
what I do every day.

LUKE LINDNER
COMFORT, TX

My name is Sierra Martin Nauman, and I am a devoted wife and mom, plus a full time chiropractic student, co-owner of 
Jade Livestock, evaluator, consultant, mentor and advocate for the livestock industry.
Raised on a show steer, show goat, and Dorper sheep operation in Mason, Texas, I was blessed to have one of the most 
successful junior livestock show careers in the nation, exhibiting Grand Champion animals at Denver, Louisville, and 
all 6 Texas majors. At an early age I developed a fierce passion for livestock and helping people. From humble goat 
camp beginnings, to private consulting, I have been a showmanship instructor to thousands of youth. Beginning at age 
5, livestock judging has been a huge part of my life, and this passion led to a Reserve 4-H National Championship, 
and on to be an All American at Blinn College. I am a graduate of Texas A&M University and currently a second year, 
chiropractic student with the ultimate goal of operating my own practice, specializing in the care of livestock.
No matter where I have been over the last 10 years, I have remained an active part of Jade Livestock, which primarily 
raises competitive Dorper show lambs and elite seedstock for the market goat industry. One of my favorite things to do is 
work with youth inside the ring, and I appreciate every opportunity to evaluate livestock nationwide.
I believe that the future of the livestock industry starts with the family unit, and I have been blessed to develop 
relationships with hardworking families looking to improve their level of competition. My husband Austin and I look 
forward to raising our boys in the livestock industry and allowing them the opportunities that it presents.

SIERRA MARTIN NAUMAN
BAYTOWN, TX

Cameron Knight is currently an Agricultural Science Teacher at Levelland High School in Levelland, Texas. He just 
completed his second year of teaching and has found immediate success in this small West Texas community. In the two 
short years serving as an ag teacher, he has trained a State-Qualifying Skills Team and also trained Sr. and Jr. Creed 
Speaking and the Livestock Judging team. However, the biggest successes were found in the show ring. With Cameron 
at the helm, Levelland FFA has had great success at major shows in Texas including the 2020 Reserve Champion 
Heavyweight Division Dark Cross, 2021 Champion Heavyweight Division Dark Cross, 2021 Champion Lightweight 
Duroc, and 2021 Reserve Champion Division 3 Other Cross at the San Antonio Livestock Exposition. Along with this, he 
has had numerous barrows in the sale at all Texas Majors. Cameron also owns and operates Knight Show Pigs, with his 
parents Tadd and Scotta Knight. With over 65 barrows in the sale at Texas Majors the last two years, it is safe to say that 
he is just getting started! 
Prior to being an ag teacher, Cameron earned his Bachelor’s Degree in Agricultural Economics from Texas A&M 
University and Master’s Degree in Business Administration from Texas Tech University. Growing up, he had some big 
wins including the 2011 Grand Champion Barrow and 2010 Supreme Champion Gilt at the San Antonio Livestock 
Exposition, as well as the 2008 Grand Champion Barrow at the San Angelo Stock Show and Rodeo. He was also a 
member of the 2014 2nd Place State FFA Livestock Judging Team and 2nd Place State 4-H Livestock Judging Team that 
placed 5th at the National Western in Denver. All of the success Cameron has found in the livestock industry throughout 
the years is what drives him to continue influencing and motivating young people, so that they get to have some of the 
same experiences and successes he was able to have as a kid!

CAMERON KNIGHT
LUBBOCK, TX

My name is Matt Murdoch, I am 27 years old and grew up in Marion Texas competitively showing cattle and judging 
livestock through 4-H and FFA. I am a first-generation Agriculturalist in my family as the knowledge and life skills I 
learned through 4H and FFA in grade school set the foundation for my future. After High school, I attended Connors 
State College while competing on a highly successful Livestock Judging Team. I then transferred to Angelo State 
University and studied Ag Science and Leadership with a Minor in Animal Science as well as competed on the Meats, 
Livestock, Meat Animal Evaluation and National Champion Meats Science Quiz Bowl Team in 2016. Currently my 
wife Taylor, our 7-month-old son Parker and I reside in our hometown where we own and operate a 25-sow show-pig 
operation with Taylors parents Jim and Debra. Raising hogs with family and more importantly having my wife right there 
to do it all with has been a blessing. When we are not in the pig barn staring at babies, helping families with their show 
pig projects or hauling to pig sales, I work for D&D Texas Outfitters in the Trailer Sales Department. D&D has allowed 
me to put some creativity into the designing and building of trailers, based on my experiences using them frequently. 
Working in sales is truly rewarding, being able to develop industry friends on a day-to-day basis and help make their 
own operations more efficient.

MATT MURDOCH
MARION, TX

My name is Austin Nauman and I grew up in Anahuac, TX. I am currently an Agriculture Science Teacher at Goose 
Creek Memorial High School in Baytown, TX. Aside from being a husband and father, I am also a teacher, evaluator, 
and mentor. My wife Sierra and I are blessed to be raising our two sons, Slaton (3) and Stockton (4 months) in the 
livestock industry. My passion is working with livestock and helping families achieve their goals. I enjoy building quality 
relationships with livestock families while helping them locate and present their projects. I also play an active role in 
Jade Livestock where we strive to provide exceptional customer service, while generating quality show animals and 
seedstock. 
Different from most, I grew up as a non-traditional ag student. My family didn’t farm, raise livestock, or even exhibit 
livestock projects, but that changed during my 7th grade year. My first project was a goat for the county show, and from 
that moment on I was hooked. I went on to exhibit steers and heifers across the state which led to my interest in livestock 
judging, and ultimately, a competitive judging team at Blinn College. I continued to follow that passion while completing 
my ag business degree at Texas A&M. I am a big believer in the livestock judging program because it allowed me to 
build relationships and gain valuable experiences. 
I consider myself fortunate to have had the chance to judge livestock across the country, but the most rewarding thing 
is the opportunity to engage with talented youth that share the same passion as myself. I thank God for the talented, 
impactful people that have mentored and encouraged me in this industry. It is my highest goal to leave that same 
monumental influence in the life of another. 

AUSTIN NAUMAN
BAYTOWN, TX
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My name is Chastin Leggett, and as a first generation agriculturist it’s been a crazy beautiful ride. One that I would have 
never dreamed of when my Dad bought me a little rabbit to start 4-H many years ago. I am the founder and CEO of 
YGB Livestock Camps and have coached over 850 State and National Champions. To include champions at National 
Western Stock Show, Arizona National Livestock Show, AKSARBEN, Oklahoma Youth Expo, American Royal, NAILE, 
National Western, too many state fairs to list and over 3,500 hundred county and regional champions. This summer 
we will coach over 2,500 kids from Alaska to Florida and have over 50 camps for sheep, cattle, goats, and hogs. The 
coolest part about YGB is our Super Abilities program that provides opportunities for permanently disabled youth in our 
industry. While building YGB I coached collegiate livestock judging teams at Michigan State University and NEO. I have 
a true passion for livestock judging and coaching reasons, however, God’s plan for me is to work with our youth through 
camps and other ministries. Most recently my best friends and I founded the New Year National Livestock Show. In 17 
days we created a life changing experience for sheep and goat exhibitors coast to coast! My favorite pass times include 
hanging out with my nieces and nephews, driving through the pasture looking at my Angus and Charolais cows, and 
collecting Southdowns.

CHASTIN LEGGETT
MOORE, OK

My name is Luke Lindner. I have been fortunate enough to work alongside my family at our feed mill, Lindner Feed in 
Comfort, Texas basically my whole life. I started off showing and raising show pigs with my Dad at a very young age. I 
have absolutely loved being in this industry for as long as I can remember and have always had a passion for pedigrees 
and genetics. Once I was fresh out of high school at 18 years old, my Dad handed me the reins and the rebranding of 
Lindner Show Pigs began to turn into the operation it is now at 24 with my Fiancé, Fallon. We started off with a small 
15 sow operation and have grown and continue to grow at 200 sows and also have started to dabble in show lambs, 
which has been a blast for me. We have been blessed enough to experience a lot of memorable wins, but I will say there 
is something about the kids behind the banners and successes that make me want to wake up and do this every day. I 
could list them all, but all I am going to say is that it is an extremely rewarding experience being the one making the feed 
that is feeding thousands of champions along with raising our own. I love what I do and am blessed to be able to do 
what I do every day.

LUKE LINDNER
COMFORT, TX

My name is Sierra Martin Nauman, and I am a devoted wife and mom, plus a full time chiropractic student, co-owner of 
Jade Livestock, evaluator, consultant, mentor and advocate for the livestock industry.
Raised on a show steer, show goat, and Dorper sheep operation in Mason, Texas, I was blessed to have one of the most 
successful junior livestock show careers in the nation, exhibiting Grand Champion animals at Denver, Louisville, and 
all 6 Texas majors. At an early age I developed a fierce passion for livestock and helping people. From humble goat 
camp beginnings, to private consulting, I have been a showmanship instructor to thousands of youth. Beginning at age 
5, livestock judging has been a huge part of my life, and this passion led to a Reserve 4-H National Championship, 
and on to be an All American at Blinn College. I am a graduate of Texas A&M University and currently a second year, 
chiropractic student with the ultimate goal of operating my own practice, specializing in the care of livestock.
No matter where I have been over the last 10 years, I have remained an active part of Jade Livestock, which primarily 
raises competitive Dorper show lambs and elite seedstock for the market goat industry. One of my favorite things to do is 
work with youth inside the ring, and I appreciate every opportunity to evaluate livestock nationwide.
I believe that the future of the livestock industry starts with the family unit, and I have been blessed to develop 
relationships with hardworking families looking to improve their level of competition. My husband Austin and I look 
forward to raising our boys in the livestock industry and allowing them the opportunities that it presents.

SIERRA MARTIN NAUMAN
BAYTOWN, TX

Cameron Knight is currently an Agricultural Science Teacher at Levelland High School in Levelland, Texas. He just 
completed his second year of teaching and has found immediate success in this small West Texas community. In the two 
short years serving as an ag teacher, he has trained a State-Qualifying Skills Team and also trained Sr. and Jr. Creed 
Speaking and the Livestock Judging team. However, the biggest successes were found in the show ring. With Cameron 
at the helm, Levelland FFA has had great success at major shows in Texas including the 2020 Reserve Champion 
Heavyweight Division Dark Cross, 2021 Champion Heavyweight Division Dark Cross, 2021 Champion Lightweight 
Duroc, and 2021 Reserve Champion Division 3 Other Cross at the San Antonio Livestock Exposition. Along with this, he 
has had numerous barrows in the sale at all Texas Majors. Cameron also owns and operates Knight Show Pigs, with his 
parents Tadd and Scotta Knight. With over 65 barrows in the sale at Texas Majors the last two years, it is safe to say that 
he is just getting started! 
Prior to being an ag teacher, Cameron earned his Bachelor’s Degree in Agricultural Economics from Texas A&M 
University and Master’s Degree in Business Administration from Texas Tech University. Growing up, he had some big 
wins including the 2011 Grand Champion Barrow and 2010 Supreme Champion Gilt at the San Antonio Livestock 
Exposition, as well as the 2008 Grand Champion Barrow at the San Angelo Stock Show and Rodeo. He was also a 
member of the 2014 2nd Place State FFA Livestock Judging Team and 2nd Place State 4-H Livestock Judging Team that 
placed 5th at the National Western in Denver. All of the success Cameron has found in the livestock industry throughout 
the years is what drives him to continue influencing and motivating young people, so that they get to have some of the 
same experiences and successes he was able to have as a kid!

CAMERON KNIGHT
LUBBOCK, TX

My name is Matt Murdoch, I am 27 years old and grew up in Marion Texas competitively showing cattle and judging 
livestock through 4-H and FFA. I am a first-generation Agriculturalist in my family as the knowledge and life skills I 
learned through 4H and FFA in grade school set the foundation for my future. After High school, I attended Connors 
State College while competing on a highly successful Livestock Judging Team. I then transferred to Angelo State 
University and studied Ag Science and Leadership with a Minor in Animal Science as well as competed on the Meats, 
Livestock, Meat Animal Evaluation and National Champion Meats Science Quiz Bowl Team in 2016. Currently my 
wife Taylor, our 7-month-old son Parker and I reside in our hometown where we own and operate a 25-sow show-pig 
operation with Taylors parents Jim and Debra. Raising hogs with family and more importantly having my wife right there 
to do it all with has been a blessing. When we are not in the pig barn staring at babies, helping families with their show 
pig projects or hauling to pig sales, I work for D&D Texas Outfitters in the Trailer Sales Department. D&D has allowed 
me to put some creativity into the designing and building of trailers, based on my experiences using them frequently. 
Working in sales is truly rewarding, being able to develop industry friends on a day-to-day basis and help make their 
own operations more efficient.

MATT MURDOCH
MARION, TX

My name is Austin Nauman and I grew up in Anahuac, TX. I am currently an Agriculture Science Teacher at Goose 
Creek Memorial High School in Baytown, TX. Aside from being a husband and father, I am also a teacher, evaluator, 
and mentor. My wife Sierra and I are blessed to be raising our two sons, Slaton (3) and Stockton (4 months) in the 
livestock industry. My passion is working with livestock and helping families achieve their goals. I enjoy building quality 
relationships with livestock families while helping them locate and present their projects. I also play an active role in 
Jade Livestock where we strive to provide exceptional customer service, while generating quality show animals and 
seedstock. 
Different from most, I grew up as a non-traditional ag student. My family didn’t farm, raise livestock, or even exhibit 
livestock projects, but that changed during my 7th grade year. My first project was a goat for the county show, and from 
that moment on I was hooked. I went on to exhibit steers and heifers across the state which led to my interest in livestock 
judging, and ultimately, a competitive judging team at Blinn College. I continued to follow that passion while completing 
my ag business degree at Texas A&M. I am a big believer in the livestock judging program because it allowed me to 
build relationships and gain valuable experiences. 
I consider myself fortunate to have had the chance to judge livestock across the country, but the most rewarding thing 
is the opportunity to engage with talented youth that share the same passion as myself. I thank God for the talented, 
impactful people that have mentored and encouraged me in this industry. It is my highest goal to leave that same 
monumental influence in the life of another. 

AUSTIN NAUMAN
BAYTOWN, TX
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Over the last few years, Kennedy Ventures has evolved from an FFA SAE project to an exciting career. I offer a 
wide range of sale management services for our customers, including live online bidding, webcasting, advertising, 
photography, and videography. I continue to expand our portfolio with new innovative ideas that are unique to the 
industry. I learned early on, not everything works as planned, however, all experiences have contributed to what 
KV looks like today . My motto from day one has always been, “Be different”! I like to create new opportunities for 
my customers and offer ways to grow their business. I believe if you find ways to make others successful, you will be 
successful.  
The KV brand has become recognized in all markets of livestock. It began in the showpig arena with The Perfect 
Timing Pig Sale and then the addition of The Sweethearts Sale, both annual events. The success of those two sales 
led to The Exchange Livestock Event, our largest endeavor for multi-species and the Perfect Twist Ewe and Doe Sale. 
The experience managing these sales has given me the experience and perspective to help many others with their 
marketing. Big or small business, I like to support them all. Along the way, I have met multiple friends, built strong industry 
relationships and developed a customer base that stretches across the country.
The fastest growing aspect of KV is the CCI.Live online bidding service we provide.  I work with multiple farms, national 
breed associations, major stock shows and clubs from across the United States to bring real-time, internet bidding for a 
live auction. This service allows buyers to bid and buy successfully on sale day from a remote device, anywhere in the 
world. In addition, I manage multiple social media campaigns and print advertising for magazines and sale catalogs. 
One of my favorite aspects of the business is the on-farm videography when I get to interact with customers looking to 
maximize their sales and marketing efforts.
I am proud to say the path I am on today was paved from growing up around “livestock people.” My business and 
communication skills certainly came from the time I spent in the show ring and my experience in FFA. In 2019, a dream 
came true when I was blessed to stand on stage. in front of thousands of fellow members, family, and friends to be 
named the 2019 American Star in Agribusiness. Today, my growing team and I stand behind the KV brand with the same 
passion and dream to make others successful, marketing livestock like never before!

BLAKE KENNEDY
TECUMSEH, OK

My family raised me to work hard and trust in God, leading to show ring success and record-breaking achievements 
in livestock judging. My upbringing fuels my drive to help youth today have similar experiences and my career goal to 
advocate for farmers’ rights to produce safe, healthy protein.
 Growing up on a small livestock operation in Illinois, my family was supportive of the next generation of 
agriculturists, so accordingly, we hosted the Austin Family Invitational livestock judging contest for 300+ individuals for 
11 years; and this year, we will be hosting the 2nd Annual Shade Tree Swine Series show. Throughout my time showing 
pigs, I was fortunate to find success, including raising/exhibiting a few breed champions at both our state fair and 
national shows. Later, I was fortunate to cultivate industry relationships with respected breeders and agricultural leaders 
while serving as the secretary for the National Junior Swine Association junior board of directors and as an American 
Hereford Association intern. I attended Lincoln Land Community College and Kansas State University, where I obtained 
a bachelor’s degree in agricultural communications and journalism and was also recognized as a livestock judging All-
American while competing on the team at both schools. I thankfully found my “niche” in judging ¬– as I set the all-time 
scoring record in the reasons and overall division at the NWSS contest in Juco and won reasons at 3 of the 4 national 
contests in senior college while also placing in the top 5 overall at 3 of the 4 majors. Currently, I am obtaining a master’s 
in Animal Science at Texas A&M University, developing virtual reality experiences for a swine extension project. I enjoy 
helping out my guy, Quest Newberry, with the Blinn livestock judging team occasionally and judging shows when given 
the opportunity. At just 22 years old and still being a graduate student, I feel very humbled to be included in this list 
of 30under30 nominees – as I consider many of those nominated to be much more deserving than myself. Yet, I look 
forward to continuing to blaze my own trail in this industry, whether that be through coaching judging teams, working 
with youth livestock exhibitors, or lobbying on behalf of American farmers and ranchers. Additionally, none of this would 
be possible without the support of those who have helped me along the way – thank you to them!

ADRIAN AUSTIN
MOUNT VERNON, IL

Who would have thought showing dogs would turn into where I am today? It all starts with a six-year-old blonde, 
pig-tailed girl, standing ringside with Sonny, a 150-pound Alaskan Malamute, who then was the number one dog in 
the country. I later left the dog show world for some pretty cool goats and the occasional dabble in other species, even 
chickens once. I did not realize it at the time, but I had a fire in me from the beginning for finding creative ways to help 
make good creatures better. I eventually learned in my experiences showing livestock that I had a knack for getting these 
four-legged animals presented to their absolute best. I had some success of my own, and I knew I loved “good stock.” 
However, personal success was not even close to the best part about falling in love with the livestock industry. This is not 
just an industry; it is a family. Sure, winning Rodeo Austin with a light-weight goat from my ag teacher was A LOT of fun. 
But what about the amazing second family gained through showing livestock, who cheered just as loud and hugged 
just as hard? Not to mention my extended family has grown exponentially. They all pushed me to learn more and reach 
further than my potential. I have to admit though, my all-time favorite experiences in the ring are actually outside of the 
ring. The pure joy that lights up your sibling’s face or a child you’ve taken on a mentor role with, are hands down the 
best part. Sometimes it’s a banner, but other times it is a simple life lesson in the barn. Banners are fun, but we are here to 
grow the future and I am blessed to play a role.

LINDSEY COBB
LUBBOCK, TX

Growing up in a sports family, I had a late start in the livestock industry. After realizing I wasn’t going to be an all-
star in the big leagues, I decided to venture into showing pigs with my brother. We quickly became addicted to being 
competitive and the growing number of pigs in our barn each year. After the conclusion of my show career, my passion 
for graphic design began. Ironically, I didn’t go to college to design. I went to school to be a doctor by completing a 
degree in biochemistry and a master’s degree in microbiology. During this time my design company, C3 Designs, grew 
exponentially. I decided to put the doctor idea on the back burner to continue doing what I loved, which was creating 
marketing pieces for my customers that would turn heads and create revenue for their business. While my design work 
was fulfilling, it wasn’t until I picked up a camera that I found a true passion of mine. Being able to capture a memory 
forever with a click of a button is something I truly love to do. Over the years, I have worked with hundreds of design 
clients and numerous photo companies in this industry! These include Final Drive Photography, Devin Sisk Photography, 
Legacy Livestock Imaging, and Show Photo by Katina. 
I’m grateful for the lifelong friends and life skills that being in the livestock world has provided me. My eyes and heart 
were opened by this industry to help me realize my true passion: photography and design. I am who I am today because 
of my stock show family and feel honored to have my name amongst this incredible group of individuals in Purple Circle’s 
30 under 30.

CADE CHILDERS
EDMOND, OK

Matthew Denetclaw was born and raised on the Navajo reservation in Shiprock, New Mexico. As a fifth-generation 
beef producer, it comes as no surprise that he has a great passion for the beef industry building a vast network of 
fellow agricultural enthusiasts that has led to numerous opportunities including earning a collegiate livestock judging 
scholarship, starting a show cattle operation with customers throughout the United States, and recently being elected to 
the Board of Directors under the New Mexico Cattle Growers Association.
Matthew recently accepted the position at the Intertribal Agriculture Council as a Technical Assistance Specialist where 
he serves as a conduit between producers and available resources throughout Indian Country. With unique experiences 
in livestock judging, auctioneering, photography, video editing, and audio engineering, he set himself apart from his 
contemporaries by introducing numerous methods for generating success stories with his clientele and industry partners 
throughout the United States. “Delivering agricultural resources to the Navajo Region is a pretty attainable goal,” he 
states. “Observing and evaluating the root causes to create solutions around shifting the agricultural paradigm for Indian 
Country is where I hope to make my mark in history.”
With successful youth ag programs in place, Matthew is developing curriculum utilizing his region youth’s interest in 
show livestock to insert concepts around land stewardship. “The overwhelming majority of the young producers I work 
with will eventually inherit a parcel of tribal land for their use and I can clearly recall at their age, having little interest in 
soil ecology. With time and education, I realized being a steward for land and microbial life below the surface is the key 
to resilient agriculture systems relative to food sovereignty and that is what I want to instill in the next generation of tribal 
land stewards.”

MATTHEW DENETCLAW
SHIPROCK, NM
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Over the last few years, Kennedy Ventures has evolved from an FFA SAE project to an exciting career. I offer a 
wide range of sale management services for our customers, including live online bidding, webcasting, advertising, 
photography, and videography. I continue to expand our portfolio with new innovative ideas that are unique to the 
industry. I learned early on, not everything works as planned, however, all experiences have contributed to what 
KV looks like today . My motto from day one has always been, “Be different”! I like to create new opportunities for 
my customers and offer ways to grow their business. I believe if you find ways to make others successful, you will be 
successful.  
The KV brand has become recognized in all markets of livestock. It began in the showpig arena with The Perfect 
Timing Pig Sale and then the addition of The Sweethearts Sale, both annual events. The success of those two sales 
led to The Exchange Livestock Event, our largest endeavor for multi-species and the Perfect Twist Ewe and Doe Sale. 
The experience managing these sales has given me the experience and perspective to help many others with their 
marketing. Big or small business, I like to support them all. Along the way, I have met multiple friends, built strong industry 
relationships and developed a customer base that stretches across the country.
The fastest growing aspect of KV is the CCI.Live online bidding service we provide.  I work with multiple farms, national 
breed associations, major stock shows and clubs from across the United States to bring real-time, internet bidding for a 
live auction. This service allows buyers to bid and buy successfully on sale day from a remote device, anywhere in the 
world. In addition, I manage multiple social media campaigns and print advertising for magazines and sale catalogs. 
One of my favorite aspects of the business is the on-farm videography when I get to interact with customers looking to 
maximize their sales and marketing efforts.
I am proud to say the path I am on today was paved from growing up around “livestock people.” My business and 
communication skills certainly came from the time I spent in the show ring and my experience in FFA. In 2019, a dream 
came true when I was blessed to stand on stage. in front of thousands of fellow members, family, and friends to be 
named the 2019 American Star in Agribusiness. Today, my growing team and I stand behind the KV brand with the same 
passion and dream to make others successful, marketing livestock like never before!

BLAKE KENNEDY
TECUMSEH, OK

My family raised me to work hard and trust in God, leading to show ring success and record-breaking achievements 
in livestock judging. My upbringing fuels my drive to help youth today have similar experiences and my career goal to 
advocate for farmers’ rights to produce safe, healthy protein.
 Growing up on a small livestock operation in Illinois, my family was supportive of the next generation of 
agriculturists, so accordingly, we hosted the Austin Family Invitational livestock judging contest for 300+ individuals for 
11 years; and this year, we will be hosting the 2nd Annual Shade Tree Swine Series show. Throughout my time showing 
pigs, I was fortunate to find success, including raising/exhibiting a few breed champions at both our state fair and 
national shows. Later, I was fortunate to cultivate industry relationships with respected breeders and agricultural leaders 
while serving as the secretary for the National Junior Swine Association junior board of directors and as an American 
Hereford Association intern. I attended Lincoln Land Community College and Kansas State University, where I obtained 
a bachelor’s degree in agricultural communications and journalism and was also recognized as a livestock judging All-
American while competing on the team at both schools. I thankfully found my “niche” in judging ¬– as I set the all-time 
scoring record in the reasons and overall division at the NWSS contest in Juco and won reasons at 3 of the 4 national 
contests in senior college while also placing in the top 5 overall at 3 of the 4 majors. Currently, I am obtaining a master’s 
in Animal Science at Texas A&M University, developing virtual reality experiences for a swine extension project. I enjoy 
helping out my guy, Quest Newberry, with the Blinn livestock judging team occasionally and judging shows when given 
the opportunity. At just 22 years old and still being a graduate student, I feel very humbled to be included in this list 
of 30under30 nominees – as I consider many of those nominated to be much more deserving than myself. Yet, I look 
forward to continuing to blaze my own trail in this industry, whether that be through coaching judging teams, working 
with youth livestock exhibitors, or lobbying on behalf of American farmers and ranchers. Additionally, none of this would 
be possible without the support of those who have helped me along the way – thank you to them!

ADRIAN AUSTIN
MOUNT VERNON, IL

Who would have thought showing dogs would turn into where I am today? It all starts with a six-year-old blonde, 
pig-tailed girl, standing ringside with Sonny, a 150-pound Alaskan Malamute, who then was the number one dog in 
the country. I later left the dog show world for some pretty cool goats and the occasional dabble in other species, even 
chickens once. I did not realize it at the time, but I had a fire in me from the beginning for finding creative ways to help 
make good creatures better. I eventually learned in my experiences showing livestock that I had a knack for getting these 
four-legged animals presented to their absolute best. I had some success of my own, and I knew I loved “good stock.” 
However, personal success was not even close to the best part about falling in love with the livestock industry. This is not 
just an industry; it is a family. Sure, winning Rodeo Austin with a light-weight goat from my ag teacher was A LOT of fun. 
But what about the amazing second family gained through showing livestock, who cheered just as loud and hugged 
just as hard? Not to mention my extended family has grown exponentially. They all pushed me to learn more and reach 
further than my potential. I have to admit though, my all-time favorite experiences in the ring are actually outside of the 
ring. The pure joy that lights up your sibling’s face or a child you’ve taken on a mentor role with, are hands down the 
best part. Sometimes it’s a banner, but other times it is a simple life lesson in the barn. Banners are fun, but we are here to 
grow the future and I am blessed to play a role.

LINDSEY COBB
LUBBOCK, TX

Growing up in a sports family, I had a late start in the livestock industry. After realizing I wasn’t going to be an all-
star in the big leagues, I decided to venture into showing pigs with my brother. We quickly became addicted to being 
competitive and the growing number of pigs in our barn each year. After the conclusion of my show career, my passion 
for graphic design began. Ironically, I didn’t go to college to design. I went to school to be a doctor by completing a 
degree in biochemistry and a master’s degree in microbiology. During this time my design company, C3 Designs, grew 
exponentially. I decided to put the doctor idea on the back burner to continue doing what I loved, which was creating 
marketing pieces for my customers that would turn heads and create revenue for their business. While my design work 
was fulfilling, it wasn’t until I picked up a camera that I found a true passion of mine. Being able to capture a memory 
forever with a click of a button is something I truly love to do. Over the years, I have worked with hundreds of design 
clients and numerous photo companies in this industry! These include Final Drive Photography, Devin Sisk Photography, 
Legacy Livestock Imaging, and Show Photo by Katina. 
I’m grateful for the lifelong friends and life skills that being in the livestock world has provided me. My eyes and heart 
were opened by this industry to help me realize my true passion: photography and design. I am who I am today because 
of my stock show family and feel honored to have my name amongst this incredible group of individuals in Purple Circle’s 
30 under 30.

CADE CHILDERS
EDMOND, OK

Matthew Denetclaw was born and raised on the Navajo reservation in Shiprock, New Mexico. As a fifth-generation 
beef producer, it comes as no surprise that he has a great passion for the beef industry building a vast network of 
fellow agricultural enthusiasts that has led to numerous opportunities including earning a collegiate livestock judging 
scholarship, starting a show cattle operation with customers throughout the United States, and recently being elected to 
the Board of Directors under the New Mexico Cattle Growers Association.
Matthew recently accepted the position at the Intertribal Agriculture Council as a Technical Assistance Specialist where 
he serves as a conduit between producers and available resources throughout Indian Country. With unique experiences 
in livestock judging, auctioneering, photography, video editing, and audio engineering, he set himself apart from his 
contemporaries by introducing numerous methods for generating success stories with his clientele and industry partners 
throughout the United States. “Delivering agricultural resources to the Navajo Region is a pretty attainable goal,” he 
states. “Observing and evaluating the root causes to create solutions around shifting the agricultural paradigm for Indian 
Country is where I hope to make my mark in history.”
With successful youth ag programs in place, Matthew is developing curriculum utilizing his region youth’s interest in 
show livestock to insert concepts around land stewardship. “The overwhelming majority of the young producers I work 
with will eventually inherit a parcel of tribal land for their use and I can clearly recall at their age, having little interest in 
soil ecology. With time and education, I realized being a steward for land and microbial life below the surface is the key 
to resilient agriculture systems relative to food sovereignty and that is what I want to instill in the next generation of tribal 
land stewards.”

MATTHEW DENETCLAW
SHIPROCK, NM
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Melissa grew up in Maryland as the fifth generation of her family’s grain farm, and a first generation Hereford breeder 
alongside her four sisters “The Grimmel Girls”. Though she didn’t reside from a long line of renowned cattlemen, she 
and her sisters’ love for the Hereford breed was just enough to fuel their fire. Starting from the very bottom and standing 
last in class at many shows they exhibited, they asked questions, learned from others and surrounded themselves with 
positive industry leaders. Toward the end of Melissa’s junior show career, she was fortunate to reach a lot of success on 
the national level. 2016 proved to be a big year for her, as she achieved two of her lifelong dreams. She and her family 
exhibited the Grand Champion Polled Hereford Heifer at the National Western Stock Show, and she won the prestigious 
Grand Champion Senior Showman title at the Junior National Hereford Expo.
Melissa graduated from Kansas State University with dual majors in Agricultural Communications & Journalism, and 
Animal Sciences & Industry. She now calls the Kansas Flint Hills her home, where she and her husband, Shane, breed 
and raise Hereford and Simmental cattle, along with serving large roles within their family’s operations – Schaake Farms 
and Grimmel Girls Show Cattle. Melissa herself not only helps with the marketing side of both operations, but thrives off 
the challenge of producing the next great one without chasing extremes, including making breeding decisions, calving 
them out, feeding strict rations, and preparing them for sale time or the next stock show. She enjoys working with junior 
exhibitors all across the country, and providing superior customer service in helping them fine-tune showmanship skills, 
fitting, and clipping to help them achieve their personal goals of multiple levels. She is a firm believer in the junior show 
programs, and strives to be a positive role model, as there are many mentors and leaders who helped get her to where 
she is today. 
Combining her love for art and agriculture, she is a full-time creative and owns and operates Melissa Photography & 
Design where she helps ranchers and producers market their own operations and promote what makes them proud 
through authentic livestock photography and innovative graphic design work. MP+D is her love language, and she 
truly believes that serving others in this way is her calling in life. Melissa has now served more than 230 clients in 30 
states and Canada, and enjoys being a small part in helping other operations succeed. She also mentors other young 
individuals who want to grow their skillset within the communications field. 
As a passionate livestock enthusiast, she is honored to be nominated for the Purple Circle’s 30Under30 Award alongside 
an elite group of peers within the industry!

MELISSA GRIMMEL SCHAAKE
MANHATTAN, KS

Co-founding Stock Talk, becoming Director of Berkshire Operations, and growing a club lamb operation does not 
happen overnight. Three passions that are much different from one another but rooted the same: impacting others. 
Because of that, I am fortunate to see so many sides of this industry.
A desire to expand my network and bring innovative ideas to the stock show world led to starting the first podcast of its 
kind, Stock Talk. Trevor Kirkpatrick and I have seen Stock Talk grow over the last two years, making way for more than 
a dozen new industry podcasts since we launched. With over 800,000 downloads and 100 episodes, Stock Talk has 
been able to tell stories of industry leaders and legends, encourage others to build their legacy, and pioneer a platform 
that has given a new voice to the industry. Beyond this, we have given back to youth by providing the Build Your Legacy 
Scholarship fund, and in 2020 we developed a one-of-a-kind virtual showmanship competition that awarded over 
$6,000 in prizes. 2021 looks to be the best yet!
I am blessed to work in this business every day raising sheep, but also as the Director of Berkshire Operations for the 
oldest swine registry in the country, the American Berkshire Association. I have the privilege of working with breeders, 
exhibitors, and stakeholders to promote and grow Berkshires. In my short time at the ABA, we have created new 
membership marketing opportunities, re-launched an 80-year-old publication, and successfully worked with CPS and 
NSR to provide more national shows and sales for swine exhibitors than ever before. 
It is an honor to be nominated for the inaugural 30Under30 Awards. The list of people to thank for helping me get to 
where I am is long, so to those in my corner, THANK YOU!

COREY EDGE
PENDLETON, IN

As a young kid growing up, I had big dreams to be one of the elite “traders” or “stockman” that I remember admiring.  
Showing livestock at every level would ignite the fire of what has turned into a lifestyle. I knew I would always be 
involved, one way or the other, in the industry responsible for shaping me and so many young people in the country. 
Growing up in rural Northeast Indiana, I had what I thought was an immense amount of livestock knowledge. Being on 
the livestock judging team, showing livestock, and having several jobs throughout high school all  attributed to what I 
thought was a wealth of knowledge. 
It wasn’t until I came to East Peoria, Illinois for Junior College that I was exposed to some of the more influential people 
I’ve met. Caldwell Show Cattle has become more of a “home away from home” for me. Growing my connections the 
four years during college through Todd, his family, and business will be something I am forever grateful for. 
Attending Western Illinois University under Mark Hoge was a great decision. The amount of connections Mark and the 
people at WIU made for me to acquire is crazy. After graduation, I jumped into working full time at Hummel Livestock. 
The networks and experiences that transpired in Cabery, Illinois will forever play a role in my life. Dale Hummel and his 
family along with Craig Benoit taught me more about a goat than I ever thought I would obtain. 
Fast forward to today. I am now working full time at Caldwells, embracing every aspect of the exact industry that built 
and empowered me as a young kid. 

CHASE TAYLOR
CORUNNA, IN

Dylan (Felger) Voyles originally hails from New Braunfels, TX. She grew up showing livestock in her local junior shows 
and shows around the State.  You may recognize her these days being crouched in those same show rings capturing 
memories of today’s youth showing their stock.  Dylan moved to the panhandle of Texas to pursue her degree in 
Agricultural Media & Communications from West Texas A&M University in Canyon. This is the place she started her 
successful photography business, D. Felger Photography, where she is the lead photographer.  As her photography 
business has grown, Dylan now employs and mentors several talented young people.  Dylan and Austin got married 
in 2017 and launched their design company, Premier Initiative, where her talent as a graphic designer manifests in a 
myriad of creative projects. She and Austin make a wonderful team and are able to showcase their dreams through 
their hard work, loyalty, and dedication to their crafts and ventures.  She is also an imperative figure in youth livestock 
organizations where she selflessly gives much of her time, attention to detail, and artistry.  Together, Dylan and Austin 
have created not just a business, but a family. The Voyles have made their home on a place just west of Canyon where 
they set down roots aiming for an involved life in the community in and around there.  They are the proud parents of a 
delightful, toddler named Conner. All who are around Conner for any amount of time are able to sense the success of 
her parents’ rearing through her exceptional temperament and vibrant energy.  Aside from the two businesses and being 
a wife and mother, Dylan is also the creative director for America’s Youth Livestock Magazine, Purple Circle.  Dylan is 
certainly proving to be a successful young entrepreneur. She is one who embodies intelligence, work ethic, and creativity 
and will rise to the top, all with a graceful spirit.  With all she incorporates, Dylan’s all-around achievements, now and in 
the future, will not be short-lived. 

DYLAN VOYLES
CANYON, TX

Halfmann Brothers is owned and operated by Lane and Brody Halfmann of Garden City TX, along side our wives 
Jamie (Lane’s) and Breanne (Brody’s) who help out more than they care to mention. As for our operation, we run about 
75 head of mature does for our “natural” herd along with 25 or so donors we flush throughout the year to stock pile 
embryos. While the show goats are meant to be a hobby, for our day jobs we are 3rd generation cotton farmers in the 
tropical oasis of West Texas. 
Growing up we developed a passion for the industry, showing multiple species and being a part of the livestock judging 
team (which we were much more successful at). Through livestock judging we both grew a passion for quality stock, no 
matter the species. And from there we essentially took over the family boer goat herd which was started in the late 90’s. 
Our only goal was to make stock we could be proud of and improve our herd with every generation. We both went on 
to judge at Blinn Junior College in Brenham TX then on to Texas Tech University where Lane was named high individual 
at the National contest in Louisville and Brody’s team received the highest honors of champion team overall. 
But let’s quit living in the past, presently we’re focused on starting our families, raising better stock and “goofing” off as 
much as possible. A Huge thank you to the crew at Purple Circle for putting all this together and letting us be a part of it!

HALFMANN BROTHERS
GARDEN CITY, TX
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Melissa grew up in Maryland as the fifth generation of her family’s grain farm, and a first generation Hereford breeder 
alongside her four sisters “The Grimmel Girls”. Though she didn’t reside from a long line of renowned cattlemen, she 
and her sisters’ love for the Hereford breed was just enough to fuel their fire. Starting from the very bottom and standing 
last in class at many shows they exhibited, they asked questions, learned from others and surrounded themselves with 
positive industry leaders. Toward the end of Melissa’s junior show career, she was fortunate to reach a lot of success on 
the national level. 2016 proved to be a big year for her, as she achieved two of her lifelong dreams. She and her family 
exhibited the Grand Champion Polled Hereford Heifer at the National Western Stock Show, and she won the prestigious 
Grand Champion Senior Showman title at the Junior National Hereford Expo.
Melissa graduated from Kansas State University with dual majors in Agricultural Communications & Journalism, and 
Animal Sciences & Industry. She now calls the Kansas Flint Hills her home, where she and her husband, Shane, breed 
and raise Hereford and Simmental cattle, along with serving large roles within their family’s operations – Schaake Farms 
and Grimmel Girls Show Cattle. Melissa herself not only helps with the marketing side of both operations, but thrives off 
the challenge of producing the next great one without chasing extremes, including making breeding decisions, calving 
them out, feeding strict rations, and preparing them for sale time or the next stock show. She enjoys working with junior 
exhibitors all across the country, and providing superior customer service in helping them fine-tune showmanship skills, 
fitting, and clipping to help them achieve their personal goals of multiple levels. She is a firm believer in the junior show 
programs, and strives to be a positive role model, as there are many mentors and leaders who helped get her to where 
she is today. 
Combining her love for art and agriculture, she is a full-time creative and owns and operates Melissa Photography & 
Design where she helps ranchers and producers market their own operations and promote what makes them proud 
through authentic livestock photography and innovative graphic design work. MP+D is her love language, and she 
truly believes that serving others in this way is her calling in life. Melissa has now served more than 230 clients in 30 
states and Canada, and enjoys being a small part in helping other operations succeed. She also mentors other young 
individuals who want to grow their skillset within the communications field. 
As a passionate livestock enthusiast, she is honored to be nominated for the Purple Circle’s 30Under30 Award alongside 
an elite group of peers within the industry!

MELISSA GRIMMEL SCHAAKE
MANHATTAN, KS

Co-founding Stock Talk, becoming Director of Berkshire Operations, and growing a club lamb operation does not 
happen overnight. Three passions that are much different from one another but rooted the same: impacting others. 
Because of that, I am fortunate to see so many sides of this industry.
A desire to expand my network and bring innovative ideas to the stock show world led to starting the first podcast of its 
kind, Stock Talk. Trevor Kirkpatrick and I have seen Stock Talk grow over the last two years, making way for more than 
a dozen new industry podcasts since we launched. With over 800,000 downloads and 100 episodes, Stock Talk has 
been able to tell stories of industry leaders and legends, encourage others to build their legacy, and pioneer a platform 
that has given a new voice to the industry. Beyond this, we have given back to youth by providing the Build Your Legacy 
Scholarship fund, and in 2020 we developed a one-of-a-kind virtual showmanship competition that awarded over 
$6,000 in prizes. 2021 looks to be the best yet!
I am blessed to work in this business every day raising sheep, but also as the Director of Berkshire Operations for the 
oldest swine registry in the country, the American Berkshire Association. I have the privilege of working with breeders, 
exhibitors, and stakeholders to promote and grow Berkshires. In my short time at the ABA, we have created new 
membership marketing opportunities, re-launched an 80-year-old publication, and successfully worked with CPS and 
NSR to provide more national shows and sales for swine exhibitors than ever before. 
It is an honor to be nominated for the inaugural 30Under30 Awards. The list of people to thank for helping me get to 
where I am is long, so to those in my corner, THANK YOU!

COREY EDGE
PENDLETON, IN

As a young kid growing up, I had big dreams to be one of the elite “traders” or “stockman” that I remember admiring.  
Showing livestock at every level would ignite the fire of what has turned into a lifestyle. I knew I would always be 
involved, one way or the other, in the industry responsible for shaping me and so many young people in the country. 
Growing up in rural Northeast Indiana, I had what I thought was an immense amount of livestock knowledge. Being on 
the livestock judging team, showing livestock, and having several jobs throughout high school all  attributed to what I 
thought was a wealth of knowledge. 
It wasn’t until I came to East Peoria, Illinois for Junior College that I was exposed to some of the more influential people 
I’ve met. Caldwell Show Cattle has become more of a “home away from home” for me. Growing my connections the 
four years during college through Todd, his family, and business will be something I am forever grateful for. 
Attending Western Illinois University under Mark Hoge was a great decision. The amount of connections Mark and the 
people at WIU made for me to acquire is crazy. After graduation, I jumped into working full time at Hummel Livestock. 
The networks and experiences that transpired in Cabery, Illinois will forever play a role in my life. Dale Hummel and his 
family along with Craig Benoit taught me more about a goat than I ever thought I would obtain. 
Fast forward to today. I am now working full time at Caldwells, embracing every aspect of the exact industry that built 
and empowered me as a young kid. 

CHASE TAYLOR
CORUNNA, IN

Dylan (Felger) Voyles originally hails from New Braunfels, TX. She grew up showing livestock in her local junior shows 
and shows around the State.  You may recognize her these days being crouched in those same show rings capturing 
memories of today’s youth showing their stock.  Dylan moved to the panhandle of Texas to pursue her degree in 
Agricultural Media & Communications from West Texas A&M University in Canyon. This is the place she started her 
successful photography business, D. Felger Photography, where she is the lead photographer.  As her photography 
business has grown, Dylan now employs and mentors several talented young people.  Dylan and Austin got married 
in 2017 and launched their design company, Premier Initiative, where her talent as a graphic designer manifests in a 
myriad of creative projects. She and Austin make a wonderful team and are able to showcase their dreams through 
their hard work, loyalty, and dedication to their crafts and ventures.  She is also an imperative figure in youth livestock 
organizations where she selflessly gives much of her time, attention to detail, and artistry.  Together, Dylan and Austin 
have created not just a business, but a family. The Voyles have made their home on a place just west of Canyon where 
they set down roots aiming for an involved life in the community in and around there.  They are the proud parents of a 
delightful, toddler named Conner. All who are around Conner for any amount of time are able to sense the success of 
her parents’ rearing through her exceptional temperament and vibrant energy.  Aside from the two businesses and being 
a wife and mother, Dylan is also the creative director for America’s Youth Livestock Magazine, Purple Circle.  Dylan is 
certainly proving to be a successful young entrepreneur. She is one who embodies intelligence, work ethic, and creativity 
and will rise to the top, all with a graceful spirit.  With all she incorporates, Dylan’s all-around achievements, now and in 
the future, will not be short-lived. 

DYLAN VOYLES
CANYON, TX

Halfmann Brothers is owned and operated by Lane and Brody Halfmann of Garden City TX, along side our wives 
Jamie (Lane’s) and Breanne (Brody’s) who help out more than they care to mention. As for our operation, we run about 
75 head of mature does for our “natural” herd along with 25 or so donors we flush throughout the year to stock pile 
embryos. While the show goats are meant to be a hobby, for our day jobs we are 3rd generation cotton farmers in the 
tropical oasis of West Texas. 
Growing up we developed a passion for the industry, showing multiple species and being a part of the livestock judging 
team (which we were much more successful at). Through livestock judging we both grew a passion for quality stock, no 
matter the species. And from there we essentially took over the family boer goat herd which was started in the late 90’s. 
Our only goal was to make stock we could be proud of and improve our herd with every generation. We both went on 
to judge at Blinn Junior College in Brenham TX then on to Texas Tech University where Lane was named high individual 
at the National contest in Louisville and Brody’s team received the highest honors of champion team overall. 
But let’s quit living in the past, presently we’re focused on starting our families, raising better stock and “goofing” off as 
much as possible. A Huge thank you to the crew at Purple Circle for putting all this together and letting us be a part of it!

HALFMANN BROTHERS
GARDEN CITY, TX
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My name is Drake Hook. I am 22 years old and the owner/operator of Drake Hook Showpigs and Rockin’ Diamond H 
Cattle located in Humeston, Iowa. 
DHSP is comprised of around 55 head of sows of multiple breeds that farrow year round. I have been fortunate enough 
to consistently raise champions all across the country and on almost every stage of competition since I started DHSP 
8 years ago. I take pride in producing not only high caliber show stock, but valuable genetic assets for whoever ends 
up with my progeny in their herd. I’ve been fortunate enough to help youth obtain state fair champions, sale qualifiers, 
major show division winners, countless jackpot winners, as well as place 7 boars into major stud in the last 3 years. I take 
great pride in the fact that I am the only employee of DHSP and have been running a successful operation entirely on my 
own on a day-to-day basis...aside from Dad helping me picture-I’m helpless there. In addition to DHSP, I also manage 
Rockin’ Diamond H Cattle alongside my grandfather. RDH consists of roughly 175 head of commercial beef cows, as 
well as a background cattle feedlot operation. 
I consider myself a student of the game and love all facets that encompass the showpig and livestock industries. Most 
recently, I tried my hand in sale management when I co-founded and co-managed the Players Only Pig Sale that was a 
massive success in its inaugural run this spring; having around 70 head average just shy of $3300. I’ve been fortunate, 
as well, to be asked to evaluate a handful of shows in the last couple of years. I’m incredibly humbled to be nominated 
for the inaugural 30under30 awards! Big thank you to the Purple Circle crew for creating such an awesome event!

DRAKE HOOK
HUMESTON, IA

Life is short, make it count! That is what Jordan did when he accomplished more in his short 26 years than most dream of 
in a lifetime!   
It all started at a young age when he began exhibiting goats competitively across the country. With much success and 
passion for the industry, he started revolutionizing the goat industry, especially across the Buckeye state.  His passion for 
the industry led him to start his own goat operation at the age of 13, known today as Fledderjohann Show Goats.  He 
grew his operation into a highly respected herd that continues to produce numerous champions across the country.  
After high school, he attended Lake Land College and participated on a highly competitive livestock judging team, 
which led him into a position of becoming a livestock evaluator at numerous shows across the country. Jordan earned 
a bachelor’s degree in Ag Business from The Ohio State University and after college he obtained a position with Farm 
Credit Mid-America as a Crop Insurance Specialist. 
Many people across the country may not only recognize him from judging livestock shows but also educating at show 
clinics for Sullivan Stock Show University. Sharing his passion for the goat industry with today’s youth was the most 
rewarding job on his resume. His drive and passion for livestock was like no other. He will always hold an influential part 
in shaping the goat industry into what it has become today.
Unfortunately, his life was cut short on September 11, 2019 but the impact he has had on others will always remain. 
Through the Jordan Fledderjohann Memorial Scholarship Fund, his parents will continue to share his passion for the 
industry by providing scholarships to the youth involved in the livestock judging and agricultural industry. The impact he 
had and the many lives he touched will never be forgotten! 

JORDAN FLEDDERJOHANN
BOTKINS, OH

My name is Jared Whitcomb and I am from Greenview, Illinois. I was born into the sheep industry and stepped into 
the show ring for the first time when I was four years old. I was very honored to have been successful on the state and 
national level throughout my show career. After high school I attended Lincoln Land Community College and Oklahoma 
State University. When I’m not at my day job, the Farm Service Agency in my home county, I’m either taking care of 
sheep or on the road judging shows. I, along with my fiancé and family, operate Whitcomb Club Lambs where we run 
around 175 head of ewes. We’ve been very fortunate the past couple of years to have raised some pretty successful 
show lambs and we hope to continue improving our flock for years to come. 

JARED WHITCOMB
GREENVIEW, IL

While I can dream of raising a breed changer, inspiring a world changer will always be at the forefront of my mind.
Growing up in rural Sealy, Texas, with parents who grew up involved in agriculture & 4H/FFA, it would have only been 
logical for me to be immersed in it from my childhood. However, that couldn’t be farther from the truth. My livestock 
background was limited to a couple sets of county fair chickens and Craigslist goats until stepping foot into the Sealy HS 
Ag. Department. It was there that I found my passion and drive to be the best and inspire others along the way. 
My ag teachers took a young girl with minimal knowledge, molded her into a livestock judger, and turned her loose to 
set the world on fire. When someone told me that I couldn’t because I was a girl, didn’t have the “right name”, or didn’t 
have the knowledge needed to succeed, I pushed harder. I could tell you about the successes I’ve enjoyed, but it’s more 
like me to take you straight to my heart and tell you about the miles walked at The Patriot being worth every step because 
the kids got to show, the chills I get when one of “my kids” wins their first buckle, and the butterflies when a young girl 
says she wants to be like you. 
While I may never be fortunate to raise a national champion, judge a “big one”, or run a 1,000 head operation, I 
have been blessed with the passion for developing the next generation into the leaders that our industry and our world 
so desperately needs. I strive to use my life to inspire the next generation of livestock enthusiasts to do all of the “cool 
things.” If not me, then who?

JENNA HEIN
SEALY, TX

POWER COUPLE. Trent and Emma Kempker at the ages of 25 and 23, reside in Pomona, Kansas where they run 
both their businesses. Kempker Livestock specializes in raising elite show goats, and Kempker Marketing Consulting 
specializes in marketing, photography and design work across the entire agriculture industry, as well as consulting for 
show goat firms and families nationwide. Trent and Emma met and built their business based on their strong passion for 
the Stock Show industry. Where you’ll find one, you’ll more than likely NOT find the other, as they are constantly on 
the go. However, ask around, Emma’s the most vital part of the entire operation. Both attended Tarleton State University 
and received their bachelors in Agribusiness Science and Trent then completed his master’s in Agriculture Resources 
Science. Trent and Emma have always had a knack for being around elite livestock and incredible minds, and this was 
their way to be around it every day. They have raised and placed multiple champions at state fairs, national shows, and 
Texas majors and have quickly asserted themselves as one of the premier firms in the business. Along with this, they have 
plans for expansion this summer for a breeding facility to expand semen sales and offer an opportunity to other firms to 
use some of the most elite bucks in the game. They take pride in what they do every day because they have built their 
business from the ground up. They have strived to build their brand on the strong morals of integrity, honesty, and hard 
work. Trent and Emma seek to give back to the stock show industry. They both stand on the fact that they would not be 
where they are today, without the help of others along the way.

TRENT AND EMMA KEMPKER
POMONA, KS

Kass Newell is the Executive Vice President for the Oklahoma Youth Expo. Kass and her husband, Dr. Dalton Newell, 
live in Stillwater, OK, and are expecting their first child in September. Kass serves on the operations team that started the 
inaugural Cattlemen’s Congress cattle show and the California Youth Ag Expo livestock show. Kass grew up as a 5th 
generation agriculturalist on her family’s farm in Orlando, OK, where they raise show goats and cattle. She graduated 
in 2014 from Oklahoma State University with her bachelor’s degree in Animal Science, in 2016 with her master’s degree 
in Meat Science, and in 2019 with her master’s degree in International Agriculture. Kass has been very involved in 
the agriculture industry serving as the President of the Oklahoma State University Animal Science Alumni Association, 
Treasurer for both the Diamond Hats and the Sirloin Club organizations, is a member of the team behind the Agri-8 
Mastermind Retreat and her most recent appointment was to the Redlands Community College Board of Regents. 
Kass was a member of the 2012 Redlands Community College National Champion Livestock Judging Team, the 2013 
Oklahoma State University Livestock Judging Team, and the 2014 National Champion Meat Animal Evaluation Team. 
Kass is grateful for her experiences and has continued to strengthen her knowledge of the livestock industry through 
programs like the Oklahoma Cattlemen’s Association Cattlemen’s Leadership Academy and the American Angus 
Association’s Beef Leaders Institute program. Kass was recently named one of KWTV-News 9’s Amazing Oklahomans, 
and chosen as an Oklahoma NextGen under 30 award winner. In 2017, she was awarded the Redlands Community 
College Outstanding Alumni in Agriculture and also in 2017 received the Oklahoma Honorary State FFA Degree. 

KASS NEWELL
STILLWATER, OK
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My name is Drake Hook. I am 22 years old and the owner/operator of Drake Hook Showpigs and Rockin’ Diamond H 
Cattle located in Humeston, Iowa. 
DHSP is comprised of around 55 head of sows of multiple breeds that farrow year round. I have been fortunate enough 
to consistently raise champions all across the country and on almost every stage of competition since I started DHSP 
8 years ago. I take pride in producing not only high caliber show stock, but valuable genetic assets for whoever ends 
up with my progeny in their herd. I’ve been fortunate enough to help youth obtain state fair champions, sale qualifiers, 
major show division winners, countless jackpot winners, as well as place 7 boars into major stud in the last 3 years. I take 
great pride in the fact that I am the only employee of DHSP and have been running a successful operation entirely on my 
own on a day-to-day basis...aside from Dad helping me picture-I’m helpless there. In addition to DHSP, I also manage 
Rockin’ Diamond H Cattle alongside my grandfather. RDH consists of roughly 175 head of commercial beef cows, as 
well as a background cattle feedlot operation. 
I consider myself a student of the game and love all facets that encompass the showpig and livestock industries. Most 
recently, I tried my hand in sale management when I co-founded and co-managed the Players Only Pig Sale that was a 
massive success in its inaugural run this spring; having around 70 head average just shy of $3300. I’ve been fortunate, 
as well, to be asked to evaluate a handful of shows in the last couple of years. I’m incredibly humbled to be nominated 
for the inaugural 30under30 awards! Big thank you to the Purple Circle crew for creating such an awesome event!

DRAKE HOOK
HUMESTON, IA

Life is short, make it count! That is what Jordan did when he accomplished more in his short 26 years than most dream of 
in a lifetime!   
It all started at a young age when he began exhibiting goats competitively across the country. With much success and 
passion for the industry, he started revolutionizing the goat industry, especially across the Buckeye state.  His passion for 
the industry led him to start his own goat operation at the age of 13, known today as Fledderjohann Show Goats.  He 
grew his operation into a highly respected herd that continues to produce numerous champions across the country.  
After high school, he attended Lake Land College and participated on a highly competitive livestock judging team, 
which led him into a position of becoming a livestock evaluator at numerous shows across the country. Jordan earned 
a bachelor’s degree in Ag Business from The Ohio State University and after college he obtained a position with Farm 
Credit Mid-America as a Crop Insurance Specialist. 
Many people across the country may not only recognize him from judging livestock shows but also educating at show 
clinics for Sullivan Stock Show University. Sharing his passion for the goat industry with today’s youth was the most 
rewarding job on his resume. His drive and passion for livestock was like no other. He will always hold an influential part 
in shaping the goat industry into what it has become today.
Unfortunately, his life was cut short on September 11, 2019 but the impact he has had on others will always remain. 
Through the Jordan Fledderjohann Memorial Scholarship Fund, his parents will continue to share his passion for the 
industry by providing scholarships to the youth involved in the livestock judging and agricultural industry. The impact he 
had and the many lives he touched will never be forgotten! 

JORDAN FLEDDERJOHANN
BOTKINS, OH

My name is Jared Whitcomb and I am from Greenview, Illinois. I was born into the sheep industry and stepped into 
the show ring for the first time when I was four years old. I was very honored to have been successful on the state and 
national level throughout my show career. After high school I attended Lincoln Land Community College and Oklahoma 
State University. When I’m not at my day job, the Farm Service Agency in my home county, I’m either taking care of 
sheep or on the road judging shows. I, along with my fiancé and family, operate Whitcomb Club Lambs where we run 
around 175 head of ewes. We’ve been very fortunate the past couple of years to have raised some pretty successful 
show lambs and we hope to continue improving our flock for years to come. 

JARED WHITCOMB
GREENVIEW, IL

While I can dream of raising a breed changer, inspiring a world changer will always be at the forefront of my mind.
Growing up in rural Sealy, Texas, with parents who grew up involved in agriculture & 4H/FFA, it would have only been 
logical for me to be immersed in it from my childhood. However, that couldn’t be farther from the truth. My livestock 
background was limited to a couple sets of county fair chickens and Craigslist goats until stepping foot into the Sealy HS 
Ag. Department. It was there that I found my passion and drive to be the best and inspire others along the way. 
My ag teachers took a young girl with minimal knowledge, molded her into a livestock judger, and turned her loose to 
set the world on fire. When someone told me that I couldn’t because I was a girl, didn’t have the “right name”, or didn’t 
have the knowledge needed to succeed, I pushed harder. I could tell you about the successes I’ve enjoyed, but it’s more 
like me to take you straight to my heart and tell you about the miles walked at The Patriot being worth every step because 
the kids got to show, the chills I get when one of “my kids” wins their first buckle, and the butterflies when a young girl 
says she wants to be like you. 
While I may never be fortunate to raise a national champion, judge a “big one”, or run a 1,000 head operation, I 
have been blessed with the passion for developing the next generation into the leaders that our industry and our world 
so desperately needs. I strive to use my life to inspire the next generation of livestock enthusiasts to do all of the “cool 
things.” If not me, then who?

JENNA HEIN
SEALY, TX

POWER COUPLE. Trent and Emma Kempker at the ages of 25 and 23, reside in Pomona, Kansas where they run 
both their businesses. Kempker Livestock specializes in raising elite show goats, and Kempker Marketing Consulting 
specializes in marketing, photography and design work across the entire agriculture industry, as well as consulting for 
show goat firms and families nationwide. Trent and Emma met and built their business based on their strong passion for 
the Stock Show industry. Where you’ll find one, you’ll more than likely NOT find the other, as they are constantly on 
the go. However, ask around, Emma’s the most vital part of the entire operation. Both attended Tarleton State University 
and received their bachelors in Agribusiness Science and Trent then completed his master’s in Agriculture Resources 
Science. Trent and Emma have always had a knack for being around elite livestock and incredible minds, and this was 
their way to be around it every day. They have raised and placed multiple champions at state fairs, national shows, and 
Texas majors and have quickly asserted themselves as one of the premier firms in the business. Along with this, they have 
plans for expansion this summer for a breeding facility to expand semen sales and offer an opportunity to other firms to 
use some of the most elite bucks in the game. They take pride in what they do every day because they have built their 
business from the ground up. They have strived to build their brand on the strong morals of integrity, honesty, and hard 
work. Trent and Emma seek to give back to the stock show industry. They both stand on the fact that they would not be 
where they are today, without the help of others along the way.

TRENT AND EMMA KEMPKER
POMONA, KS

Kass Newell is the Executive Vice President for the Oklahoma Youth Expo. Kass and her husband, Dr. Dalton Newell, 
live in Stillwater, OK, and are expecting their first child in September. Kass serves on the operations team that started the 
inaugural Cattlemen’s Congress cattle show and the California Youth Ag Expo livestock show. Kass grew up as a 5th 
generation agriculturalist on her family’s farm in Orlando, OK, where they raise show goats and cattle. She graduated 
in 2014 from Oklahoma State University with her bachelor’s degree in Animal Science, in 2016 with her master’s degree 
in Meat Science, and in 2019 with her master’s degree in International Agriculture. Kass has been very involved in 
the agriculture industry serving as the President of the Oklahoma State University Animal Science Alumni Association, 
Treasurer for both the Diamond Hats and the Sirloin Club organizations, is a member of the team behind the Agri-8 
Mastermind Retreat and her most recent appointment was to the Redlands Community College Board of Regents. 
Kass was a member of the 2012 Redlands Community College National Champion Livestock Judging Team, the 2013 
Oklahoma State University Livestock Judging Team, and the 2014 National Champion Meat Animal Evaluation Team. 
Kass is grateful for her experiences and has continued to strengthen her knowledge of the livestock industry through 
programs like the Oklahoma Cattlemen’s Association Cattlemen’s Leadership Academy and the American Angus 
Association’s Beef Leaders Institute program. Kass was recently named one of KWTV-News 9’s Amazing Oklahomans, 
and chosen as an Oklahoma NextGen under 30 award winner. In 2017, she was awarded the Redlands Community 
College Outstanding Alumni in Agriculture and also in 2017 received the Oklahoma Honorary State FFA Degree. 

KASS NEWELL
STILLWATER, OK
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Thank God for pigs!
My name is Dustin Andrus. I am 21 years old, and from Gooding, Idaho. I first got involved with pigs in 2009 through 
my local county fair and 4-H program.  
 In 2011 my passion and dreams for pigs truly got lit.  I attended a Jackpot show and swine camp in Boise, Idaho. The 
Judge and camp instructor was Mark Hoge. Mark instructed us that no matter what happens this weekend learn from it, 
go home, and work harder and success will come.
 In January of 2014 I farrowed my first females. They were my retired show gilts. One was a first parity Yorkshire. The 
other was a second parity cross bred sow.  My passion grew deeper with wanting to breed my own show pigs. In 2018, 
with four years of learning some of the challenges of raising show pigs, fresh out of high school, and a dream in mind, 
I took a job at Ottenwalter Showpigs and headed to California to further my show pig education. I acquired two role 
models and friendships right off the bat, Russell Pedrett and Cody Meek. Between the two of them they have given me 
the confidence, knowledge, desire, and phone call away advice to continue breeding and feeding my own herd. The 
time I spent in Colusa will be a memory for the rest of my life.   
 In 2019 I sent my sister a barrow off the Ottenwalter farm, and I was able to give my youngest sister Courtney advice 
on feeding her barrow to win the Snake River Show Circuit. In 2020 my sister Ashley, with a home- grown pig won the 
Snake River Show Circuit.  I have taken a tremendous liking to helping not only my customers, but other kids to prepare 
their pigs for competitive shows. 

DUSTIN ANDRUS
GOODING, ID

“It’s hard to beat a person who never gives up.” –Babe Ruth 
My name is Spencer Scotten. I grew up in Nevada, Missouri, on my family’s farm where we raise show cattle. I became 
involved in the cattle business at a young age as my family owned and ran the local sale barn until I was 8, since then 
we have transitioned into raising show steers and have a balance of spring and fall calving cows. Growing up I enjoyed 
showing pigs, sheep and goats, and that really sparked an interest in livestock judging. 
I attended Butler Community College and Kansas State University where I competed on the livestock judging team at 
both institutions. After I graduated with my degree in animal science, I remained at K-State to pursue a masters in swine 
nutrition and helped coach the livestock judging team. 
I am currently the livestock judging team coach at Redlands Community College in El Reno, Oklahoma, and continue 
to raise cattle and goats with my family back home. One of my favorite things I get to enjoy is the opportunity to work 
with many young people in the 4-H and FFA programs through junior livestock shows that I have been fortunate to get 
to judge. My passion is the livestock industry and I truly believe there’s no industry that has a greater impact on young 
people than being involved in showing or raising livestock. Through my position as a livestock judging team coach I get 
to see the growth of young people and see firsthand how being actively engaged in this industry shapes students into 
becoming leaders, not just in the livestock world but the skills gained and lessons learned through livestock allow them to 
succeed no matter what career path they choose to pursue.  

SPENCER SCOTTEN
NEVADA, MO

There is no “right” time in life ⏤ ever. Taking a leap of faith at 22 years old by quitting your day job to start a business 
with no guarantee of a paycheck, was about as nerve wracking as this redhead California boy could take experience. 
Fast forward 4 years, I am so thankful that selling blueberries was not my calling in life. My days as a milkman (literally, 
listen to the Stock Talk podcast if you don’t believe me) and as a sales assistant for a fruit marketing company, led me 
to trust my instincts and realize that I could create a livelihood out of my creativity. Tarbell Marketing and Design, more 
commonly referred to as TM+D, is a love child of creativity and ambition formed from years of curiosity and after hours 
projects. If you had asked me 4 years ago where I saw this business today, I never could have dreamt I would have the 
opportunity to work with such prestigious and iconic names and firms in this industry. Marketing is what I geek out about 
and I get so excited to be able to open new doors for our industry and let my clients see what opportunities await when 
they believe in the power of marketing. We may do things a bit different at TM+D, and while we sure aren’t perfect, 
we try our damndest to make an impact and, as we like to say, get rid of the damn box. It is a complete honor to be 
nominated for recognition for young leaders in our industry, and I strive to do my best to uphold a legacy for those of us 
that started from nothing and built a place to succeed. As always, “The difference is in the details.” Cheers!

JACE TARBELL
SAVANNAH, MO

I thrive being around livestock and love to share this passion with others.  When I am asked what I want to do in life, 
my answer is simple – I want to make an impact on kids’ lives in the agricultural industry. My current role as Livestock 
Judging Coach at Colorado State University allows me to be a mentor and give back to the industry that has shaped my 
life. 
I am proud to be a female in agriculture and it is an honor to be nominated for 30Under30 amongst such a renowned 
group of peers in this industry. Now, more than ever, we must stand together in agriculture to communicate our positive 
message.   
My brother and I grew up showing and raising cattle. My curiosity to learn more about livestock selection, combined 
with being naturally shy and indecisive, led my parents to involve me in livestock judging. 
Over time I found that I not only liked judging, but also experienced success at it.  With the help of influential coaches 
throughout 4H, FFA and college, my competitive career culminated when I was part of a National Champion team at 
Redlands Community College and Reserve Champion team at Oklahoma State University. I was blessed to be selected 
as an Academic All-American at both colleges and won reasons at the four major contests in senior college.
 Eventually, I obtained my master’s degree and was asked to join the coaching staff at Oklahoma State University where 
we were named back-to-back national champions. 
Currently, I have my own cows and Berkshire sows in hopes of continuing to expand and improve. My experiences have 
opened the doors for me to meet kids across the United States, and for that I am forever thankful. I am excited about 
what the future holds.   

KYNDAL REITZENSTEIN
KERSEY, CO

Husband, Father, Stockman and Evaluator. Brady Jensen’s appetite to perfect livestock has defined him. Starting his own 
path as an All-American in 4-H, Junior and Senior College judging, to evaluating shows in 27 states, to coaching three 
National Champions in Senior College, to playing a key role in Jensen Bros Herefords while building his own herd; these 
highlights are all motivated by the desire to make incredible livestock and build the industry to do the same.
Brady resides in Brookings, South Dakota with his wife, Allie and daughter, Kelly. He joined the faculty at South Dakota 
State University in 2017 and currently serves as the livestock judging team coach. Previously, Brady served as an 
assistant coach and completed a master’s degree at Kansas State in Animal Science, focusing on the genetic component 
of feet and leg structure in Red Angus cattle. In his collegiate coaching career he has been on the coaching staff for 3 
out of the last 6 High Individuals at the national contest in Louisville and most recently the High Individual at Houston to 
finish the spring season. Before graduate school, Brady attended Butler Community College and Kansas State University 
where he was awarded All-American status in Livestock Judging at both levels. Aside from coaching, Brady thoroughly 
enjoys giving time to judging livestock shows across the country. To this day he has judged shows in 27 states and 
national cattle shows including: NAILE, American Royal, National Western, OKC Cattlemen’s Congress, San Antonio 
Livestock Show, Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo, Fort Worth Stock Show and KILE. Brady also assists with his family’s 
operation, Jensen Brothers Herefords in Courtland, Kansas, while expanding his own herd which focuses on Hereford 
and Simmental cattle.
Brady likes to say, “Surround yourself with good people and great things happen.” 

BRADY JENSEN
BROOKINGS, SD

Nick Pudliner, 26, is  a coproprietor of Pudliner Livestock, with his wife, Demi. Nick and Demi reside in Northwest 
Ohio, and they are a premier goat breeder in the show stock industry. Utilizing Flush, IVF, lap Als, a personable 
customer service approach, and an inimitable marketing campaign, Pudliner Livestock is nationally known and have 
taken many of the Industry’s youth to the Backdrop at some of the highest levels. Nick is no stranger to hard work and 
true dedication, which he believes are the keys to him and his wife’s success. In the last year alone, Pudliner Livestock 
moved their business from Central Pennsylvania to Northwest Ohio, doubled their herd to 150 mature females, and 
currently, Nick is in the process of building a brand new industry forward facility that will best serve the future of their 
business.  Nick may not have a college degree or an extensive judging background; however, what sets him apart is his 
true passion for this Industry. His goal is to stay on the cutting edge of progressive genetics and breeding tactics, both 
naturally an artificially, to keep propelling the success of Pudliner Livestock.  Nick’s willingness to learn and prioritize this 
Industry’s youth is the foundation of him and his wife’s business, and what is setting them up to be the next generation in 
the show stock industry.

NICK PUDLINER
FAYETTE, OH
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Thank God for pigs!
My name is Dustin Andrus. I am 21 years old, and from Gooding, Idaho. I first got involved with pigs in 2009 through 
my local county fair and 4-H program.  
 In 2011 my passion and dreams for pigs truly got lit.  I attended a Jackpot show and swine camp in Boise, Idaho. The 
Judge and camp instructor was Mark Hoge. Mark instructed us that no matter what happens this weekend learn from it, 
go home, and work harder and success will come.
 In January of 2014 I farrowed my first females. They were my retired show gilts. One was a first parity Yorkshire. The 
other was a second parity cross bred sow.  My passion grew deeper with wanting to breed my own show pigs. In 2018, 
with four years of learning some of the challenges of raising show pigs, fresh out of high school, and a dream in mind, 
I took a job at Ottenwalter Showpigs and headed to California to further my show pig education. I acquired two role 
models and friendships right off the bat, Russell Pedrett and Cody Meek. Between the two of them they have given me 
the confidence, knowledge, desire, and phone call away advice to continue breeding and feeding my own herd. The 
time I spent in Colusa will be a memory for the rest of my life.   
 In 2019 I sent my sister a barrow off the Ottenwalter farm, and I was able to give my youngest sister Courtney advice 
on feeding her barrow to win the Snake River Show Circuit. In 2020 my sister Ashley, with a home- grown pig won the 
Snake River Show Circuit.  I have taken a tremendous liking to helping not only my customers, but other kids to prepare 
their pigs for competitive shows. 

DUSTIN ANDRUS
GOODING, ID

“It’s hard to beat a person who never gives up.” –Babe Ruth 
My name is Spencer Scotten. I grew up in Nevada, Missouri, on my family’s farm where we raise show cattle. I became 
involved in the cattle business at a young age as my family owned and ran the local sale barn until I was 8, since then 
we have transitioned into raising show steers and have a balance of spring and fall calving cows. Growing up I enjoyed 
showing pigs, sheep and goats, and that really sparked an interest in livestock judging. 
I attended Butler Community College and Kansas State University where I competed on the livestock judging team at 
both institutions. After I graduated with my degree in animal science, I remained at K-State to pursue a masters in swine 
nutrition and helped coach the livestock judging team. 
I am currently the livestock judging team coach at Redlands Community College in El Reno, Oklahoma, and continue 
to raise cattle and goats with my family back home. One of my favorite things I get to enjoy is the opportunity to work 
with many young people in the 4-H and FFA programs through junior livestock shows that I have been fortunate to get 
to judge. My passion is the livestock industry and I truly believe there’s no industry that has a greater impact on young 
people than being involved in showing or raising livestock. Through my position as a livestock judging team coach I get 
to see the growth of young people and see firsthand how being actively engaged in this industry shapes students into 
becoming leaders, not just in the livestock world but the skills gained and lessons learned through livestock allow them to 
succeed no matter what career path they choose to pursue.  

SPENCER SCOTTEN
NEVADA, MO

There is no “right” time in life ⏤ ever. Taking a leap of faith at 22 years old by quitting your day job to start a business 
with no guarantee of a paycheck, was about as nerve wracking as this redhead California boy could take experience. 
Fast forward 4 years, I am so thankful that selling blueberries was not my calling in life. My days as a milkman (literally, 
listen to the Stock Talk podcast if you don’t believe me) and as a sales assistant for a fruit marketing company, led me 
to trust my instincts and realize that I could create a livelihood out of my creativity. Tarbell Marketing and Design, more 
commonly referred to as TM+D, is a love child of creativity and ambition formed from years of curiosity and after hours 
projects. If you had asked me 4 years ago where I saw this business today, I never could have dreamt I would have the 
opportunity to work with such prestigious and iconic names and firms in this industry. Marketing is what I geek out about 
and I get so excited to be able to open new doors for our industry and let my clients see what opportunities await when 
they believe in the power of marketing. We may do things a bit different at TM+D, and while we sure aren’t perfect, 
we try our damndest to make an impact and, as we like to say, get rid of the damn box. It is a complete honor to be 
nominated for recognition for young leaders in our industry, and I strive to do my best to uphold a legacy for those of us 
that started from nothing and built a place to succeed. As always, “The difference is in the details.” Cheers!

JACE TARBELL
SAVANNAH, MO

I thrive being around livestock and love to share this passion with others.  When I am asked what I want to do in life, 
my answer is simple – I want to make an impact on kids’ lives in the agricultural industry. My current role as Livestock 
Judging Coach at Colorado State University allows me to be a mentor and give back to the industry that has shaped my 
life. 
I am proud to be a female in agriculture and it is an honor to be nominated for 30Under30 amongst such a renowned 
group of peers in this industry. Now, more than ever, we must stand together in agriculture to communicate our positive 
message.   
My brother and I grew up showing and raising cattle. My curiosity to learn more about livestock selection, combined 
with being naturally shy and indecisive, led my parents to involve me in livestock judging. 
Over time I found that I not only liked judging, but also experienced success at it.  With the help of influential coaches 
throughout 4H, FFA and college, my competitive career culminated when I was part of a National Champion team at 
Redlands Community College and Reserve Champion team at Oklahoma State University. I was blessed to be selected 
as an Academic All-American at both colleges and won reasons at the four major contests in senior college.
 Eventually, I obtained my master’s degree and was asked to join the coaching staff at Oklahoma State University where 
we were named back-to-back national champions. 
Currently, I have my own cows and Berkshire sows in hopes of continuing to expand and improve. My experiences have 
opened the doors for me to meet kids across the United States, and for that I am forever thankful. I am excited about 
what the future holds.   

KYNDAL REITZENSTEIN
KERSEY, CO

Husband, Father, Stockman and Evaluator. Brady Jensen’s appetite to perfect livestock has defined him. Starting his own 
path as an All-American in 4-H, Junior and Senior College judging, to evaluating shows in 27 states, to coaching three 
National Champions in Senior College, to playing a key role in Jensen Bros Herefords while building his own herd; these 
highlights are all motivated by the desire to make incredible livestock and build the industry to do the same.
Brady resides in Brookings, South Dakota with his wife, Allie and daughter, Kelly. He joined the faculty at South Dakota 
State University in 2017 and currently serves as the livestock judging team coach. Previously, Brady served as an 
assistant coach and completed a master’s degree at Kansas State in Animal Science, focusing on the genetic component 
of feet and leg structure in Red Angus cattle. In his collegiate coaching career he has been on the coaching staff for 3 
out of the last 6 High Individuals at the national contest in Louisville and most recently the High Individual at Houston to 
finish the spring season. Before graduate school, Brady attended Butler Community College and Kansas State University 
where he was awarded All-American status in Livestock Judging at both levels. Aside from coaching, Brady thoroughly 
enjoys giving time to judging livestock shows across the country. To this day he has judged shows in 27 states and 
national cattle shows including: NAILE, American Royal, National Western, OKC Cattlemen’s Congress, San Antonio 
Livestock Show, Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo, Fort Worth Stock Show and KILE. Brady also assists with his family’s 
operation, Jensen Brothers Herefords in Courtland, Kansas, while expanding his own herd which focuses on Hereford 
and Simmental cattle.
Brady likes to say, “Surround yourself with good people and great things happen.” 

BRADY JENSEN
BROOKINGS, SD

Nick Pudliner, 26, is  a coproprietor of Pudliner Livestock, with his wife, Demi. Nick and Demi reside in Northwest 
Ohio, and they are a premier goat breeder in the show stock industry. Utilizing Flush, IVF, lap Als, a personable 
customer service approach, and an inimitable marketing campaign, Pudliner Livestock is nationally known and have 
taken many of the Industry’s youth to the Backdrop at some of the highest levels. Nick is no stranger to hard work and 
true dedication, which he believes are the keys to him and his wife’s success. In the last year alone, Pudliner Livestock 
moved their business from Central Pennsylvania to Northwest Ohio, doubled their herd to 150 mature females, and 
currently, Nick is in the process of building a brand new industry forward facility that will best serve the future of their 
business.  Nick may not have a college degree or an extensive judging background; however, what sets him apart is his 
true passion for this Industry. His goal is to stay on the cutting edge of progressive genetics and breeding tactics, both 
naturally an artificially, to keep propelling the success of Pudliner Livestock.  Nick’s willingness to learn and prioritize this 
Industry’s youth is the foundation of him and his wife’s business, and what is setting them up to be the next generation in 
the show stock industry.

NICK PUDLINER
FAYETTE, OH
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Hi, my name is Kamden Urban. I’m originally from Gotebo, Oklahoma, where my family owns and operates Johnson 
Club Lambs. I showed all through my 4H and FFA career. I attended Connors State College after high school. I was on 
the judging team there for 2 years. I am now a junior at Oklahoma State University, majoring in Ag Business. I work for 
Allen/Newcomb Show Lambs out of Elk City, OK. We run about 250 head of ewes on top of buying and selling show 
lambs across the country. I enjoy helping kids learn how to feed and show their sheep to a high caliber. I thoroughly 
enjoy the kids I get the opportunity to help, and can’t wait to see where this industry leads me in life!

KAMDEN URBAN
GOTEBO, OK

Allow me to introduce myself, Mari Morris here! City kid turned livestock exhibitor, livestock judge, seed/chem 
saleswoman, feed rep, ranch wife and agricultural advocate. 
My husband Tucker and I live on the family ranch in Augusta, MT. Alongside his parents, we run 700+ cows marketing 
to commercial, seedstock and show cattle customers. You won’t find us chasing every show and banner across the 
country, we simply take pride in breeding and raising functional, yet elite cattle. I love what we do and the old-school 
cowboy lifestyle we live! I’ve also landed my dream job, a Multi-Species Specialist for Show-Rite Feeds. In this role, I 
help families learn life lessons through managing their livestock. The experiences I’ve had and people I’ve met through 
my career are truly priceless.
Differing from many, agriculture was an industry and passion that I had to discover and earn my place in. My parents 
were generations removed from ag, both working in the medical field. Raising livestock lit a fire in my soul and it was in 
the barn and show ring where I found my purpose. Showing led to livestock judging, which took me further than I ever 
dreamt. I judged and worked towards my degree first at Redlands Community College and progressed to Oklahoma 
State University. 
In the 1920’s, my great grandfather immigrated from Mexico to the U.S. in hopes of starting a better life and he 
eventually purchased a farm in Castle Rock, MN. In the last 100 years, my family became removed from that farm. But 
after residing in eight states chasing my passion, I’ve finally planted roots and am blessed to rejoin my family ties in ag 
again. As an expecting mother, I couldn’t be prouder and more excited to raise my children in this industry and further 
our family legacy. 

MARI MORRIS
AUGUSTA, MT

The first EVER 30under30 was a whirlwind for the nominees and the Purple Circle crew!  We owe so many 
“Thank You’s” to do many people!

Thank You to the industry leaders that carefully provided nominees and helped guide us through this 
process!

Thank You to the nominees that so fervently promoted the program set to shine light on the next 
generation of leaders and trend setters!

Thank You to the near 200,000 votes across the United States that helped fulfill what we hope is a 
ground-breaking way to recognize individuals in our industry!  

It was far from perfect - but with the foundation we have set, we hope to push forward into 2022 and 
continue to do what we love - promoting the Junior Livestock industry!  
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Hi, my name is Kamden Urban. I’m originally from Gotebo, Oklahoma, where my family owns and operates Johnson 
Club Lambs. I showed all through my 4H and FFA career. I attended Connors State College after high school. I was on 
the judging team there for 2 years. I am now a junior at Oklahoma State University, majoring in Ag Business. I work for 
Allen/Newcomb Show Lambs out of Elk City, OK. We run about 250 head of ewes on top of buying and selling show 
lambs across the country. I enjoy helping kids learn how to feed and show their sheep to a high caliber. I thoroughly 
enjoy the kids I get the opportunity to help, and can’t wait to see where this industry leads me in life!

KAMDEN URBAN
GOTEBO, OK

Allow me to introduce myself, Mari Morris here! City kid turned livestock exhibitor, livestock judge, seed/chem 
saleswoman, feed rep, ranch wife and agricultural advocate. 
My husband Tucker and I live on the family ranch in Augusta, MT. Alongside his parents, we run 700+ cows marketing 
to commercial, seedstock and show cattle customers. You won’t find us chasing every show and banner across the 
country, we simply take pride in breeding and raising functional, yet elite cattle. I love what we do and the old-school 
cowboy lifestyle we live! I’ve also landed my dream job, a Multi-Species Specialist for Show-Rite Feeds. In this role, I 
help families learn life lessons through managing their livestock. The experiences I’ve had and people I’ve met through 
my career are truly priceless.
Differing from many, agriculture was an industry and passion that I had to discover and earn my place in. My parents 
were generations removed from ag, both working in the medical field. Raising livestock lit a fire in my soul and it was in 
the barn and show ring where I found my purpose. Showing led to livestock judging, which took me further than I ever 
dreamt. I judged and worked towards my degree first at Redlands Community College and progressed to Oklahoma 
State University. 
In the 1920’s, my great grandfather immigrated from Mexico to the U.S. in hopes of starting a better life and he 
eventually purchased a farm in Castle Rock, MN. In the last 100 years, my family became removed from that farm. But 
after residing in eight states chasing my passion, I’ve finally planted roots and am blessed to rejoin my family ties in ag 
again. As an expecting mother, I couldn’t be prouder and more excited to raise my children in this industry and further 
our family legacy. 

MARI MORRIS
AUGUSTA, MT
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Get the muscle development needed to WINWIN. Also with ZeoliteZeolite to help 
your animal remove toxins from its system and with Mannan Mannan 

OligosaccharidesOligosaccharides to help isolate pathogens, and strong Beta GlucansBeta Glucans 
and NucleotidesNucleotides to help support immune functions

CHAMPIONSCHAMPIONS
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Market
Goats

State FairState Fair
 of Texas of Texas

1 Please give a brief overview of your background, Please give a brief overview of your background, 
your family, and your childhood in the livestock your family, and your childhood in the livestock 
industry. How’d you get here?industry. How’d you get here?
I grew up in Nevada, Missouri. Livestock has always been 
a big part of my family’s operation. My dad grew up in the 
sale barn business where his family owned and ran the 
auction in Nevada, we transitioned from that when I was 
young and we’ve been raising show steers ever since. I 
grew up showing pigs and sheep and later on got involved 
in showing and raising goats where my brother, dad and 
I had around 30 does. I was also involved in 4-H and FFA, 
that’s where I started livestock judging. 

2
What is your current occupation and involvement What is your current occupation and involvement 
in the livestock industry?in the livestock industry?
I am currently the livestock judging team coach at 
Redlands Community College in El Reno, Oklahoma. I still 
continue to raise cattle and goats with my family. 

3
Who were the most influential people in your life Who were the most influential people in your life 
growing up?growing up?
My parents have always been the most influential people in my 
life. I wouldn’t have ever had a passion for livestock without 
my dad who got me involved in showing and raising livestock. 
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Market
Goats

State FairState Fair
 of Texas of Texas

4 Please give a description of your livestock Please give a description of your livestock 
judging experience.judging experience.
I started livestock judging on my 4-H and FFA teams, that 
led to attending Butler Community College and Kansas 
State University where I was on the livestock judging team 
at both places. Over the last few years I’ve really enjoyed 
getting to work with lots of youth in agriculture by getting 
to judge several shows. 

5 What would you consider your first ever What would you consider your first ever 
“big show”?“big show”?
Nebraska State Fair gave me my first opportunity to judge 
a state fair and Oklahoma Youth Expo was the first “big big 
show” I got to do. 

6
Throughout your tenure, what have been the Throughout your tenure, what have been the 
most significant changes to the junior livestock most significant changes to the junior livestock 
industry?industry?
Since I started showing I’ve been amazed how good 
animals are presented and shown now. When I started 
showing, the pigs walked around rooting the shavings, 
the sheep where slick legged, nobody braced a goat nor 
were any ever fit and there were only a select few people 
who could get a calf clipped and fit where it didn’t make 
them look worse than before they started. Now you go to 
a show and you don’t see any of that. 

7 Walk us through your process as you evaluate Walk us through your process as you evaluate 
market animals at a major livestock show.market animals at a major livestock show.
I really try and let the good ones hit me right off the bat. 
I’m a first impression judge so the ones that have the 

“look” right when they walk in the ring I 
try and get pulled to break them down 
later after the initial sift. 
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8
What are the preferences that you rank among the What are the preferences that you rank among the 
most important in regards to market animal most important in regards to market animal 
evaluation?evaluation?
When I’m judging anything, it doesn’t matter the species 
or whether it’s market or breeding, I like balance. Just 
like when we are raising them, I start at the ground and 
try and select for animals that are correct in their struc-
ture, good looking, stout and fresh. If an animal can blend 
muscle with look and soundness they will typically get 
along well. 

9
How much influence do you feel presentation (i.e. How much influence do you feel presentation (i.e. 
clipping, fitting, hair/hide quality) has on any clipping, fitting, hair/hide quality) has on any 
judges’ decisions in the show ring?judges’ decisions in the show ring?
I think it’s crucial to a good first impression to have a 
nicely presented animal. Any judge can tell right through 
the gate if that animal has been properly managed and 
it makes a big difference if that exhibitor has been taking 
care of their hide and hair. It’s kind of like buying a car, 
you’re probably going to like it a lot more if it’s shined up 
and clean. Part of presentation to me is showmanship. If 
that exhibitor can come in at a good pace with that 
animal’s head up and get them set up perfectly every 
time it will make a huge difference in how they place. I’ve 
seen a lot of really good animals get beat because they 
wouldn’t lead or couldn’t get set up correctly. 

10 What is the most valuable portion of the junior What is the most valuable portion of the junior 
livestock industry?livestock industry?
Learning responsibility and accountability are awesome 
things that come with being a part of the livestock 
industry. For me the network of people I’ve met all over 
the country is something I’m very thankful for. 

11
What is the funniest story you can recall in What is the funniest story you can recall in 
regards to showing or judging?regards to showing or judging?
I can’t think of too many funny things that have 
actually happened in the show ring but I’ll never forget 
one of my brother’s last years showing at our state fair. We 
were headed to the barn the morning of the barrow show 
and we saw a guy wearing a studded dog collar eating 
nacho cheese out of a dog bowl. If you’ve ever been to 
my state fair this story makes more sense. 

Spencer Scotten

Scotten LivestockScotten Livestock
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14 Last, but not least, what is your favorite meal?  Last, but not least, what is your favorite meal?  
One you could never live without?One you could never live without?
I love all kinds of good food so this is a tough one for me. It’s hard 
to go wrong with good BBQ. 

Good luck to all of the Good luck to all of the 
exhibitors at the 2021exhibitors at the 2021

State Fair of Texas

12 What are your pet peeves in the show ring?What are your pet peeves in the show ring?
My biggest pet peeve in the show ring is making an animal look 
unnatural. It’s really great when you get to fit an animal but 
adding a bunch of extra fake hair where it looks very unnatural 
is something I don’t like. I’ve been judging several times when 
there’s been fake hair that’s fallen off an animal. 

13
Do you have a “routine” before judging a show?  Do you have a “routine” before judging a show?  
Any favorite music that has to be in your ear buds Any favorite music that has to be in your ear buds 
leading up to the start?leading up to the start?
Usually I just grab a coffee head to the show and I always like 
to talk to my dad and brother before I get started. I always try 
and put everything else that’s going on out of my mind for the 
day so I can just focus on the show that day. 
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The new and improved W-W Paul Model 58SX includes 
the new side slide, bi-fold gate designed for faster and 
easier operation. Absence of any heavy gates allow 
operation by anyone, including children. The Model 
58SX is easily retrofitted with an electronic load cell, 
readout indicator and ticket or tape printer is desired. 
The outstanding features combined with heavy 
duty steel construction guarantees an accurate and 
dependable scale. 

All hog & sheep components are constructed from A-513 high tensile 
steel tubing. All joints are saddle cut for extra strength.  Gate frame is 
72” tall and panels are available in 41” or 48” height. All units interlock 
with self contained drop pins. All components are finished with a long 
lasting powder coat finish. 

2021 RODEO AUSTIN // MARKET BARROWS2021 RODEO AUSTIN // MARKET BARROWS

Grand Champion Market BarrowGrand Champion Market Barrow  CHAMPION DARK CROSSBRED
BLAZE COZART

Reserve Champion Market BarrowReserve Champion Market Barrow  RESERVE CHAMPION DARK CROSSBRED
WESLEY MUEHLSTEIN
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2021 RODEO AUSTIN // MARKET BARROWS2021 RODEO AUSTIN // MARKET BARROWS

Champion DurocChampion Duroc  HUNTER BUTLER Reserve DurocReserve Duroc  GRANT LACKEY

Champion WOPBChampion WOPB  ADDISON HORTON Reserve WOPBReserve WOPB  REID POWELL

Champion HampshireChampion Hampshire  SELAH SALMONS Reserve HampshireReserve Hampshire  BANNER YOUNG

Champion YorkshireChampion Yorkshire  CADE ANDERSON Reserve YorkshireReserve Yorkshire  KLAYDEN POWELL

2021 RODEO AUSTIN // MARKET BARROWS2021 RODEO AUSTIN // MARKET BARROWS

Champion BerkshireChampion Berkshire  KY BLOUNT Reserve BerkshireReserve Berkshire  CRAYTON RAINS

Champion Light CrossChampion Light Cross  DOSSON CHUMBLEY Reserve Light CrossReserve Light Cross  CHELBY BROWN
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THE  
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Junior  

Livestock 
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West of  

the Rockies!

ADVERTISERS:  
Your target market 
is just a call away!

— PACIFIC SHOWCASE —
This valuable Showman’s tool is found  

in your mailbox, not your tackbox!

Check out our website: www.pacificshowcase.com

In each issue:
• Dates for sales and shows  • Show Results

Informative and entertaining articles
• Junior Questions

• Advertisers for that "Top Quality" Product
Give us a call or mail your payment and information to:

PACIFIC SHOWCASE
P.O. Box 41430 • San Jose, CA 95160
408/888-2503 • Fax 408/776-9811
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SHAPING THE FUTURE OF AGRICULTURE

W W W . L O N E S T A R A G . C O M
FRIONA // 806.250.2721 DALHART // 806.384.2062
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2021 RODEO AUSTIN // MARKET STEERS2021 RODEO AUSTIN // MARKET STEERS

Grand Champion Market SteerGrand Champion Market Steer  CHAMPION AOB OTHER
TRISTAN HIMES

Reserve Champion Market SteerReserve Champion Market Steer  CHAMPION ABC
JAITYN MIRES
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2021 RODEO AUSTIN // MARKET STEERS2021 RODEO AUSTIN // MARKET STEERS

Champion BritishChampion British  BLAKELY BENSON Reserve BritishReserve British  HATTIE BRALY

Champion ShorthormChampion Shorthorm  SOPHIE AHLSCHWEDE Reserve ShorthornReserve Shorthorn  LOGAN VETTERVILLE
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DAYS   SHOWSDAYS   SHOWS2
LUBBOCK , TX     SOUTH PLAINS FAIRGROUNDS

4
AUGUST 21 & 22, 2021

ROCKIN’ C CLASSIC

RING A RING B
COOPER
CARLISLE

PRESTON
LAWRENCE

JUDGES

&

ENTRIES DUE DAY OF SHOW    ENTRY FEE: $25  CASH ONLY
RING A  WEIGH IN 7:30AM - 8:30AM
RING B  WEIGHT CARDS DUE 11AM

$1,500 Added MONEY
LAMB SHOW - AUGUST 21

RING B  STARTS IMMEDIATELY AFTER RING A

//

FRANKLIN INTERNATIONAL

RING A RING B
LANE
HALE

CAM
ANDERSON

JUDGES

&

ENTRIES DUE DAY OF SHOW    ENTRY FEE: $25  CASH ONLY
RING A  WEIGH IN 7:30AM - 8:30AM
RING B  WEIGHT CARDS DUE 11AM

$1,500 Added MONEY
LAMB SHOW - AUGUST 22

RING B  STARTS IMMEDIATELY AFTER RING A

//

Basic science bLOWOUT

2 SHOWMANSHIP SHOWS    2 JMGSC SHOWS

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE A MEMBER OF JMGSC TO EXHIBIT

MEAT GOAT JACKPOT - AUGUST 21
TW CLUB GOATS
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YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE A MEMBER OF JMGSC TO EXHIBIT

MEAT GOAT JACKPOT - AUGUST 22
// //

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:

ROBERT SCOTT
806.777.9913  //  RJ-SCOTT@TAMU.EDU
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Illustrious career is a term often bandied about when talking about someone who has faithfully served a long 
time in their job.  It is a term that is rightly used when describing Dr. Frank Craddock and the influence he has 
had on the sheep and goat and the competitive livestock industries in Texas.  Dr. Craddock served as the Texas 
AgriLife Extension Sheep and Goat Specialist for 27 years.  While serving as the Sheep and Goat Specialist, he 
helped to educate and guide producers through two of the most significant changes to occur in the industry, the 
introduction of Boer goats and hair sheep.  Both events completely changed the breeds of sheep and goats that 
were raised.  Although Dr. Craddock enjoyed helping county extension agents and producers, his true passion 
was for the youth.  Although he is technically retired, his passion for young people continues to motivate him to 
stay involved in the competitive livestock industry where he serves in different ways.  At a Texas major sheep and 
goat show, it won’t take long to find Dr. Craddock either in the ring serving as a validator, as a classifier/ show 

superintendent or out talking to kids and their families.  Although there are easier ways to spend one’s retirement 
years, Frank loves being around kids and being a part of the show industry.  His favorite exhibitors are his 10 

grandchildren who keep him and his wife, Fayrene, busy.  Purple Circle is honored to tell the story of a man who 
has been so influential to our industry.

Dr. FRANK CRADDOCK
Advocate for Texas 

Livestock Youth Exhibitors

Former Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Sheep & Goat Specialist

UNDER THE INFLUENCE Interview conducted by Mandy Cowley

®

Presented by
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CAn you tell us your background?
I grew up in Medina, Texas which is in the heart of the Hill Country.  
I spent my years there involved in 4-H and FFA showing sheep and 
goats.  I graduated from Medina in 1967 and decided to go to Texas 
A&M University. I majored in Animal Science, was a member of the 
livestock and wool judging teams, and graduated with a bachelor of 
science degree in 1971.  At that point, I wanted to be a county agent.  
The Extension Service interviewed me and wanted to hire me, but 
they said they wanted me to start working on a master’s degree.  I 
went to the University of Wyoming to get my master’s degree in 

Animal Science/Meats.  After I completed my master’s degree, a man 
I had worked for during my undergraduate program at A&M, Dr. Jim 
Bassett, who ran the Wool and Mohair lab, called and wanted me to 
be a research associate, manage the Wool and Mohair Laboratory, 
and work on a Ph.D.  That was the route I chose.  While working on 
my Ph.D. I coached four national champion wool judging teams at 
the National Western Stock Show in Denver in 1974, 1975, 1976, and 

1978.  I finished my Ph.D. in 1978.

Why did you choose to do a portion of your 
graduate work in Wyoming?

I went to Wyoming because it was a sheep state.  There are just a few of those western states that are like that.  If 
you have ever been to Wyoming, you know that it is a sparsely populated state with a lot of sheep.  It is strictly a 
range state with sheep herders.  I had never been exposed to that part of the industry.  They run sheep primarily 
on government land rather than privately owned land, like in Texas.  I felt with the career I wanted to go into I 

needed to know about that part of the industry.

What did you do after you completed 
your Ph.D.?

When I graduated with my Ph.D., I went back to Wyoming as the 
Extension Sheep and Wool Specialist.  I spent three years there.  
My wife didn’t like the cold weather.  I got a call from Texas Tech 

University, and they wanted me to come coach their livestock judging 
team.  I left Wyoming in 1981, and I taught at Texas Tech for six years.  
I, along with Mark McCann, coached the national champion livestock 

team at Louisville in 1986.  I also coached the national champion 
wool team at Denver in 1987.

After leaving Texas Tech, I was hired to replace Jack Groff, who was 
retiring, as one of the two Extension Sheep and Goat Specialists.  My 
family and I moved to the Research and Extension Center in Uvalde 
and lived there for 5 years.  When George Ahlschwede, the other 
Extension Sheep and Goat Specialist retired, the Extension Service 
decided to only have one Extension Sheep and Goat Specialist.  

Therefore, my family and I moved to San Angelo in 1992, and we 
retired there in 2014.
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Why did you choose to do a portion of your 
graduate work in Wyoming?

If someone asked you for a job description 
for an Extension Sheep and Goat Specialist, 

what would you tell them?
In my opinion, a sheep and goat specialist should have two areas.  
One of them is youth, and one is adult.  For the adults, your job is 
to disseminate all new information that will help producers.  You 
do that through the County Extension Agents.  I put on all kinds 
of educational programs on selection, nutrition, health, and other 
topics.  But, as you know, I am a very staunch supporter of youth.  
I love kids.  I have been criticized for doing too much work in the 

youth area in my career.  That doesn’t bother me at all.  In the area of 
youth, I started out with the Texas Sheep and Goat Youth Leadership 
Workshop.  I have done sheep and goat camps.  I’ve done the wool 
and mohair judging program.  I have helped with livestock judging.  
I helped start two futurities in San Angelo, the Angora Goat Futurity 
and the Ewe Lamb Futurity, and the Sheep Skillathon in San Antonio.  
I also helped to start the Validation Program in the early 1990s.  My 

heart is with the youth, and that is where the future is.  

What changes have you seen in the sheep and 
goat industry over your years as an educator?
When I was growing up, I was an Angora goat, Rambouillet sheep, wool and 
mohair person.  When I thought of sheep and goats, that is what I thought 

of.  On the goat side, we had Spanish goats, but they were strictly commercial 
animals run on the range in West Texas where they were suited.  Then the Boer 
goat came in the early 1990s.  This, combined with the loss of the wool and 
mohair incentive program in the mid 1990s, certainly diminished the Angora 
goat industry.  That was an exciting time for me, even though I had to put on 
hold my love for the Angora goat breed.  I did a lot of work with the American 
Boer Goat Association to educate people about Boer goats and to train judges.  

Then, sometime later, the hair sheep, primarily the Dorpers, came along.  This 
meant that the Rambouillet sheep numbers declined, and Dorpers went crazy.  
When you drive around the state, you see Dorper sheep everywhere.  What 
was really neat for me was to see the Dorpers (both breeding and market) 

added as a breed to our major shows.  The first show to do this was 
Fort Worth.  Fort Worth is not known as a trend setter, but when they did this, 
it sparked things.  We have succeeded in getting  Dorpers into all the major 
shows.  It has taken time, and there are still not very many sale slots, but we 

are getting there.
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First of all, Dorpers are easy keeping sheep.  When you see Dorpers, they always look fat.  If you look at 
South Africa where they originated, they came from country similar to West Texas, so they do well under 
harsh conditions.  They have relatively small but hardy lambs.  I did a Pasture to Packer Study following 

young lambs through the Denis Feedlot at San Angelo.  We would feed them out, slaughter them and collect 
growth and carcass data.  The first few years, the lambs were primarily 
finewools and finewool crosses.  At the end, we started having crossbred 
hair sheep and then purebred hair sheep.  When we started feeding more 
hair sheep, the death loss was much smaller, and they were much more 

efficient to feed.  We didn’t have to shear or dock them.  They are 
labor-saving, easy to raise, adapt well, are somewhat parasite resistant, 

and they make money.

During your career, what are some of 
the major changes you have seen in the 

show industry?
When I showed as a kid in San Antonio, the maximum weight limit for 
market lambs was 105 pounds.  They have increased it to 180 pounds 
now.  In terms of changes that I have seen in more recent years is that 
market lambs and goats are fatter.  It is one of my pet peeves.  In the last 
few years, we have seen judges throw condition to the side.  In Houston 
and San Antonio, they have carcass contests where they slaughter the 

first and second place lambs in each class. If you look at the results from 
the contests, some of the judges will have lambs with .40 to .45 inches of 
fat when you only need around .20 inches.  It bothers me because when 
I was trained in college, one of the things we fought was fat sheep with 
the thinking that if you get them too fat, someone with a knife has to cut 
off the excess fat.  That is called labor.  I got tickled at Miles Gibbs when 
he judged in San Angelo.  He said, over the mic, “Now, Doc, I can trim 
off that fat when I eat it.  That doesn’t bother me at all.”  He is a toot.  I 
know we have to have some fat on there; I just don’t want too much.

You mentioned that a person driving through the state would primarily see 
Dorpers being run by commercial producers.  How would you explain this?

Do you feel that the judges 
push the trends or do the 

breeders?
I think that when judges accept fatter 
sheep, then feeders will feed them to be 
fatter.  I put the blame on judges who 
have gone too far.  I have known judges 
who have told me before judging a major 
show that they won’t use a fat sheep.  
The problem is that, today, they are all 
fat.  Feeders have learned how to feed a 
fat sheep so that he handles like a brick.  
If you find a sheep that has the right 

amount of fat, then he is just a sheep.  All 
the good ones are going to have too much 
fat on them, in my opinion.  That is what 

you run into.  

You retired from Extension in 2014.  
Although you are technically retired, you 

still keep a hectic schedule.  What are 
some of the things you are doing?

Ken Cook, the former District Director in San Angelo, started the 
validation program in the early 1990s. When Ken saw the program 
would work, he turned it over to me, and I have been running 
it ever since.  I still help with that.  In fact, I will go in July and 
help process validations for the State Fair.  As more people have 
been hired to help, I’m hoping to move away from some of that.  I 
also help with compliance checks.  When a problem arises with 
a validation, then a group of us is sent to check it out.  All of this 

stuff that we do, validation, drug testing, I would like to say that we 
shouldn’t have to do any of it.  Most of the time, when we go out on 
these checks, we don’t find anything.  But, occasionally, we do. 
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You also serve as a classifier 
at several of the Texas Major 

Shows.  Can you tell us about your 
experience as a classifier?

The three-man classifying system started in the late 80s, 
early 90s.  We met at the Junction courthouse.  There 
were about 20 people made up of Extension Specialists, 
Agents, Agricultural Teachers and breeders.  Jack Groff 
had classified the sheep at the major shows forever.  He 
was the only one who classified anywhere.  Jack was 

consistent and fair, but we decided it might be more fair 
to have several people classifying.  So, we implemented 

the three-man classifying system.  

Classifying is a hard thing.  The breed standards 
are updated every four to five years.  I think that the 

standards have become more lenient, although breeders 
would like for them to be even more so.  The best thing 
I can say to kids is to find someone you trust, whether 
it is a parent, county agent, or ag teacher, to tell you if 
they think your animal will classify.  If a kid buys an 

animal that is questionable, someone needs to be willing 
to tell the kid that.  That way, if the kid gets classed out, 
they won’t be surprised.  I will say that there are some 
animals that get classed out that shouldn’t and some 
that should who don’t.  The thing that has muddied 
the waters the past several years is the inclusion of the 
Dorset breed in the finewool crosses.  A finewool cross 
is supposed to be a Suffolk or Hampshire crossed on 
a finewool.  But breeders have started using Dorsets 

instead and have them masked pretty good.  The Dorset 
does have a little different look to the ears and eyes, and 
the wool on the face and legs is coarser.  We have talked 
about a different system but have not come up with 

anything.  

Why did you choose to stay involved 
rather than take it easy during 

your retirement?
I have already told you - kids.  And the people and 

families that I have met in this industry.  I want to see 
them, and I can’t do that sitting on my butt at the house.  
The other thing is that I have sat in those rings for years.  
Now that I have grandkids showing, I can actually sit up 
in the grandstands and watch them.  I love the people.  I 
love the kids I have watched grow up and develop.  It is 

very gratifying to this old man. 

I would first say my county agent growing up 
influenced my career as much as anybody.  

His name was Werner Lindig from 
Hye, Texas, near Johnson City.  He was my 
county agent in Bandera all the years I was 
growing up.  He coached our wool, mohair, 
and livestock judging teams and helped 
us with showing our animals.  He was a 

great Christian man.  If I would have to say 
someone outside of my parents and the good 
Lord, that man had a great influence on my 

life.  Also, my ag teacher, 
James Arthur Gallant, from Medina, also 
helped me a lot.  I also had many college 
professors including Dr. Jim Bassett and 
Dr. Doug Wythe, my wool and livestock 
judging coaches at Texas A&M, as well as 

many other professors I had at the University 
of Wyoming.  There are numerous county 
extension agents and agricultural science 
teachers that had a positive influence 

on my career.

Who are the people who 
have influenced you?

Dr. FRANK CRADDOCK

Former Texas A&M AgriLife Extension 
Sheep & Goat Specialist

Advocate for Texas 
Livestock Youth Exhibitors
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First of all, Dorpers are easy keeping sheep.  When you see Dorpers, they always look fat.  If you look at 
South Africa where they originated, they came from country similar to West Texas, so they do well under 
harsh conditions.  They have relatively small but hardy lambs.  I did a Pasture to Packer Study following 

young lambs through the Denis Feedlot at San Angelo.  We would feed them out, slaughter them and collect 
growth and carcass data.  The first few years, the lambs were primarily 
finewools and finewool crosses.  At the end, we started having crossbred 
hair sheep and then purebred hair sheep.  When we started feeding more 
hair sheep, the death loss was much smaller, and they were much more 

efficient to feed.  We didn’t have to shear or dock them.  They are 
labor-saving, easy to raise, adapt well, are somewhat parasite resistant, 

and they make money.

During your career, what are some of 
the major changes you have seen in the 

show industry?
When I showed as a kid in San Antonio, the maximum weight limit for 
market lambs was 105 pounds.  They have increased it to 180 pounds 
now.  In terms of changes that I have seen in more recent years is that 
market lambs and goats are fatter.  It is one of my pet peeves.  In the last 
few years, we have seen judges throw condition to the side.  In Houston 
and San Antonio, they have carcass contests where they slaughter the 

first and second place lambs in each class. If you look at the results from 
the contests, some of the judges will have lambs with .40 to .45 inches of 
fat when you only need around .20 inches.  It bothers me because when 
I was trained in college, one of the things we fought was fat sheep with 
the thinking that if you get them too fat, someone with a knife has to cut 
off the excess fat.  That is called labor.  I got tickled at Miles Gibbs when 
he judged in San Angelo.  He said, over the mic, “Now, Doc, I can trim 
off that fat when I eat it.  That doesn’t bother me at all.”  He is a toot.  I 
know we have to have some fat on there; I just don’t want too much.

You mentioned that a person driving through the state would primarily see 
Dorpers being run by commercial producers.  How would you explain this?

Do you feel that the judges 
push the trends or do the 

breeders?
I think that when judges accept fatter 
sheep, then feeders will feed them to be 
fatter.  I put the blame on judges who 
have gone too far.  I have known judges 
who have told me before judging a major 
show that they won’t use a fat sheep.  
The problem is that, today, they are all 
fat.  Feeders have learned how to feed a 
fat sheep so that he handles like a brick.  
If you find a sheep that has the right 

amount of fat, then he is just a sheep.  All 
the good ones are going to have too much 
fat on them, in my opinion.  That is what 

you run into.  

You retired from Extension in 2014.  
Although you are technically retired, you 

still keep a hectic schedule.  What are 
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help process validations for the State Fair.  As more people have 
been hired to help, I’m hoping to move away from some of that.  I 
also help with compliance checks.  When a problem arises with 
a validation, then a group of us is sent to check it out.  All of this 

stuff that we do, validation, drug testing, I would like to say that we 
shouldn’t have to do any of it.  Most of the time, when we go out on 
these checks, we don’t find anything.  But, occasionally, we do. 

You also serve as a classifier 
at several of the Texas Major 

Shows.  Can you tell us about your 
experience as a classifier?
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early 90s.  We met at the Junction courthouse.  There 
were about 20 people made up of Extension Specialists, 
Agents, Agricultural Teachers and breeders.  Jack Groff 
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Classifying is a hard thing.  The breed standards 
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standards have become more lenient, although breeders 
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I can say to kids is to find someone you trust, whether 
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animal that is questionable, someone needs to be willing 
to tell the kid that.  That way, if the kid gets classed out, 
they won’t be surprised.  I will say that there are some 
animals that get classed out that shouldn’t and some 
that should who don’t.  The thing that has muddied 
the waters the past several years is the inclusion of the 
Dorset breed in the finewool crosses.  A finewool cross 
is supposed to be a Suffolk or Hampshire crossed on 
a finewool.  But breeders have started using Dorsets 

instead and have them masked pretty good.  The Dorset 
does have a little different look to the ears and eyes, and 
the wool on the face and legs is coarser.  We have talked 
about a different system but have not come up with 

anything.  

Why did you choose to stay involved 
rather than take it easy during 

your retirement?
I have already told you - kids.  And the people and 

families that I have met in this industry.  I want to see 
them, and I can’t do that sitting on my butt at the house.  
The other thing is that I have sat in those rings for years.  
Now that I have grandkids showing, I can actually sit up 
in the grandstands and watch them.  I love the people.  I 
love the kids I have watched grow up and develop.  It is 

very gratifying to this old man. 

I would first say my county agent growing up 
influenced my career as much as anybody.  

His name was Werner Lindig from 
Hye, Texas, near Johnson City.  He was my 
county agent in Bandera all the years I was 
growing up.  He coached our wool, mohair, 
and livestock judging teams and helped 
us with showing our animals.  He was a 

great Christian man.  If I would have to say 
someone outside of my parents and the good 
Lord, that man had a great influence on my 

life.  Also, my ag teacher, 
James Arthur Gallant, from Medina, also 
helped me a lot.  I also had many college 
professors including Dr. Jim Bassett and 
Dr. Doug Wythe, my wool and livestock 
judging coaches at Texas A&M, as well as 

many other professors I had at the University 
of Wyoming.  There are numerous county 
extension agents and agricultural science 
teachers that had a positive influence 

on my career.
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What do you and your wife 
like to do?

I am a superintendent at the State Fair of Texas.  
My wife, Fayrene, goes with me to all the shows, 
and she loves to help.  She hates to sit around and 
do nothing.  When John Allen passed away, the 

State Fair asked my wife if she would be willing to 
fill that position, so she is now a superintendent 

with me in Dallas.  She is thrilled!  

The main thing we do is take care of our aging 
mothers.  Fayrene’s mother lives with us and is 93.  
My mother is 96 and still lives at home by herself.  
So, we take them to doctor’s visits and help them 
as we can.  We also like to follow our 10 grandkids.  

We had two graduate this year.  They all show 
livestock and play sports, so we like to go watch 

them.  

When we retired, I promised my wife we would 
move back home to Medina.  We have about 130 
acres and built a house when we moved back.  We 
go out several days a week and cut down the cedar 
trees to clear our land.  I run the chainsaw, and 
Fayrene drags the wood into a pile and burns it.  
It gives us something to do together and helps to 
keep us active.  Then, every day at 4:00 we have 
wine time.  At that time, we have a glass of wine 

and play Farkle with my mother-in-law.

You have experienced so many things in your life working with kids. 
 Can you tell our readers a few of your favorite stories?

Wes Stevenson, who is a professional bareback rider and NFR qualifier, grew up showing market 
lambs and won nearly every major show in Texas.  The first year that we implemented the three-man 

classifying system Rex Stultz, Preston Faris, and I were classifying at the Belt Buckle Bonanza.  I think it 
may have been the first year that Wes showed.  We classed out his finewool cross.  He came and found 
us after the show.  With the saddest eyes you ever saw, he told us, “I thought y’all were my friends.”  Rex 

looked at him and said, “Son, when you’re in that show ring, you have no friends.”

I was judging the Angora goats in Kerrville one year.  I see this kid come in the ring in tears.  I tried to 
ask him what was wrong.  He wouldn’t tell me.  I found his granddad after the show and asked him what 

was wrong.  The kid’s granddad said, “Oh, that old nanny ate his $20 bill, and he was mad.”  

I was judging the market goats in Louisville.  The classes were fairly small.  I had a class of 15 to 20, and 
they were standing on the profile.  I see a little boy about 10 years old who is in the front of the class.  I 
start over to handle his goat, and he is dancing around.  When I get to him, he reaches down and grabs 
himself.  I asked him if he had a problem.  He said, “Sir, I need to pee really bad.”  He was almost in tears.  
I said, “Well, you better give me that goat and go to the bathroom.”  I took the goat, and he hooks it out 
of the ring.  I thought that my ring man would come over and take the goat.  Nobody comes.  I stand 
there with the goat for two or three minutes.  He comes back grinning from ear to ear.  I asked him if 
he felt better.  He said, “Yes, sir!”  Can you imagine what mom and dad were thinking?  But you know, 

those are the things you live for.
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What do you and your wife 
like to do?

I am a superintendent at the State Fair of Texas.  
My wife, Fayrene, goes with me to all the shows, 
and she loves to help.  She hates to sit around and 
do nothing.  When John Allen passed away, the 

State Fair asked my wife if she would be willing to 
fill that position, so she is now a superintendent 

with me in Dallas.  She is thrilled!  

The main thing we do is take care of our aging 
mothers.  Fayrene’s mother lives with us and is 93.  
My mother is 96 and still lives at home by herself.  
So, we take them to doctor’s visits and help them 
as we can.  We also like to follow our 10 grandkids.  

We had two graduate this year.  They all show 
livestock and play sports, so we like to go watch 

them.  

When we retired, I promised my wife we would 
move back home to Medina.  We have about 130 
acres and built a house when we moved back.  We 
go out several days a week and cut down the cedar 
trees to clear our land.  I run the chainsaw, and 
Fayrene drags the wood into a pile and burns it.  
It gives us something to do together and helps to 
keep us active.  Then, every day at 4:00 we have 
wine time.  At that time, we have a glass of wine 

and play Farkle with my mother-in-law.

You have experienced so many things in your life working with kids. 
 Can you tell our readers a few of your favorite stories?

Wes Stevenson, who is a professional bareback rider and NFR qualifier, grew up showing market 
lambs and won nearly every major show in Texas.  The first year that we implemented the three-man 

classifying system Rex Stultz, Preston Faris, and I were classifying at the Belt Buckle Bonanza.  I think it 
may have been the first year that Wes showed.  We classed out his finewool cross.  He came and found 
us after the show.  With the saddest eyes you ever saw, he told us, “I thought y’all were my friends.”  Rex 

looked at him and said, “Son, when you’re in that show ring, you have no friends.”

I was judging the Angora goats in Kerrville one year.  I see this kid come in the ring in tears.  I tried to 
ask him what was wrong.  He wouldn’t tell me.  I found his granddad after the show and asked him what 

was wrong.  The kid’s granddad said, “Oh, that old nanny ate his $20 bill, and he was mad.”  

I was judging the market goats in Louisville.  The classes were fairly small.  I had a class of 15 to 20, and 
they were standing on the profile.  I see a little boy about 10 years old who is in the front of the class.  I 
start over to handle his goat, and he is dancing around.  When I get to him, he reaches down and grabs 
himself.  I asked him if he had a problem.  He said, “Sir, I need to pee really bad.”  He was almost in tears.  
I said, “Well, you better give me that goat and go to the bathroom.”  I took the goat, and he hooks it out 
of the ring.  I thought that my ring man would come over and take the goat.  Nobody comes.  I stand 
there with the goat for two or three minutes.  He comes back grinning from ear to ear.  I asked him if 
he felt better.  He said, “Yes, sir!”  Can you imagine what mom and dad were thinking?  But you know, 

those are the things you live for.
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2021 RODEO AUSTIN // MARKET GOATS2021 RODEO AUSTIN // MARKET GOATS

Grand Champion Market GoatGrand Champion Market Goat  CHAMPION MEDIUMWEIGHT
BRITTLEY BOWERS

Reserve Champion Market GoatReserve Champion Market Goat  RESERVE CHAMPION MEDIUMWEIGHT
CODY SELLS

W E  B U I L D  C H A M P I O N S

PRODUCTS

LIVESTOCK

BRIAN LOWE 
NATIONAL LIVESTOCK MANAGER
214.906.7155
TOLL-FREE: 866.469.9227 • WWW.OXYINFO.COM
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2021 RODEO AUSTIN // MARKET GOATS2021 RODEO AUSTIN // MARKET GOATS

Champion LightweightChampion Lightweight  STRATLEY STRUBE Reserve LightweightReserve Lightweight  EMMA LATHEM

Champion HeavyweightChampion Heavyweight  JORDAN HART Reserve HeavyweightReserve Heavyweight  BANNER YOUNG

[EIGHT.] WHAT IS THE FUNNIEST STORY 
YOU CAN RECALL IN REGARDS TO 

SHOWING OR JUDGING?
This one’s easy…I pulled up to a county fair in 

Northwest Missouri out in the middle of nowhere. I was 
told that I was judging “all species” that day and didn’t 
think twice about it… Hogs, sheep, cattle, maybe goats- 
should make for an easy day. I pull in the parking lot 

and look up to the ring and see my first class of the day. 
In the ring stood 2 CAMELS. Thank God it was a “Cow-

Calf pair” and I didn’t have to place them. I made a 
joking comment on the mic about them being too “tight 

in their spine” … but no one laughed. 

[NINE.] WHAT ARE YOUR PET PEEVES IN 
THE SHOW RING?

My biggest pet peeve is poor sportsmanship. We all 
hate to lose – I get it – but we have to learn how to 

because it’s going to happen. I don’t know of anyone 
that’s won every single show that they’ve ever been to. 

Giving the judge a dirty look and showing everyone 
ring side how mad you are does no one any good and 
only hurts your chances in the future with that judge or 

others that are watching. 

[TEN.] DO YOU HAVE A “ROUTINE” BEFORE 
JUDGING A SHOW? ANY FAVORITE MUSIC 

THAT HAS TO BE IN YOUR EAR BUDS 
LEADING UP TO THE START?

Party in the USA by Miley Cyrus. I love that song. 

[ELEVEN.] LAST, BUT NOT LEAST, WHAT 
IS YOUR FAVORITE MEAL? ONE YOU 

COULD NEVER LIVE WITHOUT
I have pretty simple taste buds. I could always go for a 
couple McDonald’s double cheeseburgers or a McRib.

[TWELVE.] PLEASE SHARE ANY 
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS THAT WE DID 

NOT COVER.
I enjoy and appreciate the opportunity to judge shows 

when I can. Even though I try to have fun with it- I realize 
the time and commitment that goes into these projects 
and take the job very seriously. Above all, I love this 

industry and I think that if we keep the focus on the youth 
than we can continue to big successful things with regard 

to developing the future of the agriculture industry. 

THANKS TO CODY FOR HIS DEDICATION TO YOUTH 
LIVESTOCK!
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MMEEEETT KAITLYN
[ONE.] WHAT IS THE MOST REWARDING THING YOU’VE GAINED FROM SHOWING LIVESTOCK?

The people you surround yourself withThe people you surround yourself with
To me the most rewarding thing about showing livestock and being involved in the industry is the people you are given the opportunity to surround 
yourself with. I have been given the opportunity to be mentored by some of the biggest industry leaders in my show career such as Glen Martin and 

his family, the Pfeiffer family and so many more but they are life long friendships and mentors I will always have.

[TWO.] WHAT IS THE MOST CHALLENGING THING ABOUT SHOWING LIVESTOCK?

[THREE.] IF YOU COULD TELL ONE NEW SHOWMAN SOME WORDS OF ENCOURAGEMENT WHAT 
WOULD YOU SAY?

[FOUR.] WHAT VALUES ARE MOST IMPORTANT TO YOU?

[FIVE.] GIVE US YOUR MOST IMPORTANT SHOWMANSHIP TIP.

[SIX.] WHEN YOU GRADUATE WHAT DO YOU WANT TO BE REMEMBERED FOR IN THE 
STOCK SHOW WORLD?

[TEN.] DO YOU HAVE A FAVORITE QUOTE OR BIBLE VERSE?

It is a 24 hour jobIt is a 24 hour job
The most challenging thing about showing livestock for me was learning persistence. You can’t only work on some days and expect to win. It is a 24 hour job.

Watch your competitionWatch your competition
Watch your competition, If they are beating you, there is a reason for it. Don’t get mad or discouraged, but instead take a step back and look at your 

loss as a way to become better and learn a lesson.

Hard workHard work
Hard work is something I value more than anything. If you don’t work hard when no one else is watching and you think you can get by and your lack 

of work ethic at home won’t show in the ring, you are 100% wrong.

Showmanship is won at homeShowmanship is won at home
Showmanship is won at home and you should look at it as a way to showcase all the hours put in at home. If you don’t have your animals acting correct at Showmanship is won at home and you should look at it as a way to showcase all the hours put in at home. If you don’t have your animals acting correct at 

home they will not perform like you want them to in the ring. home they will not perform like you want them to in the ring. 

A good winner, but an even better loserA good winner, but an even better loser
I would like to be remembered for two things, the first one being the girl that worked to prove herself and everyone knew she  did her own work and 

nothing was handed to her. The second one being the girl that could be a good winner but an even better loser and was able to be happy standing towards 
the lower end of the class and celebrate for the person that won.

[SEVEN.] SUPPOSE YOU COULD TAKE ANY CELEBRITY TO LUNCH AND TALK TO THEM ABOUT 
FFA/ 4-H, WHO WOULD YOU TAKE AND WHAT WOULD YOU TELL THEM?

Garth BrooksGarth Brooks
I would say if I could take any celebrity to lunch I would choose Garth Brooks not only because he is one of my favorites but also because he is very 

well-rounded in knowledgeable of agriculture and the FFA.

[EIGHT.] IF YOUR FRIENDS COULD DESCRIBE YOU, HOW WOULD THEY?

[NINE.] WHERE DO YOU SEE YOURSELF IN THE NEXT 5 YEARS?

Working in livestock nutritionWorking in livestock nutrition
In five years I see myself hopefully either looking or starting a job at a livestock feed company and beginning my work field in livestock nutrition.

“I didn’t come this far to only come this far”“I didn’t come this far to only come this far”
To me it means to never give up there is always room for improvements.To me it means to never give up there is always room for improvements.

The girl that lives in the barnThe girl that lives in the barn
If my friends could describe me they would probably say I am the girl that lives in the barn. Most of my friends have made the comment multiple If my friends could describe me they would probably say I am the girl that lives in the barn. Most of my friends have made the comment multiple 

times that every time they call me I am in the barn and I have to say “I’ll call you later I’m working hair right now I can’t hear you over the blower.”times that every time they call me I am in the barn and I have to say “I’ll call you later I’m working hair right now I can’t hear you over the blower.”
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[THIRTEEN.] WHAT MOTIVATES YOU TO BE A GOOD LEADER, AND TO PUT FORTH YOUR BEST EFFORT?

[ELEVEN.] WHO IS YOUR ROLE MODEL?

My sisterMy sister
When asked who my role model is there is one person that comes to mind pretty fast and it would have to be my sister. She has always been someone 
I have looked up to in the show ring and in life and she is so strong and motivated. Without me being able to watch her many motivated hours in the 

barn growing up, I truly believe I wouldn’t have the motivation to be better like I do today.

[TWELVE.] IMAGINE YOURSELF 10 YEARS FROM TODAY. WHAT GOALS AND AMBITIONS DO YOU 
HAVE FOR YOURSELF, PERSONALLY AND PROFESSIONALLY?

Build a successful life around the industry i loveBuild a successful life around the industry i love
Ten years from now I hope to have a steady job doing what I love and working on moving up in my business and increasing sales. I also hope to start 

a family and hopefully have bought a house and built a successful life around the industry I love. 

The younger generationThe younger generation
What motivates me to be better is the younger generation. I once saw a post on Facebook that said “always be a good role model because somewhere 
there is a little kid who wants to be just like you when you grow up” and that has stuck with me since that day. I want to set a good example of hard 

work, dedication and motivation everyday to keep the future generation a group of hardworking people.

[FOURTEEN.] HOW DO YOU GO ABOUT SETTING GOALS IN ORDER TO BECOME MORE SUCCESSFUL?

Set your goals highSet your goals high
When it comes to setting goals some people say I might go a little crazy but when you set your goals high it gives you a mindset to work harder. At the 
end of my sophomore year I set a goal to win every doe show in the nation I could attend. Now that sounds a little bit crazy, and believe I said that to 
myself at first, but the harder I worked the more boxes I got to check on that goal. Although I can’t say I accomplished it, I can say I won every show 

besides two because I never gave up, even when everyone was against me or said I was crazy for thinking it was possible. 

[FIFTEEN.] TELL US WHAT “SUCCESS” MEANS TO YOU?

Knowing you did your bestKnowing you did your best
Success to me isn’t getting the last handshake at the end of the show; it is being proud of yourself and knowing you did your best! If you do your work 

at home and perform well at the show that’s all you can do, and honestly that’s something to be proud of. 
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[ONE.] WHAT IS THE MOST REWARDING THING YOU’VE GAINED FROM SHOWING LIVESTOCK?

The people you surround yourself withThe people you surround yourself with
To me the most rewarding thing about showing livestock and being involved in the industry is the people you are given the opportunity to surround 
yourself with. I have been given the opportunity to be mentored by some of the biggest industry leaders in my show career such as Glen Martin and 

his family, the Pfeiffer family and so many more but they are life long friendships and mentors I will always have.

[TWO.] WHAT IS THE MOST CHALLENGING THING ABOUT SHOWING LIVESTOCK?

[THREE.] IF YOU COULD TELL ONE NEW SHOWMAN SOME WORDS OF ENCOURAGEMENT WHAT 
WOULD YOU SAY?

[FOUR.] WHAT VALUES ARE MOST IMPORTANT TO YOU?

[FIVE.] GIVE US YOUR MOST IMPORTANT SHOWMANSHIP TIP.

[SIX.] WHEN YOU GRADUATE WHAT DO YOU WANT TO BE REMEMBERED FOR IN THE 
STOCK SHOW WORLD?

[TEN.] DO YOU HAVE A FAVORITE QUOTE OR BIBLE VERSE?

It is a 24 hour jobIt is a 24 hour job
The most challenging thing about showing livestock for me was learning persistence. You can’t only work on some days and expect to win. It is a 24 hour job.

Watch your competitionWatch your competition
Watch your competition, If they are beating you, there is a reason for it. Don’t get mad or discouraged, but instead take a step back and look at your 
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Hard workHard work
Hard work is something I value more than anything. If you don’t work hard when no one else is watching and you think you can get by and your lack 
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Showmanship is won at homeShowmanship is won at home
Showmanship is won at home and you should look at it as a way to showcase all the hours put in at home. If you don’t have your animals acting correct at Showmanship is won at home and you should look at it as a way to showcase all the hours put in at home. If you don’t have your animals acting correct at 

home they will not perform like you want them to in the ring. home they will not perform like you want them to in the ring. 

A good winner, but an even better loserA good winner, but an even better loser
I would like to be remembered for two things, the first one being the girl that worked to prove herself and everyone knew she  did her own work and 

nothing was handed to her. The second one being the girl that could be a good winner but an even better loser and was able to be happy standing towards 
the lower end of the class and celebrate for the person that won.

[SEVEN.] SUPPOSE YOU COULD TAKE ANY CELEBRITY TO LUNCH AND TALK TO THEM ABOUT 
FFA/ 4-H, WHO WOULD YOU TAKE AND WHAT WOULD YOU TELL THEM?
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[EIGHT.] IF YOUR FRIENDS COULD DESCRIBE YOU, HOW WOULD THEY?

[NINE.] WHERE DO YOU SEE YOURSELF IN THE NEXT 5 YEARS?

Working in livestock nutritionWorking in livestock nutrition
In five years I see myself hopefully either looking or starting a job at a livestock feed company and beginning my work field in livestock nutrition.

“I didn’t come this far to only come this far”“I didn’t come this far to only come this far”
To me it means to never give up there is always room for improvements.To me it means to never give up there is always room for improvements.

The girl that lives in the barnThe girl that lives in the barn
If my friends could describe me they would probably say I am the girl that lives in the barn. Most of my friends have made the comment multiple If my friends could describe me they would probably say I am the girl that lives in the barn. Most of my friends have made the comment multiple 

times that every time they call me I am in the barn and I have to say “I’ll call you later I’m working hair right now I can’t hear you over the blower.”times that every time they call me I am in the barn and I have to say “I’ll call you later I’m working hair right now I can’t hear you over the blower.”
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[TWELVE.] IMAGINE YOURSELF 10 YEARS FROM TODAY. WHAT GOALS AND AMBITIONS DO YOU 
HAVE FOR YOURSELF, PERSONALLY AND PROFESSIONALLY?

Build a successful life around the industry i loveBuild a successful life around the industry i love
Ten years from now I hope to have a steady job doing what I love and working on moving up in my business and increasing sales. I also hope to start 

a family and hopefully have bought a house and built a successful life around the industry I love. 

The younger generationThe younger generation
What motivates me to be better is the younger generation. I once saw a post on Facebook that said “always be a good role model because somewhere 
there is a little kid who wants to be just like you when you grow up” and that has stuck with me since that day. I want to set a good example of hard 

work, dedication and motivation everyday to keep the future generation a group of hardworking people.

[FOURTEEN.] HOW DO YOU GO ABOUT SETTING GOALS IN ORDER TO BECOME MORE SUCCESSFUL?

Set your goals highSet your goals high
When it comes to setting goals some people say I might go a little crazy but when you set your goals high it gives you a mindset to work harder. At the 
end of my sophomore year I set a goal to win every doe show in the nation I could attend. Now that sounds a little bit crazy, and believe I said that to 
myself at first, but the harder I worked the more boxes I got to check on that goal. Although I can’t say I accomplished it, I can say I won every show 

besides two because I never gave up, even when everyone was against me or said I was crazy for thinking it was possible. 

[FIFTEEN.] TELL US WHAT “SUCCESS” MEANS TO YOU?

Knowing you did your bestKnowing you did your best
Success to me isn’t getting the last handshake at the end of the show; it is being proud of yourself and knowing you did your best! If you do your work 

at home and perform well at the show that’s all you can do, and honestly that’s something to be proud of. 
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Hi my name is Kaitlyn Bean.  I am the daughter of David and Tracy Bean 
and the little sister to Sydney Bean. I was raised in a not-so-small  town 

called Newcastle in Oklahoma. Our family has raised boer goats since I 
was about 4 years old along with cattle and just recently dorper sheep. 

My parents run a diesel repair business and raised me and my older sister 
Sydney. I have been involved with 4H and FFA since I was 5 but actually 

started showing goats at 4 in our local show. As I grew up and continued to 
show goats, I soon added pigs then sheep later on. Through the FFA I have 

not only been able to show livestock I have been on the Newcastle FFA 
livestock judging team, competed in speech contest, opening and closing 

ceremonies, CDE contest,  and was an officer for 3 years.  Agriculture and 
the FFA have made me the person I am today.  My leadership skills have 
helped me in so many aspects of my life. I am much more confident in my 
ability to communicate with my peers and have learned life is not always 
about winning but about learning life lessons. I was honored to lead my 
chapter during another trying year of uncertainties as the Newcastle FFA 

President during my senior year. I am excited to continue my education and 
livestock judging career at Redlands Community College in El Reno, OK 

and then on to either Texas Tech or Oklahoma State to become a livestock 
nutritionist.
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was about 4 years old along with cattle and just recently dorper sheep. 

My parents run a diesel repair business and raised me and my older sister 
Sydney. I have been involved with 4H and FFA since I was 5 but actually 

started showing goats at 4 in our local show. As I grew up and continued to 
show goats, I soon added pigs then sheep later on. Through the FFA I have 

not only been able to show livestock I have been on the Newcastle FFA 
livestock judging team, competed in speech contest, opening and closing 

ceremonies, CDE contest,  and was an officer for 3 years.  Agriculture and 
the FFA have made me the person I am today.  My leadership skills have 
helped me in so many aspects of my life. I am much more confident in my 
ability to communicate with my peers and have learned life is not always 
about winning but about learning life lessons. I was honored to lead my 
chapter during another trying year of uncertainties as the Newcastle FFA 

President during my senior year. I am excited to continue my education and 
livestock judging career at Redlands Community College in El Reno, OK 

and then on to either Texas Tech or Oklahoma State to become a livestock 
nutritionist.
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BARNS OPEN AUGUST 16

OWNED WITH HUFFAKER FARMS AND BYERS FARMSOWNED BY HUFFAKER FARMS OWNED BY HUFFAKER FARMS

PIGS AVAILABLE AUGUST 24     BEYERS FARMS PIG SALE//

806.787.9664

JASON, AMANDA, STETSON, BRENNA, COLTYN & REILLY

12 LITTERS AVAILABLE

5TH BASE // WHATABERK // KEEP IT DOWN // GREEN BOTTLES // COBRA // SHAG CARPET // LOUD MOUTH 

2021 RODEO AUSTIN // MARKET LAMBS2021 RODEO AUSTIN // MARKET LAMBS

Grand Champion Market LambGrand Champion Market Lamb  CHAMPION MEDIUM WOOL
HAYDEN SCHROEDER

Reserve Champion Market LambReserve Champion Market Lamb  CHAMPION MEDIUM WOOL
SYDNEY NEWSOM
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2021 RODEO AUSTIN // MARKET LAMBS2021 RODEO AUSTIN // MARKET LAMBS

Champion FinewoolChampion Finewool  REAGAN SMITHWICK Reserve FinewoolReserve Finewool  MCKINLEY CLEM

Champion Finewool CrossChampion Finewool Cross  TANNER LOTT Reserve Finewool CrossReserve Finewool Cross  STRATLEY STRUBE

Champion SouthdownChampion Southdown  HOLDEN WISE Reserve SouthdownReserve Southdown  TREY HARBOUR

Champion DorperChampion Dorper  CONNOR PENCE Reserve DorperReserve Dorper  SYDNEY THEDFORD
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LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY

BANDING BEEF CHICKENS 

COW CULL DAYPERIOD 

DOCK DRENCHING EARNOTCHING 

EWE FARROWINGCRATES IMPLANT 

LACTATIONPERIOD MOHAIR SHEARING 

STEER WEAN WOOL    
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LET’S GIVE’EM SOMETHING TOtalk about
INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED BY MANDY COWLEY

Although cornhole is an old game with its origins traced back to the late 1800s, 
the game has gained significant popularity over the past decade. There are now 
professional cornhole players who have tournaments aired on ESPN. It’s a great 
game for all people, regardless of age and physical condition. The game is simple 
enough. Put a one pound cloth bag in a six inch hole in a wooden board. But, if 
you have not ever played cornhole, you may not realize the complexity of the 

game and the need for not only solid technique but also strategy. 
Purple Circle was on hand for The Collaboration in Brownwood, Texas, in mid-

June. Following a successful, well-attended sale, Maycon Stork hosted a $1,000 
cornhole tournament. We asked players what the secret to success is when 
playing cornhole. Several of the competitors talked about the need to block 

the hole and keep bags on the board. Still, others kept their advice simple and 
straight forward. Congratulations to the winners, Cade Halfmann and 

Costin Allison, on your big win.

Presented BY:

Tyler Simpson // Florence, Texas

You have to know how the other players 
are playing. So, if you are playing against 
people more advanced, I would watch their 
technique and then try to copy them later in 
practice. Eventually you will get the hang of 
it, like the spin of the corn bag. Then you will 

get it in your hands.

Aim for the hole.
Connor Pickelton // Sherman, Texas

Dayton Allen // Burleson, Texas

I just try to get them on the board and don’t give up. Sometimes, 
you have good days and bad days. A lot of mine are bad, but, hey, 
once in awhile you have a good one. Focus on that and try to make 

another one happen.

Pray and Luck. That’s it.
Daniel Johnson // Muleshoe, Texas

Roberto Romero // Calhoun, Georgia

Basically, don’t be intimidated. Be great. Be 
good. Go out there and play your heart out.

Allie Black // Burleson, Texas

It depends on who you are playing. 
Tonight, it is all about blocker bags because 
everyone is going to go for the hole. So, you 

might as well already be in front of it.

Strategy, for sure. Block the hole and throw a 
lot of air mail.

Trent Kempker // Pomona, Kansas

Clay Copeland // Sherman, Texas

Keep your mind in the middle, keep your 
feet steady, go straight back and go straight 

forward.
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I just try to get them on the board and don’t give up. Sometimes, 
you have good days and bad days. A lot of mine are bad, but, hey, 
once in awhile you have a good one. Focus on that and try to make 

another one happen.

Pray and Luck. That’s it.
Daniel Johnson // Muleshoe, Texas

Roberto Romero // Calhoun, Georgia

Basically, don’t be intimidated. Be great. Be 
good. Go out there and play your heart out.

Allie Black // Burleson, Texas

It depends on who you are playing. 
Tonight, it is all about blocker bags because 
everyone is going to go for the hole. So, you 

might as well already be in front of it.

Strategy, for sure. Block the hole and throw a 
lot of air mail.
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Clay Copeland // Sherman, Texas
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AKSARBEN STOCK SHOW
Grand Island, NE /  402-554-9600  
www.aksarbenstockshow.com 
September 24 - 26, 2021

ALABAMA NATIONAL FAIR 
334-272-6831 / www.alnationalfair.org
October 9 - 18, 2021

AMERICAN ROYAL LIVESTOCK SHOW
816-221-9800
www.americanroyal.com
October 14 - 25, 2020

ARIZONA NAT’L LIVESTOCK SHOW
602-258-8568 / www.anls.org 
December 27-31, 2020

ARIZONA STATE FAIR 
602-252-6771
www.azstatefair.com
October 7 - 31, 2019

ARKANSAS SPRING LIVESTOCK SHOW 
501-372-8341 
www.arkansasstatefair.com

ARKANSAS STATE FAIR 
501-372-8341 
www.arkansasstatefair.com
October 15 - 24, 2021

CALIFORNIA STATE FAIR
916-263-3149
www.castatefair.org
July 9 - 25, 2021

CANADIAN WESTERN AGRIBITION
306-565-0565 / www.agribition.com
November 30 - Dec 5, 2020

CENTRAL FLORIDA FAIR
407-295-3247
www.centralfloridafair.com
March 1 - 14, 2021

CENTRAL STATES FAIR
Rapid City, SD  605-355-3861
www.centralstatesfair
August 20 - 29, 2021

CENTRAL TEXAS STATE FAIR
254-933-5353
www.centraltexasstatefair.com
September 2 - 5, 2021

CENTRAL WASHINGTON STATE FAIR
509-248-7160  
www.statefairpark.org/p/central-wa-state-fair
September 24 - October 3, 2021

COLORADO STATE FAIR
719-561-8484
www.coloradostatefair.com
August 27 - September 6, 2021

COW PALACE GRAND NATIONAL
415-404-4100
www.grandnationalrodeo.com                      

DIXIE NATIONAL 
601-961-4000 
www.mdac.ms.gov/bureaus-depart-
ments/state-fair-commission/dixie-na-
tional/dixie-national-livestock-shows/
February 16-21, 2021

EAST TEXAS STATE FAIR
903-597-2501 / www.etstatefair.com
September 24 - October 3, 2021

EASTERN IDAHO STATE FAIR
208-785-2480
www.funatthefair.com

FLORIDA STATE FAIR 
813-612-7821 / www.floridastatefair.com
February 11 - 22, 2021

FORT WORTH STOCK SHOW
817-877-2400 / www.fwssr.com
CANCELLED 

GEORGIA NATIONAL FAIR
478-987-3247 
www.georgianationalfair.com
October 7 - 17, 2021 

HEART O’  TEXAS FAIR
254-776-1660 / www.hotfair.com
Ocotber 7 - 17, 2021
           
HOUSTON LIVESTOCK SHOW
832-667-1000
www.rodeohouston.com
March 2 - 21, 2021

ILLINOIS STATE FAIR
217-782-0770
www.illinois.gov/statefair/pages/de-
fault.aspx
August 12 - 22, 2021

INDIANA STATE FAIR 
317-927-7577
www.indianastatefair.com
August 6 - 22, 2021

IOWA BEEF EXPO
515-966-0075
www.iowabeefexpo.com
February 14 - 21, 2021

IOWA STATE FAIR
515-262-3111 ext. 242 
www.iowastatefair.org
August 12 - 22, 2021

KANSAS JR. LIVESTOCK SHOW
316-706-9750 
www.kjls.org
October 1 - 3, 2021

KANSAS STATE FAIR
620-669-3600
www.kansasstatefair.com
September 10 - 19, 2021

This is meant for a guide - it is subject to changes. Please check show catalogs for exact information!

SEE YA AT THE FAIRSEE YA AT THE FAIR

Send Your Major Show/ State Fair Information
to info@purplecircle.com to be included!
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AKSARBEN STOCK SHOW
Grand Island, NE /  402-554-9600  
www.aksarbenstockshow.com 
September 24 - 26, 2021

ALABAMA NATIONAL FAIR 
334-272-6831 / www.alnationalfair.org
October 9 - 18, 2021

AMERICAN ROYAL LIVESTOCK SHOW
816-221-9800
www.americanroyal.com
October 14 - 25, 2020

ARIZONA NAT’L LIVESTOCK SHOW
602-258-8568 / www.anls.org 
December 27-31, 2020

ARIZONA STATE FAIR 
602-252-6771
www.azstatefair.com
October 7 - 31, 2019

ARKANSAS SPRING LIVESTOCK SHOW 
501-372-8341 
www.arkansasstatefair.com

ARKANSAS STATE FAIR 
501-372-8341 
www.arkansasstatefair.com
October 15 - 24, 2021

CALIFORNIA STATE FAIR
916-263-3149
www.castatefair.org
July 9 - 25, 2021

CANADIAN WESTERN AGRIBITION
306-565-0565 / www.agribition.com
November 30 - Dec 5, 2020

CENTRAL FLORIDA FAIR
407-295-3247
www.centralfloridafair.com
March 1 - 14, 2021

CENTRAL STATES FAIR
Rapid City, SD  605-355-3861
www.centralstatesfair
August 20 - 29, 2021

CENTRAL TEXAS STATE FAIR
254-933-5353
www.centraltexasstatefair.com
September 2 - 5, 2021

CENTRAL WASHINGTON STATE FAIR
509-248-7160  
www.statefairpark.org/p/central-wa-state-fair
September 24 - October 3, 2021

COLORADO STATE FAIR
719-561-8484
www.coloradostatefair.com
August 27 - September 6, 2021

COW PALACE GRAND NATIONAL
415-404-4100
www.grandnationalrodeo.com                      

DIXIE NATIONAL 
601-961-4000 
www.mdac.ms.gov/bureaus-depart-
ments/state-fair-commission/dixie-na-
tional/dixie-national-livestock-shows/
February 16-21, 2021

EAST TEXAS STATE FAIR
903-597-2501 / www.etstatefair.com
September 24 - October 3, 2021

EASTERN IDAHO STATE FAIR
208-785-2480
www.funatthefair.com

FLORIDA STATE FAIR 
813-612-7821 / www.floridastatefair.com
February 11 - 22, 2021

FORT WORTH STOCK SHOW
817-877-2400 / www.fwssr.com
CANCELLED 

GEORGIA NATIONAL FAIR
478-987-3247 
www.georgianationalfair.com
October 7 - 17, 2021 

HEART O’  TEXAS FAIR
254-776-1660 / www.hotfair.com
Ocotber 7 - 17, 2021
           
HOUSTON LIVESTOCK SHOW
832-667-1000
www.rodeohouston.com
March 2 - 21, 2021

ILLINOIS STATE FAIR
217-782-0770
www.illinois.gov/statefair/pages/de-
fault.aspx
August 12 - 22, 2021

INDIANA STATE FAIR 
317-927-7577
www.indianastatefair.com
August 6 - 22, 2021

IOWA BEEF EXPO
515-966-0075
www.iowabeefexpo.com
February 14 - 21, 2021

IOWA STATE FAIR
515-262-3111 ext. 242 
www.iowastatefair.org
August 12 - 22, 2021

KANSAS JR. LIVESTOCK SHOW
316-706-9750 
www.kjls.org
October 1 - 3, 2021

KANSAS STATE FAIR
620-669-3600
www.kansasstatefair.com
September 10 - 19, 2021

This is meant for a guide - it is subject to changes. Please check show catalogs for exact information!

SEE YA AT THE FAIRSEE YA AT THE FAIR

Send Your Major Show/ State Fair Information
to info@purplecircle.com to be included!
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KENTUCKY STATE FAIR
502-367-5190
www.kystatefair.org
August 19 - 29, 2021

KEYSTONE INT’L LIVESTOCK EXPO
717-787-2905  
www.keystoneinternational.state.pa.us/
October 1 - 10, 2021

LOUISIANA STATE FAIR
318-636-0649
www.statefairoflouisiana.com
April 29 - May 9, 2021

MARYLAND STATE FAIR 
410-252-0200 
www.marylandstatefair.com
August 26 - September 6, 2021

MICHIGAN LIVESTOCK EXPO
www.milivestock.com

MICHIGAN STATE FAIR
www.michiganstatefairllc.com

MID-SOUTH FAIR 
901-274-8800
www.midsouthfair.com
September 20 - 30, 2021
 
MINNESOTA STATE FAIR  
4-H 612-624-8197 • FFA 651-288-4400
www.mnstatefair.org
August 26 - September 6, 2021

MISSISSIPPI STATE FAIR
662-325-3515 / www.msfair.net

MISSOURI STATE FAIR 
660-530-5600
www.mostatefair.com
August 11 - 21, 2021

MONTANA FAIR
406-256-2400 or 800-366-8538
www.montanafair.com
August 13 - 21, 2021

MONTANA STATE FAIR
406-727-8900 / www.goexpopark.com
July 30 - August 7, 2021

NATIONAL BARROW SHOW
765-427-2692   
www.nationalswine.com/shows/jr_
shows/nbs_jr_classic/nbs_jr_info.php
September 12 - 14, 2021

NATIONAL WESTERN
LIVESTOCK SHOW  
303-297-1166 / www.nationalwestern.com 
CANCELLED

NEBRASKA STATE FAIR
402-472-2805 (4-H) / 308-452-3828 (FFA)
www.statefair.org/p/getinvolved/270
August 27 - September 6, 2021

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
505-265-1791 / www.exponm.com
September 9 - 19, 2021
 
NORTH AMERICAN INT’L
LIVESTOCK EXPOSITION 
(NAILE)
502-595-3166 / www.livestockexpo.org
November 3 - 19, 2020

NORTH CAROLINA STATE FAIR
919-851-9101
www.ncstatefair.org
October 14 - 24, 2021

NORTH DAKOTA STATE FAIR
701-857-7620 
www.ndstatefair.com
July 23 - 31, 2021

NORTH TEXAS FAIR & RODEO
940-391-3452 /  www.ntfair.com
August 16 - 24, 2021

NORTHEAST LIVESTOCK EXPO
www.northeastlivestockexpo.co
May 13 - 16, 2021

NORTHERN INTERNATIONAL 
LIVESTOCK EXPO (NILE)
406-256-2495 / www.thenile.org
November 2 - 18, 2021

OHIO STATE FAIR
614-644-4000
www.ohiostatefair.com

OKLAHOMA STATE FAIR
405-948-6700  / www.okstatefair.com
September 16 - 26, 2021

OKLAHOMA YOUTH EXPO  
405-235-0404  / www.okyouthexpo.com
March 8 - 19, 2021

OREGON STATE FAIR
503-947-3247 / www.oregonstatefair.org
August 27 - September 6, 2021

PENNSYLVANIA FARM SHOW
717-787-2905
www.farmshow@state.pa.us

PERMIAN BASIN FAIR & EXPO
877-550-3232/www.permianbasinfair.com
September 3 - 12, 2021

RODEO AUSTIN
512-919-3000 / www.rodeoaustin.com
March 13 - 27, 2021

SAN ANGELO STOCK SHOW
325-653-7785 / www.sanangelorodeo.com
February 4 - 21, 2021

SAN ANTONIO STOCK SHOW
210-225-0575 / www.sarodeo.com
February 11 - 28, 2021

SANDHILLS STOCK SHOW
432-366-3951
www.sandhillsstockshow.com
January 6 - 16, 2021

This is meant for a guide - it is subject to changes. Please check show catalogs for exact information!

SEE YA AT THE FAIRSEE YA AT THE FAIR
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SIOUX EMPIRE FAIR 
605-367-7178 
www.siouxempirefair.com
August 5 - 14, 2021

SIOUX EMPIRE LIVESTOCK  SHOW
605-373-2016 
www.siouxempirefarmshow.org
January 25 - 30, 2021

SOUTH CAROLINA STATE FAIR
803-799-3387
www.scstatefair.org
October 13 - 4, 2021

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE FAIR
605-353-7340 / www.sdstatefair.com
September 2 - 6, 2021
 
SOUTH PLAINS FAIR 
(Lubbock, TX) 806-763-2833
www.southplainsfair.com
September 24 - October 2, 2021

STATE FAIR OF TEXAS
214-421-8723 / www.bigtex.com
September 24 - October 17, 2021

STATE FAIR OF VIRGINIA 
804-994-2858  / www.statefairva.org
September 24 - October 3, 2021

TENNESSEE STATE FAIR
615-852-8997 / www.tnstatefair.org
September 10 - 19, 2021

THE BIG E
413-205-5047 / www.thebige.com
September 17 - October 3, 2021

TRI-STATE FAIR (Amarillo, TX)
806-376-7767  / www.tristatefair.com
September 17 - 25, 2021

TULSA STATE FAIR  
918-744-1113
www.tulsastatefair.com
September 30 - October 10, 2021

UTAH STATE FAIR 
801-538-8400 / www.utahstatefair.com

WASHINGTON STATE FAIR
253-770-5410  / www.thefair.com
October 15 - November 1, 2020

WEST TEXAS FAIR & RODEO
(Abilene, TX) 325-677-4376 
www.taylorcountyexpocenter.com
September 3 - 8, 2021

WEST VIRGINIA STATE FAIR
304-645-1090
www.wvstatefairofwv.com
August 12 - 21, 2021

WESTERN IDAHO FAIR
208-287-5650  / www.idahofair.com
August 20 - 29, 2021

WESTERN JR. LIVESTOCK SHOW
www.westernjuniorlivestockshow.com
605-598-6221

WISCONSIN STATE FAIR
414-266-7051 / www.wistatefair.com
August 5 - 15, 2021

WORLD BEEF EXPO 
414-266-7000 
www.worldbeefexpo.com
September 23 - 26, 2021

WORLD PORK EXPO
765-463-3594
www.worldpork.org/swine-show
June 9 - 11, 2021

WYOMING STATE FAIR
307-358-2398 / www.wystatefair.com
August 17 - 21, 2021

This is meant for a guide - it is subject to changes. Please check show catalogs for exact information!

SEE YA AT THE FAIRSEE YA AT THE FAIR

Advertisers, 
Subscribers, 

Livestock Show, 
etc...

If you have moved, had 
a 911 address change or 

your address is 
incorrect on your mailing 
labels please, please send 
us both the OLD and the 

NEW or CORRECTED 
Addresses direct to 

Purple Circle.  The postal 
service is throwing away 
hundreds of dollars worth 
of magazines that are not 

getting delivered. They 
only return the cover to us  

- some with an address 
correction, but more often, 
with nothing. That is why 
there’s a charge to resend 
them to you. Please help 

us get the magazines 
delivered.
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KENTUCKY STATE FAIR
502-367-5190
www.kystatefair.org
August 19 - 29, 2021

KEYSTONE INT’L LIVESTOCK EXPO
717-787-2905  
www.keystoneinternational.state.pa.us/
October 1 - 10, 2021

LOUISIANA STATE FAIR
318-636-0649
www.statefairoflouisiana.com
April 29 - May 9, 2021

MARYLAND STATE FAIR 
410-252-0200 
www.marylandstatefair.com
August 26 - September 6, 2021

MICHIGAN LIVESTOCK EXPO
www.milivestock.com

MICHIGAN STATE FAIR
www.michiganstatefairllc.com

MID-SOUTH FAIR 
901-274-8800
www.midsouthfair.com
September 20 - 30, 2021
 
MINNESOTA STATE FAIR  
4-H 612-624-8197 • FFA 651-288-4400
www.mnstatefair.org
August 26 - September 6, 2021

MISSISSIPPI STATE FAIR
662-325-3515 / www.msfair.net

MISSOURI STATE FAIR 
660-530-5600
www.mostatefair.com
August 11 - 21, 2021

MONTANA FAIR
406-256-2400 or 800-366-8538
www.montanafair.com
August 13 - 21, 2021

MONTANA STATE FAIR
406-727-8900 / www.goexpopark.com
July 30 - August 7, 2021

NATIONAL BARROW SHOW
765-427-2692   
www.nationalswine.com/shows/jr_
shows/nbs_jr_classic/nbs_jr_info.php
September 12 - 14, 2021

NATIONAL WESTERN
LIVESTOCK SHOW  
303-297-1166 / www.nationalwestern.com 
CANCELLED

NEBRASKA STATE FAIR
402-472-2805 (4-H) / 308-452-3828 (FFA)
www.statefair.org/p/getinvolved/270
August 27 - September 6, 2021

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
505-265-1791 / www.exponm.com
September 9 - 19, 2021
 
NORTH AMERICAN INT’L
LIVESTOCK EXPOSITION 
(NAILE)
502-595-3166 / www.livestockexpo.org
November 3 - 19, 2020

NORTH CAROLINA STATE FAIR
919-851-9101
www.ncstatefair.org
October 14 - 24, 2021

NORTH DAKOTA STATE FAIR
701-857-7620 
www.ndstatefair.com
July 23 - 31, 2021

NORTH TEXAS FAIR & RODEO
940-391-3452 /  www.ntfair.com
August 16 - 24, 2021

NORTHEAST LIVESTOCK EXPO
www.northeastlivestockexpo.co
May 13 - 16, 2021

NORTHERN INTERNATIONAL 
LIVESTOCK EXPO (NILE)
406-256-2495 / www.thenile.org
November 2 - 18, 2021

OHIO STATE FAIR
614-644-4000
www.ohiostatefair.com

OKLAHOMA STATE FAIR
405-948-6700  / www.okstatefair.com
September 16 - 26, 2021

OKLAHOMA YOUTH EXPO  
405-235-0404  / www.okyouthexpo.com
March 8 - 19, 2021

OREGON STATE FAIR
503-947-3247 / www.oregonstatefair.org
August 27 - September 6, 2021

PENNSYLVANIA FARM SHOW
717-787-2905
www.farmshow@state.pa.us

PERMIAN BASIN FAIR & EXPO
877-550-3232/www.permianbasinfair.com
September 3 - 12, 2021

RODEO AUSTIN
512-919-3000 / www.rodeoaustin.com
March 13 - 27, 2021

SAN ANGELO STOCK SHOW
325-653-7785 / www.sanangelorodeo.com
February 4 - 21, 2021

SAN ANTONIO STOCK SHOW
210-225-0575 / www.sarodeo.com
February 11 - 28, 2021

SANDHILLS STOCK SHOW
432-366-3951
www.sandhillsstockshow.com
January 6 - 16, 2021

This is meant for a guide - it is subject to changes. Please check show catalogs for exact information!
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SIOUX EMPIRE FAIR 
605-367-7178 
www.siouxempirefair.com
August 5 - 14, 2021

SIOUX EMPIRE LIVESTOCK  SHOW
605-373-2016 
www.siouxempirefarmshow.org
January 25 - 30, 2021

SOUTH CAROLINA STATE FAIR
803-799-3387
www.scstatefair.org
October 13 - 4, 2021

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE FAIR
605-353-7340 / www.sdstatefair.com
September 2 - 6, 2021
 
SOUTH PLAINS FAIR 
(Lubbock, TX) 806-763-2833
www.southplainsfair.com
September 24 - October 2, 2021

STATE FAIR OF TEXAS
214-421-8723 / www.bigtex.com
September 24 - October 17, 2021

STATE FAIR OF VIRGINIA 
804-994-2858  / www.statefairva.org
September 24 - October 3, 2021

TENNESSEE STATE FAIR
615-852-8997 / www.tnstatefair.org
September 10 - 19, 2021

THE BIG E
413-205-5047 / www.thebige.com
September 17 - October 3, 2021

TRI-STATE FAIR (Amarillo, TX)
806-376-7767  / www.tristatefair.com
September 17 - 25, 2021

TULSA STATE FAIR  
918-744-1113
www.tulsastatefair.com
September 30 - October 10, 2021

UTAH STATE FAIR 
801-538-8400 / www.utahstatefair.com

WASHINGTON STATE FAIR
253-770-5410  / www.thefair.com
October 15 - November 1, 2020

WEST TEXAS FAIR & RODEO
(Abilene, TX) 325-677-4376 
www.taylorcountyexpocenter.com
September 3 - 8, 2021

WEST VIRGINIA STATE FAIR
304-645-1090
www.wvstatefairofwv.com
August 12 - 21, 2021

WESTERN IDAHO FAIR
208-287-5650  / www.idahofair.com
August 20 - 29, 2021

WESTERN JR. LIVESTOCK SHOW
www.westernjuniorlivestockshow.com
605-598-6221

WISCONSIN STATE FAIR
414-266-7051 / www.wistatefair.com
August 5 - 15, 2021

WORLD BEEF EXPO 
414-266-7000 
www.worldbeefexpo.com
September 23 - 26, 2021

WORLD PORK EXPO
765-463-3594
www.worldpork.org/swine-show
June 9 - 11, 2021

WYOMING STATE FAIR
307-358-2398 / www.wystatefair.com
August 17 - 21, 2021
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to show.  Hannah must spend many hours working 
with her goats to make sure she and the goat can 
work together when bracing.  Kendra wishes that 
Hannah would stop showing goats and focus on 
sheep, but Hannah refuses.
 “Goats are a lot of fun. They have a 
personality, and sheep don’t,” says Hannah.
 Hannah has formed many friendships 
throughout her show career, but one relationship 
stands out.  Hannah has a strong bond with her ag 
teacher, BethAnne Gann.  Hannah met 
Mrs. Gann when she was going into the fifth 
grade.  Mrs. Gann has been instrumental in 
teaching Hannah how to show and take care of 
her animals.  Hannah appreciates her special 
relationship with Mrs. Gann.
 “She helps me and is like a mom to me,” 
says Hannah
 Kendra agrees.  “Beth is really special to 
us because she has a way with Hannah.  With 
the difficulties that Hannah has, they spend a lot 
of time together figuring out how that animal is 
going to be shown and how Hannah can adjust.  
There are a lot of late nights practicing showing, 
perfecting how Hannah can hold an animal and 
not hurt herself.  We rely heavily on BethAnne,” 
says Kendra.
 When Mrs. Gann first started helping 
Hannah, Hannah was so small and weak that she 
could not brace her 
goats.  She could 
only stand with 
them.  As Hannah has 
grown and become 
stronger, she can now 
brace her animals.  
Hannah’s competitive 
drive has also grown 
as she has been able 
to be more successful 
in the show ring.  
Mrs. Gann has 
helped Hannah with 
selecting her projects 
and how to properly feed them so she can work to 
achieve her goals.
 For her part, Mrs. Gann has great respect 
for Hannah.  “It is amazing to me that a young 
lady at her age knows what she wants, and she is 

not afraid to jump out there and get it,” says 
Mrs. Gann.
 Through the years, Hannah has shown 
at several Texas Major Shows, but like many 
exhibitors, her county show holds a special place 
in her heart.  Hannah’s most memorable stock 
show experience came in 2019 when she had a 
trifecta of first places at her county show, placing 
at the top of her class with her goat, pig, and 
rabbit.  This accomplishment was made even 
more special because Hannah’s pig barely made 
weight for the county show.  When Hannah’s pig 
was young, he became seriously ill.  Hannah’s 
aunt, Krista Byrom, who is a veterinarian, was able 
to guide Hannah on how to take care of the pig.  
Hannah made sure he was fed three times a day 
and had a clean pen and fresh water.  With proper 
care, the pig made weight, and Hannah did a 
fabulous job driving him.  
 Hannah plays an active role in taking care 
of her projects.  Although the weakness in her 
arms and legs makes it difficult to do some of the 
more physically demanding parts, Hannah works 
with her younger sister, Campbell, to make sure 
that her animals are cared for properly.  Mrs. Gann 
has taught her many 
aspects of feeding and 
exercising her projects.  
Hannah even treadmills 
her own sheep and 
goats, even though she 
confesses it is her least 
favorite part of showing.  
In the past year, one 
of Hannah’s major 
accomplishments is she 
has learned to clip her 
own goats.  

 “She is proof that God makes everybody 
100% unique.”  This is how Kendra Gustin 
describes her fourteen-year-old daughter, Hannah.  
Kendra knows how unique her daughter is.  
Hannah was born with a genetic disorder that is 
unlike anything doctors 
have ever seen.  To their 
knowledge, Hannah is 
the only person in the 
world with her disorder 
and it’s named Hannah’s 
Syndrome.  Hannah 
lives in Gatesville, Texas, 
with her mother and her 
sister, Campbell, and 
near her dad, Michael 
Sean.  She will be a 9th 
grader at Jonesboro High School in the fall where 
her mother is the principal.  
 When Hannah was born, it was clear that 
something was different about her.  Doctors first 
thought Hannah had Down’s syndrome, but those 
test results came back negative.  Once Down’s 
was ruled out, the doctors weren’t sure what 
to think about Hannah’s condition or what her 
prognosis would be.  Several of the doctors told 
Kendra that Hannah might be deaf and possibly 
never walk or speak.  Those things were difficult 
for a young mother to hear. 
 “To be faced with that before we ever 
came home from the hospital hurt, but Hannah 
has proven the doctors wrong over and over.  She 
is a blessing.  If you want to know the power of 
prayer, she is your proof because she had a ton of 
people praying over her,” says Kendra.  “We had 
to learn early on not to be Google doctors and 
to filter things.  Doctors also tend to go to the 
deepest, darkest part of their medical books, and 
that is not reality for a lot of kids.”
 Although Hannah did not develop like 
most children, she has met all her developmental 
milestones including walking without braces by 
the time she was three years old.  Additionally, 
Hannah was born with a hole in her heart which 
has closed on its own as she has aged.  
 Hannah does face challenges as a result of 
her disorder.  Hannah is small for her age, about 
the size of most second graders.  Her face has a 
unique shape, and she receives regular care from 

her cranial-facial team at Scott and White Hospital 
in Temple.  They monitor her development bi-
annually to make sure that her eyes are positioned 
correctly to ensure that her vision is not 
compromised.  Hannah’s biggest obstacle is her 
weak joints which leads to weakness in her arms 
and legs.
 With her small stature and weak joints, 
participating in athletics is quite difficult for 
Hannah.  She comes from a family of sports 
lovers, including her mother who played sports 
in high school and coaches teams at her school.  
Knowing that competing in sports is difficult for 
Hannah, when she was eight years old, Hannah’s 
grandmother, Brenda Byrom, suggested that 
Hannah might start showing livestock.  Brenda 
had worked on the Coryell County Fair Board for 
many years and believed that showing would be a 
great activity for Hannah.
 Hannah’s first goat came from Mike and 
Connie Harbour, who run their operation near 
Gatesville.  She was a bottle baby that Hannah 
named Elsa.  Elsa is still Hannah’s favorite goat 
she has ever shown.  Hannah and her family 
learned a lot showing the first year.  One of the 
most important lessons they learned was that 
Hannah’s show animals needed to be small and 
gentle.  Since her first experience showing goats, 
the Gustins have purchased many goats from the 
Harbours, and Hannah considers Mike to be one 
of her show dads.
 Through the years, Hannah has also shown 
lambs, pigs, and rabbits, but goats are her first 
love, although they are the most difficult for her 
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to show.  Hannah must spend many hours working 
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 When Hannah is not showing, she has 
many other passions.  One of those is her love 
for younger kids.  Rather than attend PE, Hannah 
spends her class period helping in her school’s 
pre-K classroom.  Kids gravitate toward her.  
Hannah hopes that one day she can be a pre-K 
teacher. She is also active in her FFA chapter.  
She was recently elected to be an officer in her 
chapter and attended officer training.
 Yet, Hannah’s deepest passion is for her 
Savior, Jesus Christ.  She has a strong connection 
with her Lord.  Hannah never enters the show ring 
without praying.
 “Her really strong connection with Jesus 
is what keeps her so positive because there are a 
lot of situations with kids like Hannah where she 
could sit in a corner and melt.  But she doesn’t,” 
says Mrs. Gann.
 Christian musician and author, Roger Hicks, 
once said, “Realizing that God has created each of 
us as unique individuals, we can confidently live as 
the people God created us to be.”  Hannah Gustin 
may have a genetic disorder that makes her unlike 
anyone else in the world, but that is not what 
defines who she is as a person.  She knows that 
God has created her to uniquely fulfill His purpose 
for her life.  Stock showing is a part of that.  By 
allowing her to build relationships and develop 
important skills, she can ultimately fulfill His calling 
for her life.

If you would like to share the story of an extraordinary showman in 
your life, please email us at info@purplecircle.com

NEW _____ RENEWAL_________
___  One Year Subscription (10 Issues) for $35 MAILING FEE
___  Two Years for $65 MAILING FEE
___  Three Years for $80 MAILING FEE *COUNTY AGENTS AND AG TEACHERS ONLY*

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ALL ORDERS

NAME __________________________________________________________
_
Address                                                                                                                                 
City                             State                  Zip                       
Phone                                   Email____________________________________
Credit Card #_____________-______________-________________-_______________

Expiration Date_______________________3 Digit Security # _________

Order must be received by the 15th of the month to receive next issue mailed.

Subscribe today!

MAIL IN SUBSCRIPTIONS: P.O. BOX 19357
AMARILLO, TEXAS 79114

LOOK FOR OUR ONLINE SUBSCRIPTION FORM!
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SHEEP

SMITH, DONALD CLUB LAMBS
5070 CR 139
Colorado City, TX 79512
325-728-2379 home, 325-725-3641 cell

SWINE

C - 4 SHOW PIGS
1230 S Hwy. 208
Colorado City, TX 79512 
325-242-5503    hscog@wtxs.net

CHESTER WHITE ASSOCIATION
P O Box 9758, Peoria, IL 61612
www.cpsswine.com
309-691-0151   

COBB, STEVE & FAMILY
3521 County Rd. 505 • Lake City, AR 72437
870-486-5894 Office, 870-219-7281 Steve
www.stevecobbfamily.com

COUTS, JOE FARMS
HAMPS - CROSSES - SPOTS
jcmmg@nts-online.net
806-663-1630 or 806-669-6278

DUELM'S PREVAILING GENETICS
192 Altwein
New Braunfels, TX 78130
Rory 830-608-5058, 830-606-7547

HOWELL, KEVIN HOG FARM
1967 FM 2386, White Deer, TX 79097
kevinhowellhogs@gmail.com
806-570-2046

NATIONAL SWINE REGISTRY / NJSA
P O Box 2417, West Lafayette, IN 47996     
www.nationalswine.com
765-463-3594  

REAL HOG FARMS
15492 Real Rock Rd, Marion, TX 78124
realhogfarms@realhogfarms.com
210-827-7351 Chuck, 210-216-2688 Russell

SHIPLEY SWINE GENETICS
8086 Marion Rd., Newark, OH 43055
www.shipleyswine.com
1-866-376-8986, Randy 740-745-2911

TEAM PUREBRED
521 Clover Ct, Gibson City, IL 60936
www.teampurebred.com  402-672-5964

TEXAS PORK PRODUCERS
512-262-0595, tppa@texaspork.org
www.texaspork.org 

THERIOT SHOW PIGS
209 Hwy 3256, Lake Charles, LA 70615
Darren 337-309-7222
Austin, Blaise & Ayce Theriot

BUCKLES, TROPHIES, ETC.

TRES RIOS SILVER
P O Box 820, Llano, TX 78643
800-550-7535 www.tresriossilver.com

AUCTIONEERS/ SALES SERVICES

Full time Auctioneer & Marketing Specialist 
Donda Cordova @ DOUBLE S AUCTIONS
We can sell your auction, animals and 
help promote your event. 806-452-9100 
www.doublesauctions.com   Amarillo, TX

DALE COOPER AUCTIONEER
8501 Reno West, El Reno, OK 73036
405-262-7988 h, 405-203-6960 cell

GOATS

CRAMBLET SHOW GOATS /  LAMBS
14200 FM 1062 • Canyon, Tx 79015
Dale 303-594-1671

JUNIOR MEAT GOAT SHOW CIRCUIT
7 N River Bend Road • Comort, Tx 78013
www.jmgsc.com

RAFTER KL BOER GOATS
6830 Eagle Rd, Las Cruces, NM 88012
trkcruces@aol.com
575-649-6979

ROCKET SHOW GOATS
Wellington, Texas
Cody Phillips 806-205-0016
Drew Taylor 806-781-9661

S & K LIVESTOCK
12180 McFall Road
Iowa Park, TX 76367
Alex Staley 951-852-5739

A FOUR Line Listing 
for only $50 per 
year in 10 issues

Trader's Billboard
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NATIONAL WESTERN STOCK SHOW
4655 Humbolt St, Denver, CO 80216
www.nationalwestern.com
303-297-1166 

OKLAHOMA YOUTH EXPO
500 NW 30th, Oklahoma City, OK 73118
www.okyouthexpo.com    405-235-0404

RODEO AUSTIN
9100 Decker Lake Rd., Austin, TX 78724
www.rodeoaustin.com 
512-919-3000 

SAN ANGELO STOCK SHOW
200 W 43rd St., San Angelo, TX 76903
www.sanangelorodeo.com
325-653-7785 

SAN ANTONIO STOCK SHOW
P O Box 200230
San Antonio, TX 78220
www.sarodeo.com     210-225-0575

STOCK & HORSE TRAILERS

BRUTON "EASY PULL" TRAILERS
1801 N. Main, San Angelo, TX 76903
Email: brutontrailers@aol.com
325-655-5733 • fax 325-658-6695

H & H  TRAILER SALES
4806 Idalou Rd., Lubbock, TX 79408
800-223-9384

MINISTRIES

SHORT ROUND MINISTRIES
Ray Perryman, 806-790-9298 cell
Springtown, TX

Do you have a sale, show or 
other event that needs an

Uplifting Word of God 
Service???

If so, call Ray and book him now.
He travels from coast to coast

spreading God's Word.

FEED & OTHER SHOW SUPPLIES

LUBRISYN
LubriSynLivestock.Com 
855-299-7223 

SULLIVAN SUPPLY
Hillsboro, TX 1-800-588-7096
Dunlap, IA 1-800-475-5902
www.sullivansupply.com

WEAVER LEATHER LIVESTOCK
1-800-932-8371
www.ridethebrand.com

LIVESTOCK SHOWS

AMERICAN ROYAL LIVESTOCK SHOW
1701 American Royal Ct,
Kansas City, MO 64102
www.americanroyal.com • 816-569-4054

AKSARBEN LIVESTOCK EXPO
8707 W Center Rd, Omaha, NE 68131
www.aksarben.org    402-554-9600

FORT WORTH STOCK SHOW
P O Box 150, Ft. Worth, TX 76101
www.fwssr.com     817-877-2400

HOUSTON LIVESTOCK SHOW
P O Box 20070, Houston, TX 77225
www.rodeohouston.com 
832-667-1000

Trader's Billboard is an effective way to promote
your name and product to potential buyers!

We reach thousands of households nationwide by mail but are also 
seen by countless people searching the INTERNET for Quality 

livestock, products and services.
Don't miss your chance to be seen. 

You can have a FOUR Line Listing for only $50 per year in 10 issues or 
for $100 per year you get 10 issues plus 365 days on our popular web 

page on the internet. Mail, fax or e-mail your listing today.

A FOUR Line Listing 
for only $50 per 
year in 10 issues

Trader's Billboard
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baxter black
The Cowboy WayThe Cowboy Way

on the edge of common sense // week of JULY 12, 2021

A good cowboy will go beyond the call of duty and even put himself in harm’s way to help a suffering beast. 
 

Doug and Patty run a ranch in that big wide country in eastern New Mexico.  They’d received several loads of cow/calf pairs.  The 
weather was against ‘em and the calves went to scourin’.

The cows were turned out in a big pasture.  Treating the calves wasn’t easy.  The morning of the incident, their neighbor, Caleb, 
came to help.  He was ridin’ a big mule.  They trailed through the cows and spotted a good sized calf lookin’ humped up.  They 

watched for a minute and confirmed he was, in fact, afflicted.
Doug eased up and dropped a lazy loop around his neck.

 
It is a strange but almost predictable occurrence that a calf, who appears to be on the edge of his last breath can suddenly become 

a dynamo of jackrabbit speed and mad dog energy when suddenly caught with a rope.
Doug pulled the horn knot tight on his saddle as the calf slashed back and forth like a 200-pound marlin on the end of his line.  

Caleb was haulin’ back on his mule to git outta the way.  Not in time.  The calf went around the outside of the mule and dang near 
toppled him before they jumped clear.  The mule took off in high gear!  Caleb was mashin’ on the brakes.  You could smell ‘em 

burnin’ as he disappeared over a swell.
 

Doug kept his pony facin’ the calf till it tangled the rope in some brush.
“Quick, Patty,” Doug instructed.  “Flank him and give him a Sudafed and some L.A. 200!”

Patty, who’s a good cowboy herself, dismounted, went down the rope and flanked the calf just as the calf’s mamma arrived, regis-
tering her disapproval.  She was blowin’ snot as Patty maneuvered around tryin’ to keep the calf between herself and mama.

 
Doug saw Caleb out of his peripheral vision, racing back to the scene.  “Great,” he thought.  “Help’s on the way.”

 
The mule was still out of control, on autopilot, so to speak.  He never slowed but jumped the stretched rope like a steeple chaser.  

Caleb never shifted in his seat and disappeared out the other direction.
Patty had managed to give the shot and peel off the rope but the cow gave her a good roll anyway before chasing off after her 

darlin’ baby.
 
I was lookin’ at Patty while Doug was tellin’ me this story.  She nodded with that resigned look I often see in ranch women’s eyes.

 
I said, “By gosh, Doug.  Yer a heck’uva cowboy.  You did all that and never got off yer horse.”

 
“Yup,” he said,  “I was trainin’ him.

www.baxterblack.com

takeCOURAGE
“Then Pilate said to him, ‘So you are a king?’  Jesus answered, ‘You say that I am a king.  For this purpose I was born 
and for this purpose I have come into the world to bear witness to the truth.  Everyone who is of the truth listens to 

my voice.’  Pilate said to him, ‘What is truth?’”  
Hebrews 10:24-25 NKJV

Are you aware that as Christians we are commanded to attend church regularly?  It is not simply some ritual that is 
performed at a certain time on Sunday morning.  It is an important component of the Christian life.  Yet, a 2020 Gallup 

survey found that less than half of Americans claim membership in a local church or synagogue, and only 25% attend 
church regularly.  In a society which increasingly values busyness over worship, our spiritual lives are suffering.  We 
need the local church as such as the local church needs our time and talents (1 Cor 12:12-31).  When we neglect to 

attend church regularly, we are deprived of the following benefits: 
It keeps isolation and loneliness at bay.

Being a Christian can feel lonely at times.  We are bombarded daily with messages from the culture and media that our 
beliefs are archaic and offensive.  Some people live lives as the only professing Christian in their school, workplace, 
or family. To stave off feelings of isolation, it is important to gather regularly with other believers in a local church.  

Believers together are stronger than believers apart. (Ecc. 4:12)
It demonstrates our desire to make God sovereign over our time.

 Time is the most precious resource we manage.  Most days, time feels like it flows through our fingers like sand.  Yet, 
like all things that God has created, He expects us to be faithful with the time He has given.  From the beginning of 

creation, God has set apart a time for His people to worship him.  It was not that He needs our worship (Luke 19:40); 
rather, it is because He designed us to be encouraged and edified when we worship Him (1 Pet 2:9).  But, when we 
do not give Him our worship at the appointed time, we naturally feel empty.  It is important to acknowledge God’s 

sovereignty over every area of our lives, including what we do with our time.
It shows the next generation that obedience to God is a priority.

 For over 60 years, more Americans continue to walk away from the Christian faith.  Forty-three percent of Millennials 
now say they have no kind of belief in God.  As church attendance has declined, so have the number of Christians.  That 
would stand to reason.  Children who do not attend church do not learn to make that part of their lives a priority.  They 
miss out on lessons about the basic tenants of the Christian faith.  Even with regular church attendance, a child may 

not grow up to become a professing Christian.  Everyone has been given free will.  However, regular church attendance 
combined with solid, Biblical teaching at home can provide our children with the moral foundation they need to face an 

increasingly hostile world.
It provides a place for sanctified community.

 Many places exist where people can find community (stock showing, sports, bars, etc.), but there is no place where 
people can find community like at church.  Building relationships on our shared salvation in Jesus Christ should 

transcend all ethnic and cultural barriers (Gal. 3:28).  Have you ever met a fellow believer for the first time?  You have 
an immediate connection with that person because you both have received the life changing forgiveness of Jesus.  It is 
a sweet thing.  Church provides a place where believers can have a different type of relationship with people, and there 
is a Biblical expectation that those relationships will be conducted in a way that brings peace and unity.  Admittedly, 

that doesn’t always happen.  Believers still fall into sin, and division causes hurt.  Still, the local church is the best place 
to find fellowship with like-minded people.
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combined with solid, Biblical teaching at home can provide our children with the moral foundation they need to face an 

increasingly hostile world.
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transcend all ethnic and cultural barriers (Gal. 3:28).  Have you ever met a fellow believer for the first time?  You have 
an immediate connection with that person because you both have received the life changing forgiveness of Jesus.  It is 
a sweet thing.  Church provides a place where believers can have a different type of relationship with people, and there 
is a Biblical expectation that those relationships will be conducted in a way that brings peace and unity.  Admittedly, 
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Orange Cranberry Orange Cranberry 
Bread Bread 

C
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s BREAD 
3 cups fresh blueberries                     1/2 Cup Canola Oil
2 Cups All-Purpose Flour                1 1/2 Cups Fresh Cranberries
1 Teaspoon Baking Powder                            1 Teaspoon Vanilla
1/2 Teaspoon Salt    2 Large Eggs
1 Cup Granulated Sugar   1/2 Cup Orange Juice
1 Tablespoon Orange Zest                          1/2 Cup Buttermilk

 
GLAZE
1 Cup Powdered Sugar
2-3 Tablespoons Orange Juice

BREAD
Preheat the oven to 350 degrees, and grease a 9 x 5 - inch loaf pan. 
In a bowl, whisk together flour, baking powder, and salt until well combined. 
Set aside. In a separate bowl, mix the sugar and orange zest until the sugar 
becomes light orange in color. Set aside. Add to the bowl of a stand mixer, 
the buttermilk, oil, orange juice, eggs, and vanilla. Mix on low speed until 
the ingredients are combined. Add the flour mixture and the orange zest/
sugar mixture. Continue to mix on low speed until all the ingredients are 
smooth like muffin batter. Next, add the cranberries and use a wooden spoon 
or spatula to stir until well incorporated. Transfer the batter to the greased 
loaf pan. Place in the oven and baked for 70-75 minutes. If the bread begins 
to become too brown, place a piece of aluminum foil loosely over the top to 

prevent burning. The bread is done when a toothpick inserted in the 
center comes out with a very light crumb. Remove the bread 

from the oven and allow to cool for 5-7 minutes before 
transferring from the pan to a cooling rack.

GLAZE 
While the bread cools, make the glaze.

In a medium bowl, combine the powdered 
sugar and orange juice. 

Whisk or use a hand mixer on low until 
the glaze is smooth and creamy. Adjust 

the amount of orange juice to reach 
desired consistency.

After the bread cools completely, 
drizzle the glaze over the top, 
slice, and serve.
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BREAD 
3 cups fresh blueberries                     1/2 Cup Canola Oil
2 Cups All-Purpose Flour                1 1/2 Cups Fresh Cranberries
1 Teaspoon Baking Powder                            1 Teaspoon Vanilla
1/2 Teaspoon Salt    2 Large Eggs
1 Cup Granulated Sugar   1/2 Cup Orange Juice
1 Tablespoon Orange Zest                          1/2 Cup Buttermilk

 
GLAZE
1 Cup Powdered Sugar
2-3 Tablespoons Orange Juice

Garlic Ranch Pork Garlic Ranch Pork 
Chops & PotatoesChops & Potatoes

4-5 boneless pork chops                3 garlic cloves, minced  
2 1/2 lbs red potatoes (chopped into bite-sized pieces)            1 teaspoon dried parsley
1 packet (1 oz) ranch seasoning mix            1/4 teaspoon black pepper
3 tablespoons olive oil                       1/4 teaspoon ground oregano

Directions
1.Heat oven to 400 degrees. Generously spray a cookie sheet with cooking spray. Set aside.
2.In a bowl, mix the ranch seasoning mix, olive oil, garlic, parsley, pepper, & oregano.
3.Put your chopped potatoes in a large mixing bowl and drizzle 1 1/2 tablespoons of the sea-

soning mix over the potatoes. Mix together so that all potatoes are coated. Place potatoes 
on prepared baking sheet and let cook for 20 minutes.
4.While potatoes are cooking place the pork in a bowl and pour the remaining season-
ing mix over the pork. Make sure all the pork is coated. Let sit and marinate while the 
potatoes cook.
5.After the potatoes are done cooking, take out the sheet pan and stir the potatoes and 
then move the potatoes to both sides of the sheet pan. Place the pork down the middle 
of the sheet pan and put back in the oven. 
6.Let cook for 10-15 minutes or until pork is at the correct temperature of 160 degrees. 
Serve immediately.

Baked Parmesan ZucchiniBaked Parmesan Zucchini
2 medium zucchini, sliced into 1/4 to 1/2-inch rounds
1 tablespoon olive oil
Salt and pepper
1 cup parmesan cheese

Directions
Preheat oven to 450°F and line a broil-safe baking sheet with foil (optional for easier clean up).
Place zucchini slices on baking sheet and drizzle with olive oil. Toss until well-coated. Spread slices out into a single layer.
Sprinkle generously with salt and pepper.
Top each slice with parmesan.
Bake on center rack for about 10 minutes, until zucchini is just fork tender. Set broiler on high and broil for 2 to 3 minutes, 
until cheese is bubbly and browned.
Serve and enjoy!

Honey Roasted Sweet PotatoesHoney Roasted Sweet Potatoes
2 pounds sweet potatoes 
1 Tbs olive oil 
2 Tbs butter
1 lemon, zest & juice 
1/4 Cups honey 
Directions
Preheat oven to 425 degrees Fahrenheit. Line a baking sheet with aluminum foil. Set aside.
Peel and cut sweet potatoes into bite-sized pieces. Add to a large mixing bowl and season 
with salt and pepper.
Melt butter and olive oil over medium heat in a small saucepan. Add the lemon juice, lemon 
zest, and honey. Simmer on low heat for one minute.
Pour the honey-lemon butter over the sweet potatoes. Toss well.
Spread sweet potatoes across the baking sheet in a single layer.
Roast sweet potatoes for 22-25 minutes in the oven. Remove and serve immediately.
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In a bowl, whisk together flour, baking powder, and salt until well combined. 
Set aside. In a separate bowl, mix the sugar and orange zest until the sugar 
becomes light orange in color. Set aside. Add to the bowl of a stand mixer, 
the buttermilk, oil, orange juice, eggs, and vanilla. Mix on low speed until 
the ingredients are combined. Add the flour mixture and the orange zest/
sugar mixture. Continue to mix on low speed until all the ingredients are 
smooth like muffin batter. Next, add the cranberries and use a wooden spoon 
or spatula to stir until well incorporated. Transfer the batter to the greased 
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to become too brown, place a piece of aluminum foil loosely over the top to 
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center comes out with a very light crumb. Remove the bread 

from the oven and allow to cool for 5-7 minutes before 
transferring from the pan to a cooling rack.
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While the bread cools, make the glaze.
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4-5 boneless pork chops                3 garlic cloves, minced  
2 1/2 lbs red potatoes (chopped into bite-sized pieces)            1 teaspoon dried parsley
1 packet (1 oz) ranch seasoning mix            1/4 teaspoon black pepper
3 tablespoons olive oil                       1/4 teaspoon ground oregano

Directions
1.Heat oven to 400 degrees. Generously spray a cookie sheet with cooking spray. Set aside.
2.In a bowl, mix the ranch seasoning mix, olive oil, garlic, parsley, pepper, & oregano.
3.Put your chopped potatoes in a large mixing bowl and drizzle 1 1/2 tablespoons of the sea-

soning mix over the potatoes. Mix together so that all potatoes are coated. Place potatoes 
on prepared baking sheet and let cook for 20 minutes.
4.While potatoes are cooking place the pork in a bowl and pour the remaining season-
ing mix over the pork. Make sure all the pork is coated. Let sit and marinate while the 
potatoes cook.
5.After the potatoes are done cooking, take out the sheet pan and stir the potatoes and 
then move the potatoes to both sides of the sheet pan. Place the pork down the middle 
of the sheet pan and put back in the oven. 
6.Let cook for 10-15 minutes or until pork is at the correct temperature of 160 degrees. 
Serve immediately.
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2 medium zucchini, sliced into 1/4 to 1/2-inch rounds
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Salt and pepper
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Directions
Preheat oven to 450°F and line a broil-safe baking sheet with foil (optional for easier clean up).
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until cheese is bubbly and browned.
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2 pounds sweet potatoes 
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2 Tbs butter
1 lemon, zest & juice 
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Directions
Preheat oven to 425 degrees Fahrenheit. Line a baking sheet with aluminum foil. Set aside.
Peel and cut sweet potatoes into bite-sized pieces. Add to a large mixing bowl and season 
with salt and pepper.
Melt butter and olive oil over medium heat in a small saucepan. Add the lemon juice, lemon 
zest, and honey. Simmer on low heat for one minute.
Pour the honey-lemon butter over the sweet potatoes. Toss well.
Spread sweet potatoes across the baking sheet in a single layer.
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GOTCHA!
WANT TO BE FEATURED?

SEND PICS TO INFO@PURPLECIRCLE.COM
SUBJECT LINE: GOTCHA!
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MINDSETis what separates the BEST from the REST

CHAMPION SPOTnorthwest livestock expo, IDBELLA HERRERA

GRAND OVERALLGrimes co, TXAVA Woods CHAMPION SPOTThe audible, NVBELLA HERRERA

RESERVE GRANDEighter from decatur, TXKLAYDEN POWELL

LED

THANK YOU BERGER FARMS
for their purchase at The Alliance
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The Syndicate
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HFG Farm sale
north meets south

9/18

10/2

WWW.HFGENETICS.COM
900 KEMPER RD // PORT LAVACA, TX

CASSIDY HAYES // 361.920.1015
JIMMY HAYES // 361.920.0964

70 litters of Crosses, spots, berks, durocs and chesters born 
june-aug available off the farm starting in early August
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